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Preface

Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) is a direct heat to electricity conversion method that
was first suggested in the 1950s. The TPV conversion concept is straightforward.
Thermal or infrared radiation is converted by a photovoltaic (PV) cell into electricity, just in the same way as solar radiation is converted by a PV cell into
electricity. A typical TPV system consists of a high-temperature radiator
(1,000–1,700°C), a cavity that includes a filter to control the infrared spectrum and
PV cells to convert thermal radiation into electricity. In contrast to solar PV, TPV
has two decisive advantages. First, TPV conversion is applicable to any high
temperature heat source including the solar, combustion, nuclear and waste heat
sources. Second, the efficiency can be enhanced by the control of the absorbed
spectrum in the PV cell compared to solar PV. Even though TPV conversion has
these advantages, systems are still in a research and development phase at present.
At the time of writing, research activities in TPV conversion see a decline. It is the
author’s hope that this book can contribute to the development of the technology
and that the funding situation improves. This would allow demonstration of not
only high performance single components, but also systems with high efficiencies.
In the past, there have been other hindrances in the development of the technology.
For example, there was a lack of suitable high performance PV cells. At the
present, the authors view is that the variety of the engineering disciplines involved
in an effective TPV design are the major hindrance. The research background of
TPV is often solar PV. However, an effective TPV system design requires also the
involvement of other disciplines. These essential engineering disciplines include
areas such as heat and mass transfer, optics with infrared filters, high temperature
materials with ceramics, incandescent lamp with vacuum designs and radiant
burners. A particular aim of this book is to emphasise the role of other engineering
disciplines and their contribution to the TPV system development as well as
material aspects to be considered for the components (filters, radiator, PV cells).
Chapter 1 consists of a general TPV discussion related to the field of electricity
generation, the difference between solar PV and TPV, scientific literature sources,
the historical development and the definition of conversion efficiencies. The
remainder of this book is divided into two parts. The first part is related to three
v
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major single components of a TPV system. These are the radiator in Chap. 2, the
filter in Chap. 3 and the PV cell in Chap. 4. The second part focuses on systems.
Chapter 5 discusses heat transfer aspects in terms of the underlying theory and
modelling methods for systems. Chapter 6, the heart of this book, focuses on the
cavity design and optical control in the system. Chapter 7 discusses competing
technologies and identifies specific TPV strengths. In the assessment in Chap. 8
potential TPV applications are identified.
The material of this book is largely based on a Ph.D. thesis. The author wishes
to extend special thanks to his former supervisors Prof. Nicola Pearsall, Dr. Ian
Forbes and Dr. Roger Penlington from Northumbria University at Newcastle upon
Tyne in the UK.
Stuttgart, May 2011

Thomas Bauer
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Importance of Thermophotovoltaics
1.1.1 Energy Aspect
In modern industrial society, the majority of energy is consumed in the sectors of
transportation, building and industry and fossil fuels are the primary sources of this
energy. The use of fossil fuels has led to worldwide concerns about security of
supply, increasing energy demand, limitation of resources and local and global
environment impacts (e.g. acid rain and climate change). A consequence is
increased interest in non-fossil fuel energy resources and the efficient use of fossil
fuels. Thermophotovoltaics (TPV) converts heat directly into electricity and has
been examined in all major energy sectors for both non-fossil fuel energy
resources (e.g. radioactive, solar heat and biomass) and the efficient use of fossil
fuel. Potentially, TPV systems can convert heat into electricity with Carnot
efficiency, which would make it an attractive alternative to existing electricity
generation technologies. At the current stage of research high efficiencies have not
been demonstrated and it is uncertain which practical efficiencies TPV systems can
achieve. However, even moderate (partly) demonstrated efficiencies make TPV
conversion already attractive for the efficient use of fossil fuels in applications such
as combined heat and power (CHP), portable power and waste heat recovery.
Currently, TPV systems are mainly developed for fossil fuel powered combustion
applications, which are not favourable from the energy saving aspect. However,
the fuel flexibility of TPV systems allows the change from fossil fuels to bio-fuels
in future, which may be more difficult for other technologies (e.g. fuel cells).
Hence, TPV conversion could solve some of the fossil fuel constraints, if market
and technology challenges can be overcomed.

T. Bauer, Thermophotovoltaics, Green Energy and Technology,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-19965-3_1, Ó Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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1.1.2 Technology Aspect
TPV conversion has inherently some technological properties which makes it
advantageous compared to existing routes to supply electricity. At the moment, the
two major routes are the large-scale grid connected supply and the small-scale
battery market.
In industrial countries the vast amount of electricity is centrally generated in
large power plants using internal and external heat engines (e.g. gas and steam
turbines) together with a generator, and transmitted and distributed via the grid.
One major disadvantages of central power generation is the waste of large
amounts of heat. Even modern fossil fuel powered combined cycle power plants
discharge about half of their input as waste heat. Other disadvantages include the
system complexity, security of supply issues (e.g. black outs) and distribution
and transmission losses. Hence, a rather distributed generation of heat and
electricity would be desirable. However, downscaling of central power technologies is critical in terms of the efficiency reduction, higher maintenance and
high noise. Renewable generators (e.g. wind and solar photovoltaics) can replace
large-scale fossil power plants. However, their widespread use requires economic
high power and high capacity electrical storage systems that have been not
identified yet. Another possibility is the utilisation of more steady renewable
sources in more remote locations. Examples include offshore wind parks and
solar thermal power plants. The latter one offers the advantage of an affordable
thermal energy storage system that can operate the plant for several hours.
Large-scale utilisation of technologies such as offshore wind and solar thermal
power will require major investments in the electrical grid (e.g. high voltage
direct current power lines).
On the small-scale power range, in the order of milliwatts to hundreds of watts,
a large amount of non-grid connected electricity originates from (rechargeable)
batteries, which have disadvantages in terms of a limited lifetime, a slow charging
process and a low gravimetric energy density (MJ/kg). Hydrocarbon fuels have in
the order of 100 times higher gravimetric energy densities and can be easily stored
and quickly supplied [1]. Even a low efficient TPV system could have superior
properties compared to batteries. Hence, TPV conversion is a promising technology to convert hydrocarbon fuels into electricity. In this way, a lightweight and
quickly rechargeable portable power generator could be realised.
It can be concluded that both, batteries and large power plants using the grid
have their own disadvantages to supply electricity. TPV conversion is one of
several other technologies in a research and development stage that offer advantages over this existing electricity supply infrastructure. This is especially true for
the intermediate power range (around 10 W to 10 kW). The advantages include
high reliability, low noise, high gravimetric and volumetric energy density,
portability and long operation time. Hence, TPV has the potential to replace some
of the existing grid and battery infrastructure in the intermediate power range in
future.

1.2 Comparison of Solar PV and TPV Conversion
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1.2 Comparison of Solar PV and TPV Conversion
Both solar photovoltaics (PV) and thermophotovoltaics (TPV) use photovoltaic
cells to generate electricity from the radiation of a high-temperature thermal
source. The key differences are the geometry and the heat source temperature [2].

1.2.1 Solar Photovoltaics
The sun surface radiation corresponds approximately to 5,800 K blackbody radiation. The intensity (W/m2) drops over the large distance to a maximum value
of approximately 0.1 W/cm2 at the earth’s surface (Fig. 1.1 upper part) [3, 4].
A major part of the solar radiation is in the visible spectral range according to
Planck’s radiation law. Solar PV operates rather unsteadily in terms of intensity,
spectrum and angle of solar radiation because these parameters depend on location
(latitude, longitude), different cycles (solar, annual, seasonal, daily), cloud cover
and atmospheric absorption. Another variable parameter of solar PV is the PV cell
temperature. For non-concentrator systems, cell temperature is usually not controlled and depends on the environment. For low temperatures, the cell efficiency
increases and vice versa the efficiency decreases for high temperatures. The
complexity of a cooling system for the hot cells is usually not economically
worthwhile.
For solar PV, the radiation intensity is the boundary condition with a given
magnitude and spectrum. Scattering and absorption of the solar radiation by the
earth’s atmosphere is taken into account by different standardised spectra (AM0,
AM1, AM1.5) [5]. Assuming a solar spectrum, the ideal PV cell bandgap can be
identified. It is important to note that, in contrast to TPV conversion, an ideal
bandgap maximises both the efficiency and the electrical power density. Assuming
a typical solar intensity of 0.1 W/cm2 and a conversion efficiency of 20% leads to
a maximum electrical power density of about 0.02 W/cm2. For non-concentrator
solar PV, CHP operation is usually not utilised, so that the remaining heat is lost
(for the assumption 0.08 W/cm2).

1.2.2 Thermophotovoltaics
TPV conversion, on the other hand, can use a variety of heat sources, which
usually heat up a radiator, also named emitter, to typically temperatures Ts of
1,300–2,000 K (Fig. 1.1 lower part). There are a few arrangements imaginable
where no radiator may be required including the direct conversion of flame
radiation and the conversion of waste heat where the process already radiates with
a suitable spectrum. This temperature range leads to a theoretical hemispherical
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total radiation per unit area of approximately 16–91 W/cm2 according to the
Stefan-Boltzmann law with an emissivity of one (rT 4s ). The major part of this
radiation is in the infrared spectral range according to Planck’s radiation law.
Ideally no radiation is lost due to the close arrangement of radiator and PV cells.
This has allowed demonstration of high electrical power densities of the PV cell
with values over 2.5 W/cm2. TPV systems typically operate steadily in terms of
intensity, spectrum and angle of radiation as well as PV cell temperature. For
example in waste heat recovery applications these systems could operate steadily
24 h a day and 365 days per year, where operation parameters may only alter due
to some wear and ageing of the TPV system. Defining TPV efficiency is more
complex compared to solar PV. The total input may be defined for example as the
calorific value of a fuel or as a heat flux. The high power densities in TPV
conversion make CHP operation possible, so that the useful output can be either
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purely electricity or electricity and heat. Therefore, the definition of TPV efficiency as useful output to total input is ambiguous.
TPV system design usually requires a spectral control concept, as well as
selection and design of the heat source, radiator and PV cell each with their own
limitations and qualities. Figure 1.1 shows some examples of the various concepts
and component options. Spectral control is a method to spectrally match the
absorbed power of the PV cell in accordance to the cell bandgap and often includes
additional components such as filters. Alternatively, the spectrum can be spectrally
controlled by a selective radiator and by filters and mirrors within the PV cell.
In the solar PV case, photons with energies below the PV cell bandgap energy
(out-of-band radiation) are lost. TPV systems, however, can suppress or recover
these photons by some form of spectral control to increase the efficiency. This
spectral control option potentially leads to higher efficiency of TPV conversion
compared to solar PV conversion. Although increased TPV efficiency has been only
partly demonstrated on a component but not on the system level. The CHP operation
mode has been demonstrated on a system level and the high overall efficiency can be
of interest in applications such as for domestic micro CHP systems.
It can be summarised that TPV system design is more complex, but has
advantages including steady operation, potentially higher efficiency and heat
source flexibility, if compared to solar PV. Additionally, TPV conversion offers
effective CHP operation and has demonstrated high electrical power densities
compared to non-concentrator solar PV.

1.3 TPV Literature
Books and book chapters are useful sources to introduce TPV technology.
In particular these include one chapter [6] and one section [7] by Coutts. A book
by Chubb includes detailed theoretical background on the aspects of radiative heat
transfer and filters [8]. Other book chapters focus on the solar thermophotovotaic
(STPV) conversion, such as work by Fahrenbruch and Bube [9], Green [10] and
Würfel [4]. Additionally, sections in direct energy conversion books briefly discuss
TPV conversion. Examples are a book by Decher [11] and an older book by
Angrist [12].
In 1995, Broman published a bibliography of TPV, which contains 180 entries
on TPV conversion of energy for the time period from 1950 to 1994 [13].
A comprehensive TPV review article is available from Coutts, which was published in 1999 [2]. Basu et al. published a review article on microscale radiation
principles in the design of different components [14].
Currently the Conference on Thermophotovoltaic Generation of Electricity is
the major international event on TPV research. The first four conferences were
held under the auspices of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) in
Colorado, US. Some further conferences were held in Europe. The fifth conference
was held in Rome in 2002, the sixth conference in Freiburg/Germany in 2004,
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the seventh in Madrid in 2007 and the eight in the Palm Desert in 2008. Other
conferences with major TPV contributions include the European Photovoltaic
Solar Energy Conference, the IEEE Photovoltaic Specialists Conference and the
Intersociety Energy Conversion Engineering Conference.
TPV articles can be found in various photovoltaics, physics, materials and
energy journals. In 2003, the journal Semiconductor Science and Technology
released a special issue about TPV edited by Barnham, Connolly and Rohr [15]. At
the time of writing more than thousand publications, such as journal and conference papers, as well as reports have been published. Worldwide, more than hundred patents have been filed on TPV components or systems. The number of PhD
and Master thesis account for at least several tens worldwide. In spite of the large
number of publications, there is limited literature on the basic principles, critical
aspects of system design and the lessons learned from previous developments.

1.4 Historical Development
The following paragraph gives a brief introduction in the historical development of
TPV conversion for electricity generation. Other authors give a more detailed
discussion. They include Fraas [16], Coutts [2], Ralph and FitzGerald [17], Noreen
and Honghua [18] and Nelson [1, 19].
The invention of TPV dates back to about 1956. Most literature references cite
Aigrain as the inventor of TPV, who proposed the concept during a series of
lectures at the MIT in 1956 [2, 20]. Nelson reported about a demonstration TPV
system at the MIT Lincoln Laboratory by Kolm and a publication titled ‘‘Solarbattery power source’’ in the same year [19, 21]. Early US research until the mid
1970s focussed on standalone military power generators with low noise using
fossil fuel combustion as a heat source. In this early period the three principal heat
sources (solar, nuclear and combustion) and spectral control options (selective
radiator, filter, PV cell front and back surface reflector) had been identified
[19, 22–24]. Of the available PV cell materials, both silicon and germanium had
their own difficulties. The high silicon bandgap usually requires high radiator
temperatures, where engineering difficulties occur. Germanium PV cells require
lower radiator temperature, but these cells had a low performance [2]. In the mid
1970s, the pace of TPV development slowed significantly when the US Army
chose thermoelectric technology as a power source and General Motors discontinued TPV research, because of business challenges during the oil crises [19].
However, overall TPV research profited from the research effort after the
energy crisis. Solar energy had been identified as one important non-fossil fuel
source. Advances were made in solar TPV (STPV) in the US and Europe, and TPV
technology has also profited from progress in PV cell developments. Improvements were made in PV cells using III–V materials and PV concentrator systems.
Examples are III–V PV cells, such as gallium antimonide (GaSb) and indium
gallium arsenide (InGaAs), which are now commonly used in TPV systems [19].
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In addition experience from PV concentrator systems with high radiation densities
could be applied to TPV systems (e.g. PV cell design and cooling). TPV research
has also benefited from research in the efficient use of fossil fuel and in particular
in the area of efficient and durable radiant burners for heating purposes. For
example, fibrous rare earth oxide burners [25] and ceramic radiant tube burners
[26] have been initially developed for other purposes. These burners have been
applied in combustion-powered TPV systems to efficiently convert fuel into
radiation.
In the early 1990s there had been a renewed TPV interest for military and space
power in the US. At this time two spin-off companies were founded to produce Zndiffused GaSb cells with a license from Boing (JX-Crystals Inc. and EDTEK Inc.).
JX-Crystals developed a propane powered CHP stove (Midnight SunÒ) of which
20 units were sold for beta testing from 1998 to 2001. The unit has a fuel input
power of 7.5 kW and electrical output power of 150 W [27, 28]. TPV power
generators using radioisotope heat sources were considered for deep space missions, where solar PV is not attractive because of the low light level. The Vehicle
Research Institute at Western Washington University demonstrated successfully a
combustion-TPV generator in a hybrid car [29, 30].
Industrial waste heat recovery using TPV conversion is another promising
application and research area, which was proposed by Coutts [2] in the late 1990s
(see Sect. 8.5). Also, in the late 1990s fundamental research in the area of Nearfield TPV (NF-TPV) started. In NF-TPV the distance between the radiator and the
cell is reduced to sub-wavelength dimensions. Classical radiative heat transfer
laws cannot describe the radiative heat transfer between radiator and cell.
Microscale radiation theory predicts that the radiative heat transfer can be
enhanced significantly (see Sect. 6.5.2).
From the early 2000s the development of miniaturised TPV generators with an
electrical power below 10 W has accelerated. Microelectromechanical systems or
MEMS is a growing research area and aims for the development of micro-scale
devices with mechanical elements, sensors, actuators, and electronics using microfabrication technology. With this miniaturisation there is a demand to replace the
low energy density batteries by an alternative conversion technology using
hydrogen or hydrocarbons as a fuel. Among other candidates (e.g. fuel cells, micro
turbine), TPV generators are also examined. Some of these TPV generators are
based on micro-fabrication techniques.

1.5 Energy Balance and Efficiency of a General Type System
The efficiency of a TPV system depends generally on the definition of the
boundaries. The discussion follows Fig. 1.2, which shows schematically the
energy flow in a general type of TPV system.
Efficiency is generally defined as the ratio of the useful output to the total input.
The useful output for a TPV system may be either the generated electrical power
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Fig. 1.2 Sankey diagram of a general type of TPV system. The thickness of each energy flow
path is not proportional in size

or the generated power and the useful heat for CHP operation. This makes a
TPV system using purely electricity inherently less efficient than a CHP system.
Furthermore the output power may or may not include power necessary for system
housekeeping (for example fuel pump or electric control). The total input depends
on the heat source and can be defined in different ways. Four heat sources can be
distinguished, namely chemical energy (e.g. hydrocarbon combustion), nuclear
energy (e.g. radioisotope heat), solar energy and waste heat (e.g. from industrial
high-temperature processes). In a radioisotope, solar or waste heat recovery TPV
system the total input may be defined as a heat flux (W/m2), where heat source
losses can often be small. For solar TPV, the optical efficiency of the concentrator
can be defined as the heat source efficiency. In a hydrocarbon combustion system
the total input may be defined by the fuel flow rate (e.g. kilogram per hour). This
rate can be converted into an input power (W) assuming gross or net calorific
values of the fuel, where some values in megajoules per kilogram are given in
Sect. 8.4.1. For example, efficient high-temperature radiant burners that operate
with natural gas can have heat losses of about 20% [26]. This heat is mostly lost
through the hot flue gas. The percentage value suggests that high efficiency
hydrocarbon powered TPV systems can be configured. On the other hand it can
also be pointed out that radioisotope and waste heat recovery TPV systems are
inherently more efficient compared to combustion systems. The heat source efficiency can be defined as the ratio of radiator net heat transfer to the total input (e.g.
product of fuel flow rate and calorific value), as also shown in Fig. 1.2 Eq. (1.1).
gsource ¼

Pnet
Pinput

ð1:1Þ
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Heat transfer in the cavity is dominated by radiation. Convection and conduction heat transfer is parasitic and needs to be minimised. Components in the
cavity, such as heat shields, mirrors and the PV cell absorb, reflect and reemit
radiation. In steady-state there will be a net heat flow and this flow is considered in
Fig. 1.2. A net radiative heat flux absorbed by the PV cell PPV includes short
wavelength radiation that can be converted by the PV cell (in-band radiation)
as well as long wavelength radiation that cannot be converted by the PV cell
(out-of-band radiation).
The PV cell can absorb additional heat by parasitic convection and conduction.
The total net heat flux absorbed by the PV cell PPV# contains both, the radiative
and the parasitic conductive/convective heat flux (Fig. 1.2). Two general types of
parasitic heat transfer paths to the PV cell can be distinguished. First, parasitic heat
transfer can occur directly from the radiator via the cavity gas (e.g. air or inert gas)
to the PV cell. The heat transfer modes are gas conduction and possibly free
convection. Heat transfer via this path may be minimised by the use of a suitable
gas or reduced pressure (vacuum) in the cavity. Another parasitic heat transfer path
from the radiator to the PV cell forms usually the (reflective) insulation. Aspects
such as parasitic radiation absorption of mirrors can contribute to higher losses via
this path. Finally, TPV systems have losses from the cavity via the insulation to the
surroundings (cavity heat losses in Fig. 1.2). In particular small sized systems are
susceptible to losses to the environment due to the large surface-to-volume ratio.
The cavity efficiency can be defined as the ratio of net radiative absorbed heat
flux by the PV cell PPV to net heat transfer to the radiator Pnet Eq. (1.2). This
cavity efficiency is the product of two partial cavity efficiencies, which consider
the losses through the insulation to the surroundings and the losses by parasitic
direct and indirect conductive/convective heat transfer from the radiator to the cell
Eq. (1.2).
gcavity ¼

PPV#

Pnet
|ﬄ{zﬄ}

insulation

PPV
PPV#
|ﬄ{zﬄ}

¼

PPV
Pnet

ð1:2Þ

conduction
& convection

In some cases it may be not feasible to separate between heat source and cavity
losses, as shown in Fig. 1.2, because the heat source with the combustion products
and the cavity are spatially not separated (e.g. for hydrocarbon combustion using a
Welsbach mantle radiator).
The PV cell efficiency can be defined as the ratio of electricity output Pel to the
net absorbed radiative heat flux PPV Eq. (1.3). This efficiency depends on several
operational conditions including the PV cell temperature, the radiation intensity, as
well as the spectral, angular and spatial radiation distribution. So far these operation conditions have not been standardised in order to characterise PV cells for
TPV systems. Therefore any PV cell efficiency has to be seen in conjunction with
the operation conditions in the TPV system. For example, the efficiency of a

Butane combustion
2.0 kW
Yb2O3 Welsbach mantle
1,462°C
Si (Red enhanced)
UNSW
14°C
Forced water
48 W
481 cm2
0.1 W/cm2
Selective radiator
Quartz glass tube
Gold plated
glass reflector

Low, no recuperator
2.4% (measured)
N/A

Heat source
Input power
Radiator material
Radiator temperature
PV cells type
Cell producer
Cell temperature
Cooling: PV cell by
Cell power
Cell area
Power density
Means of effective
cavity design and
spectral control

gsource
gsource 9 gTPV
gsource 9 gTPV 9 ghouse

Propane or JP8 combustion
4.4 kW
AR coated tungsten foil on SiC
1,275°C
GaSb
JX-Crystal
25°C
Forced water
700 W
470 cm2
1.5 W/cm2
Selective AR coated tungsten
radiator
Quartz glass tube
Dielectric filter on top
of the cell Inert gas filling
75% (measured)
16% (projected)
N/A

Table 1.1 Examples of demonstrated and projected TPV-system performance
System: Radiator/cell type
Yb2O3/Si [31]
W/GaSb [28, 32, 33]

Low, no recup.
2.0% (measured)
1.6% (measured)

Propane combustion
5.0 kW
SiC radiator
1,200°C
GaSb
JX-Crystal
75°C
Forced air
100 W (net 80 W)
250 cm2
0.4 W/cm2
Dielectric filter
Glass tube

SiC/GaSb
MidnightSunÒ
[27, 28]

100%
20% (projected)
N/A

Radioisotope modules
0.5 kW
Tungsten
1,077°C
0.6 eV InGaAs MIM
Emcore
50°C
Radiation
100 W
200 cm2
0.5 W/cm2
Dielectric-TCO filter on PV cell
Optionally BSR
Multifoil insulation of the cavity
Vacuum in space

W/InGaAs [34]
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specific PV cell can be expected to be high for a spectrally matched radiator and
cell, but low for the spectrally unmatched case.
gPV ¼

Pel
PPV

ð1:3Þ

In practice the total net absorbed heat flux of the PV cell can then be determined
by measuring the total output of electricity Pel and heat Pheat of the PV cell
Eq. (1.4). It needs to be considered that this PV cell efficiency includes parasitic
conductive/convective components and these components depend on the cavity
design. Hence, PV cells can be characterised thermally isolated in vacuum in order
to minimise these parasitic heat transfer.
gPV# ¼

Pel
Pel
¼
PPV# Pheat þ Pel

ð1:4Þ

The reduction due to housekeeping power is expressed in terms of the house
keeping efficiency Eq. (1.5).
ghouse ¼

Pel;net
Pel

ð1:5Þ

The overall efficiency of a TPV system is then a product of all partial efficiencies. Hence, high system efficiencies require maximisation of all partial
efficiencies Eq. (1.6).
gsys ¼ gsource  gcavity  gPV  ghouse ¼ gsource  gTPV  ghouse ¼

Pel;net
Pinput

ð1:6Þ

Table 1.1 gives an overview in terms of the performance of three combustion
systems and one radioisotope TPV system. The direct comparison of system
efficiency can be misleading. Aspects including the following can have an impact
on the system efficiency: type of heat source, system size, radiator operation
temperature and PV cell temperature. It also needs to be considered that the
electrical power density inherently increases with the radiator temperature.
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Part I

Single Components

Chapter 2

Radiators (Emitters)

2.1 Introduction
Radiators (also called emitters) may be classified according to several aspects
including the following:
• Optical properties (e.g., emissivity: spectral and angular, transparency).
• Thermal properties (e.g., upper operation temperature, evaporation rate, thermal
expansion, thermal shock resistance and thermal conductivity).
• Electrical properties (e.g., conductivity: metal, semiconductor and non-metal).
• Material composition.
• Physical structure (e.g., bulk, porous, filaments, film and microstructured
surface).
• Availability and economics.
TPV radiators have been reviewed by Coutts [1], Gombert [2], Licciulli et al.
[3], Adair et al. [4] and Nelson [5]. For the selection of a radiator material, several
requirements need to be considered. The radiator material needs to be thermally
stable in the selected atmosphere (e.g., air, inert gas or vacuum). A good thermal
shock resistance, usually achieved by low thermal expansion materials, is
important for the start-up and cooling-down process of the system. High thermal
conductivities result in a uniform temperature distribution of the radiators. For
short wavelength (in-band) radiation it is important that the radiator has a high
emissivity in order to achieve a high radiative heat transfer rate. This high rate
results in a high electrical power density of the system. In addition, an appropriate
radiator design also needs to consider other parameters. The bullet list of the
classification shows these parameters (e.g., suitable thermal properties).
Radiators may be broadly classified in spectrally broadband and selectively
emitting, or alternatively into metal and ceramic radiators. Two basic mechanisms
allow spectral alteration of the emissivity. These are the material composition and
the physical structure. The emissivity of radiators is not only spectrally dependent
but also angle and temperature dependent.

T. Bauer, Thermophotovoltaics, Green Energy and Technology,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-19965-3_2,  Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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The following section first reviews some theory about radiator evaporation.
Then the radiator concepts have been classified in broadband ceramics (Sect. 2.3),
selective ceramics (Sect. 2.4) and metals (Sect. 2.5).

2.2 Thermal Stability of the Radiator
In general there is limited TPV literature available about the mass transfer from the
hot radiator to the PV cell or other components (e.g., heat shield) in a TPV cavity.
It was pointed out that above 1,500 K, most materials, including rare-earth oxides,
show evaporation rates of a layer thickness well above 100 lm per year [6] and
this could contaminate PV cells and glass shields. Fraas calculated an unacceptable
deposition rate on the cell for silicon carbide radiators at 1,052C under vacuum
conditions [7]. Metal radiators (e.g., tungsten) can have an antireflection coating to
enhance the emissivity in the short wavelength range. The evaporation of this
coating can shift the peak of the emissivity enhancement to other wavelengths.
Hence, the stability of the coating is of interest [8]. Fraas et al. considered the
long-term operation of antireflection-coated tungsten radiator as feasible, if a
HfO2-coating in a noble gas at 1,250C is utilised [7].
The Hertz–Langmuir equation has been used in the TPV community. This
equation can predict the maximum evaporation rate from the solid radiator surface
into a vacuum Eq. 2.1, where W is the evaporation rate (g/cm2s), pv the vapour
pressure (torr)1, T the absolute temperature (K), M the molecular weight (g/mol)
and f the sticking coefficient [8–11]. For increased gas pressures, evaporation rates
are lower than for vacuum conditions [11]. For TPV applications, Eq. 2.1 shows
that generally radiator materials with low vapour pressure, such as tungsten, are of
interest. The vapour pressure generally increases with temperature and this usually
limits the upper temperature of a TPV radiator. The sticking coefficient f varies in
a wide range typically from 1E-2 to 1E-6 and must be experimentally determined
for each material [9].
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
W ¼ 5:83  102  pv  f  M=T
ð2:1Þ
Knowledge about the evaporation rate is available from other research areas.
For example, this mass transfer is desired for the vapour deposition of films [12].
The incandescent lamp is a good example, where undesired mass transfer could be
suppressed successfully. Here, unwanted blackening of the bulb glass wall, caused
by filament evaporation, needs to be minimised. Höfler, Fraas, Andreev, Luque
and others realised that there are lessons to be learned from the development of
light bulbs [7, 8, 13, 14].
Lamp design depends primarily on the combination of appropriate materials and
the control of high-temperature transport chemistry over thousands of hours [15].
1

1 Torr = 1 mm mercury column (mm Hg) = 133.3 Pa
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In an incandescent lamp, electrical energy is transformed into thermal radiation by
heating a coiled tungsten wire. The temperature range varies from 1,700C in
small vacuum lamps, through 2,400C in inert gas-filled lamps, up to 3,000C in
halogen incandescent lamps. Halogen lamps utilise a regenerative halogen (mostly
iodine) cycle to return evaporated tungsten from the bulb-wall back to the filament.
The pressure of the fill gas increases as the temperature of the lamp increases in
order to diminish the evaporation of tungsten [15]. On the other hand, higher
(noble) gas pressures reduce the efficiency due to parasitic heat losses from the hot
to the cold side [8, 16]. Hence, there is a trade-off between the parasitic loss and
the radiator evaporation rate. Another area of concern is the impurity level and the
related transport chemistry in the incandescent lamp. The source of small quantities of impurities may be due to residual gas remaining after pumping or contaminated lamp components (e.g., water in glass). For example, residual water
vapour causes wall-blackening due to the water vapour cycle [15]. Getter materials
are typically utilised in order to control the chemistry of the gaseous impurities.
The getters ensure that the proper gas composition is obtained and maintained
during lamp life. Typically, the vapour pressure of the filaments material (e.g.,
tungsten) of incandescent lamps is below 0.5E-2 Pa at the temperature of operation in order to avoid wall-blackening problems caused by the physical transport
mechanism [15].
Table 2.1 lists some materials with their melting points and the temperatures
where the vapour pressure is 1.33E-2 Pa. This value is already higher compared to
the value of 0.5E-2 Pa for a secure lamp design. The data given in Table 2.1 are
sorted by the vapour pressure temperature values. The table can give some
guidance for the material selection and the maximum long-term operation temperature of the radiator. The most critical materials are shown in the top half.
For comparison, the melting and boiling point of the materials is also included.
Most materials show a higher melting temperature compared to the critical vapour
pressure temperature. Gold is a rare example where the melting temperature can be
the limiting factor. In order to calculate evaporation rates, the molar mass and
density values are also tabulated.
Some authors argue that most TPV systems contain a glass shield and that a
contaminated shield could be replaced at fairly low cost, just like an ordinary light
bulb [7, 14].

2.3 Broadband Ceramic Radiators
Ceramics tend to have fairly constant and intermediate emissivity for short
wavelengths, followed by a sharp increase in wavelengths around 4–10 lm, where
lattice and molecular vibration are resonant with long wavelength photons [3, 19].
The temperature dependence of the emissivity of ceramics is usually rather weak
[19]. High-temperature resistant ceramics can be classified into oxide (Sect. 2.3.1)
and non-oxide (Sect. 2.3.2) based.
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Table 2.1 Vapour pressure and melting temperature of selected high-temperature materials
sorted by the temperature for a vapour pressure of 1.33 E-2 Pa. The table was composed by the
author from different literature sources [8, 9, 17, 18]
Room
Material
Chemical Temperature (C) Melting Boiling Molar
temp.
symbol
for pv =
weight
point
point
(g/mol) density
(C)
(C)
1.33E-2 Pa
(g/cm3)
Silicon nitride
Silicon carbide
Silicon (IV) oxide
Gold
Magnesium oxide
Titanium (IV) oxide
Silicon
Ytterbium oxide
Aluminium oxide
Erbium oxide
Holmium oxide
Platinum
Yttrium oxide
Molybdenum
Graphite
Zirconium oxide
Hafnium oxide
Zirconium carbide
Tantalum
Hafnium carbide
Tungsten

Si3N4
SiC
SiO2
Au
MgO
TiO2
Si
Yb2O3
Al2O3
Er2O3
Ho2O3
Pt
Y2O3
Mo
C
ZrO2
HfO2
ZrC
Ta
HfC
W

*800
*1,000
*1,025
1,132
*1,300
*1,300
1,337
*1,500
1,550
*1,600
n.a.
*1,747
*2,000
*2,117
2,137
*2,200
*2,500
*2,500
2,590
*2,600
2,757

1,900
2,830
*1,700
1,064
2,825
*1,800
1,414
2,355
2,054
2,344
2,330
1,768
2,439
2,623
#
2,710
2,800
3,532
3,017
*3,000
3,422

N/A
N/A
2,950
2,856
3,600
*3,000
3,265
4,070
2,977
3,920
3,900
3,825
N/A
4,639
3,825
4,300
*5,400
N/A
5,458
N/A
5,555

140.284
40.097
60.085
196.967
40.304
79.866
28.086
394.08
101.961
382.516
377.859
195.084
225.810
95.94
12.011
123.223
210.49
103.235
180.95
190.50
183.84

3.2
3.2
2.2–2.6
19.3
3.6
4.2
2.3
9.2
4.0
8.6
8.4
21.5
5.0
10.2
2.2
5.7
9.7
6.7
16.4
12.2
19.3

# At atmospheric pressure graphite vaporises without melting

2.3.1 Oxide Based Ceramics
Typical high-temperature oxide based ceramics are stable in oxidising atmospheres
[20] and oxides include alumina (Al2O3), stabilised zirconia (ZrO2), magnesia
(MgO), silica (SiO2), beryllia (BeO), hafnia (HfO2), thoria (ThO2) and yttria (Y2O3).
High-temperature oxide based ceramics may consists of one or more of these oxides,
such as mullite (3Al2O3  2SiO2), cordierite (2MgO  2Al2O3  5SiO2) or steatite
(MgO  SiO2) [21]. The most commonly used high-temperature oxide based ceramic is Al2O3. Al2O3 is stable in oxidising atmosphere up to 1,900C, which is close
to its fusion temperature of *2,050C. Similarly ZrO2 ceramics can withstand hightemperatures in oxidizing atmosphere and its fusion temperature is *2,600C
[20, 21]. ZrO2 is also examined as resistive heating material [22]. A theoretical study
has considered Al2O3 and ZrO2 as a TPV broadband radiator. This studied concluded that the major difficulties of these materials are their poor thermal shock
resistance and the low emissivity [23].
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2.3.2 Non-Oxide Based Ceramics
Common non-oxide based high-temperature ceramics are the groups of carbides
(e.g., C, SiC, B4C, WC and HfC) and nitrides (e.g., Si3N4, BN and AlN). Less
common non-oxide based ceramics include borides (e.g., TiB2), sulphides (e.g.,
CeS) and silicides (e.g., TaSi2, MoSi2) [8, 21–24].
Silicon nitride (Si3N4) can be used up to about 1,200–1,500C in an oxidising
atmosphere and has been proposed as broadband radiator for TPV [23, 24], but no
TPV system development using Si3N4 could be identified.
Graphite (C) has a high-thermal conductivity and shows good thermal shock
resistance [20]. It has a high emissivity over a wide spectral range and can be
machined to the desired shape [12]. However, it can only be utilised in an oxidising atmospheres up to about 400C [24]. Hence, graphite is of interest for nonoxidising atmospheres, such as for systems in space [7]. Graphite heat resistive
elements operate in nitrogen, hydrogen and rare gases at temperatures up to
3,000C. Electrical resistance infrared emitters based on carbon filaments with a
temperature of around 1,200C in quartz tubes are commercially available [25]. At
the highest operation temperatures graphite does not melt but it sublimes [22]. The
surface of graphite can be converted into SiC, which allows operation at higher
temperatures in oxidising atmospheres [20].
Silicon carbide (SiC) can operate in oxidising atmospheres up to around
1,650C due to a protective oxidation layer, which consists of silicon dioxide
(passive oxidation) [20, 22, 24]. In inert gas the maximum operation temperature
is lower. For example, for nitrogen a maximum temperature of 1,350C is
recommended [22]. The maximum operation temperature in vacuum is even
lower. Maximum operation temperatures of 1,100C (1E-3 Torr) and 900C
(1E-5 Torr) are stated (see also vapour pressure in Table 2.1) [22]. The oxidation
resistance of SiC degrades in atmospheres containing water vapour [23]. In rare
cases, silicon monoxide gas forms in atmospheres with a low partial pressure of
oxygen (active oxidation) and consumes the SiC [20]. The emissivity of SiC is
generally high and, in the wavelength range of interest (1–3 lm), the values
range from 0.7 to 0.94 depending on author and measurement methodology [26].
The thermal conductivity of SiC is generally high, but smaller than that of
graphite [20]. High-temperature application examples of SiC are heat exchangers, gas turbine components and heating elements (electric or gas heating) [20].
For example, electric SiC-heating elements were made in the US prior to the
1940s [22]. Manufacturing methods of SiC include ceramic bonded, reaction
bonded, silicon nitride bonded, carbon bonded, recrystallised, sintered, hot
pressed and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [24]. SiC has been applied
almost exclusively as a broadband radiator for TPV systems. The evaporation
rate of SiC is high. Fraas calculated a mass transfer rate from the radiator at
1,150C to the PV cell of 1 lm per 300 h in vacuum [7]. Guazzoni also presented some work on coated SiC radiators, which could suppress some midinfrared radiation [27].
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The discussed silicides are not ceramics but ceramic-metals, or cermets (e.g.,
TaSi2, MoSi2). In particular molybdenum disilicide MoSi2 has been commercially
used as electrical resistive heating element. MoSi2 has a melting temperature of
2,050C [21]. It is oxidation resistant due to the formation of a protective SiO2
layer above 1,000C in air. High maximum working temperature in oxidising
atmospheres between 1,650 and 1,850C are reported [28, 29]. Glass-bonded type
MoSi2 becomes plastically deformable above 1,500C [24]. The operation temperature in vacuum is limited due to the evaporation of the protective SiO2-layer.
Brittleness of MoSi2 can be also a disadvantage. For TPV emitter development, a
TaSi2-coating on a durable substrate such as SiC has been discussed [3].

2.4 Selective Radiators Based on Transition Metal Oxides
In the periodic table, transition metals can be further categorised into inner-transition metals (or rare-earth elements), which are made up of the lanthanide and
actinide series. For selective TPV radiators some elements of the lanthanide series
(f-transition metals) and some of the element numbers 21 to 30 (d-transition
metals) are of interest. These elements with their incomplete filled 3d and 4f shells
are marked grey in Table 2.2.

2.4.1 f-Transition Metal Oxides
The f-transition metals have partly filled deep lying 4f shells shielded by filled
outer orbitals (Table 2.2). Therefore, electrons in the 4f shells interact little with
neighbour ions and emit radiation similar to gases (line emission). Line emission is
caused by discrete energy levels, which can be described by quantum mechanics.
Work on the spectra and discrete energy levels of rare-earth ions in crystals have
been summarised by Dieke [30, 31]. The chemical properties of the f-transition
metals are similar, generally having three valence electrons (6s2, 5d1) [3].
Guazzoni first proposed the use of high-temperature spectrally selective infrared
emittance of monolithic ceramics of the oxides of Er, Sm, Nd and Yb for TPV
conversion [5, 32]. Since then most work focused on Ho, Er and Yb [1]. Table 2.3
sums up the emission peak wavelengths.

2.4.2 d-Transition Metal Oxides
The d-transition metals have a similar unique electron configuration compared to
f-transition metals. Their partly filled 3d orbitals are shielded by the 4s orbitals
(Table 2.2). In general, the f-transition elements emit in narrower lines and are less
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Table 2.2 Ground state of shell fillings, f- and d-transition metals are marked grey. For the first
ten elements, the arrows show the spin directions
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Table 2.3 Emission peaks of f-transition metals
Rare earth doping species
Peak wavelength (lm)

References

Nd
Sm
Ho
Er
Tm
Yb

[30, 32]
[32]
[2, 3, 30]
[2, 3, 5, 30, 32, 33]
[3]
[3, 5, 30, 32, 33]

2.5
High emissivity from 1.8–5.0
(1.2) 2.0–2.1
1.55
1.8
0.98

affected by the host material compared to d-transition elements [34]. For TPV,
cobalt (Co) and nickel (Ni) have been used with magnesia (MgO) as a host
material. Suitable emission peaks at 1.13, 1.27, 1.49 lm (Co in MgO) and 1.12,
1.26, 1.41 lm (Ni in MgO) were observed [34].

2.4.3 Optically Thick Radiators
Optical thickness is defined as the product of the absorption coefficient a along a
path length S. Three cases of optical thickness aðkÞ  S can be distinguished [35]:
• Opaque or optically thick: a(k)  S [[ 1.
• Transparent or optically thin: a(k)  S \\ 1.
• Semitransparent: for all other cases of a(k)  S.
Guazzoni reported about the selective emission of monolithic f-transition
metals ceramic oxides [32]. The ceramics were optically thick (no flame radiation
was transmitted through the sample) and erbium and ytterbium showed improved
selective emission with an enhanced emissivity of around 0.6 at the peak wavelength. However, in the total wavelength range from 0.5 to 5 lm the emissivity
was also generally high with values from 0.2 to 0.3 [32]. Emissivities for longer
wavelengths have not been reported, but it is known that, for high-temperature
resistant glasses and ceramics, the absorption coefficient typically increases
considerably for wavelengths longer than about 5 lm due to lattice vibrations
[3, 34, 36]. Consequently these materials also emit long wavelength radiation,
which is generally undesirable for TPV operation [3]. Another difficulty with
monolithic f-transition metal ceramic oxides is the poor thermal shock resistance.
Nakagawa et al. reported about an Al2O3/Er3Al5O12 eutectic ceramic. The
material was initially developed as a structural material for aircraft engines and gas
turbines. For the melt growth of the material, a Bridgman-type unidirectional
solidification apparatus is used. Good high-temperature performance with a thermal stability up to 1,700C in air atmosphere has been reported. The selectivity of
the emission around 1.55 lm is lower compared to the single crystal Er3Al5O12
[36–40].
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Although bulk f-transition metal ceramic oxides show some spectral selective
emissivity, there is typically also a large proportion of undesirable long-wavelength radiation [4].

2.4.4 Optically Thin Radiators
Several attempts have been made to overcome thermal shock and the out-of-band
emissivity challenges of monolithic radiators and they are summarised in the
following.
The classical form of an optically thin ceramic oxide radiator using f-transition
metals is the Welsbach mantle. For TPV, ytterbia (Yb2O3) and erbia (Er2O3) have
been utilised and there are literature reports about high-temperature stable mantles
(e.g., more than 1,700 K) with spectrally selective emission [41]. However, other
sources report about scaling, fragility and durability difficulties for such Welsbach
mantles [2, 3, 42, 43]. Hence various alternative optically thin ceramic oxide
radiator structures, containing f-transition metals, have been investigated [3, 44].
These include ceramic foams [45], matrixes constructed of long fibres [3, 4, 46, 47],
supported fibres [5, 48], ceramics consisting of short fibres [42], films on (polycrystalline) sapphire [49], doped silica glass [3, 50], doped garnets [51–53] and small
rare-earth oxide particles suspended in a hot carrier gas and enclosed by a sapphire
tube [46, 54]. Optically thin ceramic ribbons have also been made using magnesia
doped with d-transition metals (cobalt and nickel) [34, 44, 55].
As already discussed, optically thin radiators must be operated in combustion
zones or hot gas streams. Also, they require protective transparent shields and
undesirable flame radiation is also emitted. Hence, structures on non-transparent
substrates are of interest. Thermally stable ceramics with a broadband radiation
(e.g., SiC or Al2O3) can be coated with a porous coating containing f-transition
metals. For this approach the thickness of the coating is critical, where too small a
thickness results in undesired transmission of substrate radiation through the
coating [3]. On the other hand, coatings with a larger thickness can become
optically thick and can have a temperature drop across the coating. In this case the
volumetric emission of radiation at the lower temperature regions is usually
undesirable. Erbium oxide and cobalt oxide [56], as well as porous erbium
aluminium garnet [57] coatings in the order of ten to hundreds of micrometers
have been applied to a SiC substrate. It has been found that scattering in the porous
coatings can improve suppression of substrate radiation [3, 57].
Generally metals have inherently a desired spectral selectivity with an intermediate emittance for short wavelengths and a low emittance for long wavelengths. Optically smooth metal surfaces have a low total emittance and can be
used as reflectors [56]. Metal films, such as platinum [36, 56] or molybdenum
[8, 58], have been used as a substrate for f- and d-transition metal ceramic oxide
films. In this configuration the oxide films are heated by conduction through the
metal substrate where substrate radiation can be low because of the high metal
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reflectivity Oxide film materials included erbia with thulia and holmia as well as
cobalt doped spinel [56], ytterbia (Yb2O3) [8, 58] and erbium, holmium and
thulium aluminium garnets [36, 59]. For the latter, it was found that film thickness,
material composition, scattering within the film and the temperature gradient
across the film are all parameters that influence the (spectral) emittance of the
radiator.
It has been pointed out that the emission bandwidth of a single f-transition
element is relatively narrow, which could result in low electrical power densities
[3]. Hence, the superposition of emissivities from different f-transition elements
has been examined to broaden the spectral radiation output [3, 60].
From the literature discussed in this section, it can be concluded that in general
limited work has been carried out on the durability and evaporation rate of
selective ceramic radiators, but this aspect should be addressed for a durable
system design.

2.5 Metal Radiators
Pure polished metals tend to have high emissivity for short wavelengths (typically
1 to 2 lm) and low emissivities in the mid and far infrared. The long-wavelength
emissivity decreases approximately proportional to the square route of T/k [19].
This natural spectral selectivity makes metals suitable for TPV radiators. On the
other hand, the equation also shows that long-wavelength emissivity increases with
temperature [2]. An advantage of metals is that they tend to have high thermal
conductivities and this results in uniform radiator temperatures.

2.5.1 Material Options
Noble metals are known for their high resistance to oxidation in air, whereas most
other metals are unstable in high-temperature oxidising atmospheres. Gold has a
high reflectivity and does not oxidise up to its melting point of 1,064C, but does
not support its own mass at elevated temperatures [61, 62].
Elements of the platinum group (platinum, palladium, iridium, rhodium,
osmium and ruthenium) are oxidation resistant, have high strengths at elevated
temperatures and have high melting points [61]. For TPV, platinum has been used
as a radiator [63]. Platinum has a melting temperature of 1,768C. It is extremely
stable and does not form protective oxide coatings. Platinum can be used in
oxygen atmospheres up to 1,600C. A common alloy is Pt–Rh which can have a
higher thermal stability compared to pure Pt [22]. One major disadvantage of
platinum is the high material cost.
Refractory metals have high melting points and a high thermal stability, but
poor oxidisation resistance at elevated temperatures. Examples include
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molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten. The maximum operation temperature in air
of these three metals is limited to about 500C. All three materials are used as
resistive elements in electrical heating in vacuum or protective atmospheres to
prevent oxidation. In this application the maximum recommended operation
temperature is 1,900, 2,200 and 2,500C for molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten
respectively. Molybdenum and tungsten can be used in almost any atmosphere that
protects it from oxidisation. Tantalum is more critical and cannot be used in
atmospheres that contain oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen or carbon. These three metals
show a good compatibility with high purity structural material such as Al2O3 (up
to 1,900C) and mullite (up to 1,700C) [22]. In the TPV literature a test rig with a
tantalum radiator is reported [64].
Tungsten has the highest melting point of any metal with a value of 3,422C
and it has a low vapour pressure (or low evaporation rate) [2, 8, 61]. Hence, TPV
systems using tungsten as the radiator operate with a vacuum or inert gas atmosphere to avoid oxidation. A typical tungsten incandescent light bulb radiates
about 8% in the visible wavelength range (0.380–0.76 lm). About 60% of the
input power is infrared radiation (0.76–2.8 lm). Losses from radiation above 2.8
lm and the tube wall account for about 32%. Attempts to replace tungsten in
incandescent lamps by more selective materials have failed [15]. Several TPV
prototype systems using tungsten in an inert atmosphere have been developed.
The discussion shows that cost effective single elements of the metals cannot
operate in oxidising environments at the temperature required for TPV emitters.
Hence, metal alloys are of interest. Some high-temperature resistant alloys form
protective oxide layers at their surface and these layers can prevent further oxidation. Commercial applications of these alloys include the areas of electrical
resistance heating [28] and metal fibre gas burners. These alloys can operate at
temperatures above 1,000C in air. They are based on the major elements iron,
chromium, aluminium and nickel in different compositions with trade names such
as Inconcel, Rescal and Kanthal [28, 65]. An advantage of these alloys is that they
can be formed by traditional metal-working methods. These alloys are also slightly
spectrally selective and have a high-thermal conductivity resulting in a uniform
temperature.
Different Ni–Cr and Fe–Ni–Cr alloys have been used traditionally as a resistance
heating material. In this application the maximum operation temperatures is 1,100
to 1,200C in air atmosphere. These alloys form the protective oxide CrO2 at
elevated temperatures in oxidising environments. The oxide layer thickness
increases with time and spalling can be critical. Another group of alloys is based on
the major elements Fe–Cr–Al in different compositions. Fe–Cr–Al alloys form a
protective Al2O3-layer at elevated temperatures in oxidising environments. They
are used up to 1,300C in air as resistive heating element. The Al2O3–layer tends to
adhere better compared to the CrO2–layer. On the other hand, the emissivity of the
CrO2–layer is higher compared to the Al2O3–layer. In general it can be said
that alloys with oxidised surfaces show different emissivities compared to nonoxidised surfaces. Some emissivities data of oxidised surfaces are available in the
literature [66]. These high-temperature metal alloys, in the form of wires, have been
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used as a radiator up to 1,200C directly in the combustion zone [39, 67–69]. In this
way a gas fired metal radiant burner was realised. Doyle et al. reported about the use
of these alloys as a structural material for the radiator tube in an indirect radiant
burner for a small TPV system [63]. In summary it can be said that these commercially available alloys could be of interest for low-temperature radiators, but the
maximum long-term operation temperature of these alloys, without contamination
due to radiator evaporation, would need to be assessed.

2.5.2 Micro and Nano-Structures
The intermediate emissivity in the near infrared spectrum of tungsten can be
enhanced using antireflective (AR) coatings. Theoretical emissivity values up to
95% in the wavelength range from 1 to 1.7 lm have been calculated using an AR
coating thickness of about 140 nm [2]. AR coating materials are considered to
have included Al2O3, ThO2, ZrO2 and HfO2 [6, 8, 63, 70, 71]. AR coatings also
allow some control of the spectral and angular emission characteristics [72]. The
durability of a HfO2-coating at 1,250C in noble gas could also be high but this
was not yet confirmed by long-term tests [7].
Surface gratings with periods in the order of micrometers have been fabricated
using tungsten [2, 73–75] and other materials [76]. Several phenomena influence
the spectral emissivity of these radiators including surface plasmon resonance,
vertical standing waves in deep cavities and AR sub-wavelength gratings [2]. The
optimum dimension of the surface gratings for high in-band and low out-of-band
radiation can be found by modelling these structures (e.g., rigorous coupled-wave
analyses). The durability of tungsten surface gratings is limited by surface diffusion and the gratings become almost planar after a few hours at temperatures
above 1,300C [2]. It was found that a 25 nm surface coating with HfO2 could
reduce surface diffusion considerably [2, 74]. It can be noted that tungsten lamp
filaments need to retain their fibrous grain microstructure to accommodate the
stresses and strains at operating temperatures of 2,200–3,100C. This stability is
achieved through additions of thoria or a combination of compounds based on
aluminium, potassium and silicon [12]. The latter are also known as AKS dopants
referring to the German name of the elements (‘‘Kalium’’ for Potassium). Hence,
one might expect that the thermal stability issues of TPV tungsten radiators at
lower temperatures can be overcome using knowledge from the light bulb
development.
At a fundamental research level, photonic bandgap crystals have been of
interest for TPV conversion. In photonic bandgap crystals the lattice structure is on
a scale with optical wavelengths and is based on alternating materials with high
and low dielectric constants. The lattice periodicity is spaced such that bandgap
wavelengths destructively interfere, thereby preventing their passage through the
crystal. Constructive interference enhances wavelengths outside the bandgap
and allows them to propagate through the crystal with little attenuation. This
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phenomenon is well known for example, for 1D multilayer films. In 1991, the first
3D photonic bandgap crystal structure was found, where photons can be blocked at
the crystal bandgap regardless of the direction the photon travelled or their
coherence, polarisation or angle of incidence [77]. For TPV, 3D photonic crystal
radiators from tungsten have been suggested. The crystal bandgap prevents mid
and far infrared radiation and the near infrared emissivities can be high [2, 78].
Photonic structures of alternating layers of ultra-thin metallic films in-between
dielectric layers have been also examined as radiators [79].
It can be summarised that radiators based on micro- and nano-structures can be
designed with a suitable spectrally selective performance. Critical aspects include
the thermal stability and the scaling-up of the processes.

2.6 Other Novel Radiator Materials and Concepts
Other radiator materials than those summarised in the three previous subsections
(broadband ceramics, selective radiators based on transition metals and metal
radiators) have also been proposed. These concepts are still in a more fundamental
research and development stage.
The semiconductor material silicon has been considered as a TPV radiator
material in vacuum [8, 80]. Chubb examined theoretically and experimentally
a thin, in the order of 1 lm thick, silicon film on a sapphire substrate with a
reflective platinum backing film. Experiment and model approximately agreed at a
temperature of 560C and an enhanced emissivity below about 1.3 lm could be
demonstrated. Considering the high vapour pressure of silicon (Table 2.1) and the
vacuum operation, the maximum operation temperature would need to be assessed.
Cockeram et al. prepared, by a variety of methods, several coatings applied to
molybdenum, niobium and a nickel-base alloy [9, 81]. The coatings were characterised in terms of the emissivity and the thermal stability.
Good et al. proposed to use thermal energy storage in between solar receiver
and the radiator in order to operate the radiator also without solar radiation
[82, 83]. Latent heat storages utilise the phase change energy, so that approximately isothermal systems can be designed. Silicon has been suggested as a phase
change material (PCM) with a melting temperature of 1,414C [83]. Fluoride salts
are usually considered as a PCM in the high-temperature range in the area of latent
heat thermal energy storage. An estimation of the molar latent heat can be made by
Eq. 2.2, where R is the molar gas constant and Tm the melting temperature of the
PCM in Kelvin. The dimensionless factor F ranges from 1 to 5 for metals,
semiconductors, eutectic and inorganic compounds [84, 85]. As it can be seen
from the equation, higher melting temperatures result in high melting enthalpies.
Also, substances with a small molar mass are beneficial because they give higher
values in terms of the melting enthalpy in the relevant unit J/g.
Hm;mol ¼ F  R  Tm

ð2:2Þ
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Ashcroft and DePoy proposed high-temperature heat pipes (e.g., filled with
lithium or sodium) to transport energy from the heat source to the radiator. This
arrangement should allow a TPV system design with a high volumetric power
density (W/cm3) [86].

2.7 Summary
The various radiator materials and concepts discussed in the previous sections can
be seen to be based on three technological areas.
First, burner designs for radiant heating have been utilised or adapted. For
example metal wires arranged in the combustion zone (direct radiant burner) and
recuperative single ended tube burners made of silicon carbide (indirect radiant
burner) have been utilised. Section 8.4.1 discusses further details of direct and
indirect radiant burners applied for heating.
Second, gas fired radiant burner for lighting based on the Welsbach ytterbia
mantle has been adapted. The Welsbach mantel dates back to the 1890s and is also
discussed in Sect. 8.4.1.
Third, as discussed in this chapter (Sect. 2.2), the tungsten radiator development
profited from the electric light bulb designs. In general, little attention has been
paid to the aspect of TPV radiator evaporation and the resulting contamination of
heat shield and PV cells. It can be pointed out that such fundamental problems
have been successfully handled in the tungsten light bulb operation. In addition,
TPV radiators operate at much lower temperatures compared to typical light bulbs.
Hence, evaporation problems are less pronounced. Although the tungsten design
has some complexity due to the inert gas operation it seems a development path
that has no major hindrances.
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Chapter 3

Filters

3.1 Introduction
Overviews of infrared filters are given by Good et al. [1], Chubb et al. [2, 3],
Gruenbaum et al. [4], Horne et al. [5] and Köstlin [6]. Generally, TPV systems
with filters should achieve a higher efficiency and power density compared to
available selective radiators as modelling by Good et al. showed [1]. Two general
types of ideal filters have been proposed (Fig. 3.1) [4, 7]. Both filters ideally fully
reflect photons with energies below the PV cell bandgap energy; or in other words
long wavelength radiation (out-of-band) should be reflected. For high efficiencies,
usually out-of-band reflectivity of more than 90% would be ideal assuming currently used cell bandgaps and radiator temperatures, as pointed out by Baldasaro
et al. [8]. A similar conclusion is also drawn in Sect. 6.2.3. Also, both filters show
ideally no absorption of radiation at all wavelengths.
The first filter is a very narrow band pass that transmits photons with energies
that are slightly above the PV cell bandgap energy; all other photons would be
reflected. Such band-pass filter results in an ideal conversion of the photons in
the PV cell without excess photon energy and leads to the highest conversion
efficiency. On the other hand, a narrow wavelength band contains only a limited
number of photons and this results in a low power density.
The second filter is an edge filter that transmits all photons with energies above
the PV cell bandgap and reflects all photons below the bandgap energy. In terms of
radiation, short wavelength radiation (in-band) is transmitted and long wavelength
radiation (out-of-band) is reflected. The selection of these two ideal filters is a
choice between either a high power density or a high efficiency. In other words,
it is not possible to maximise both the power density and the efficiency.
Most practical systems aim for an edge filter rather than a band-pass filter
design. It is also the opinion of the author that an edge filter is more advantageous
as discussed in Sect. 6.2.3. Results of this modelling show that a band-pass filter
leads to a large power density drop and the gain in the efficiency is not very high
compared to the edge filter for typical configurations currently considered.
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Table 3.1 Radiation range and peak wavelength for different blackbody temperatures, as well as
the total power of a blackbody
Total blackbody Lower 1% edge of Peak wavelength Upper 1% edge of
Blackbody
radiation
temperature
radiation (lm)
radiation (lm)
(lm) (Wien’s
(W/cm2)
(C)
displacement law)
800
1,000
1,200
1,400
1,600
1,800

7.5
14.9
26.7
44.4
69.8
104.7

0.89
0.75
0.65
0.57
0.51
0.46

2.70
2.28
1.97
1.73
1.55
1.40

17.9
15.1
13.0
11.5
10.2
9.3

For an optimum filter design, different aspects need to be considered. Table 3.1
shows that the filter parameters depend on the radiator (or blackbody) temperature.
The 1% edges are defined as the wavelengths where the blackbody power peak
value drops to 1% of its value. The integrated radiation from the lower to the upper
wavelength edge, given in Table 3.1, is 98.5% of the total blackbody power.
Hence, for spectral control the lower and upper edge define the total wavelength
range of interest. This total range becomes smaller for higher radiator temperatures. For example, the upper edge of radiation changes from about 18 lm at
800C to about 9 lm at 1,800C. Although bodies slightly visible glow by
incandescence below 800C, it can be seen that at 800C almost all radiation is
outside the visible spectral range (0.38–0.76 lm).
For TPV applications, the peak wavelength of the blackbody is typically in the
long wavelength (out-of-band) spectral range. The filter performance in terms of a
high reflectivity should be best close to this peak wavelength, since the radiation
intensity is highest around the peak. Another issue is the strong increase of
blackbody radiation directly proportional to the fourth power of the absolute
temperature. As a consequence, parasitic absorption by the filter and filter cooling
will play a more important role at higher radiator temperatures.
Another general aspect is the angle of incidence of the radiation. Radiators in a TPV
system typically emit radiation according to a Lambertian radiation distribution
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and the radiation on the filter surface arrives under a wide range of incidence angles.
Hence, filters need to show a high performance for a wide range of angles.
It should be pointed out that knowledge about infrared reflective filters is
available from other applications [6]. Examples are the thermal insulation of light
bulbs, spectrally selective solar absorbers and double-glazed building windows.
For example, the efficiency of an electric light bulb can be increased significantly,
if infrared radiation is reflected back to the source and reabsorbed by the filament.
Spectrally selective solar absorbers have been realised with a high solar radiation
absorption and high thermal (infrared) reflectance of the hot absorber (or low
emittance) [9, 10]. In double-glazed windows about two-third of the heat loss
occurs via thermal radiation and this loss can be minimised by coating the inner
surface or surfaces with an infrared reflective filter [6].
In general, the filter requirements for an efficient TPV system (wide spectral
range, edge filter characteristic with little absorption, angle characteristic) are not
easy to meet. Hence, various filter technologies including frequency selective surface
(FSS), transparent conducting oxide (TCO), all-dielectric and metal-dielectric filters
are of interest (Sects. 3.3–3.6). Also filters that combine the advantages of different
filter types are developed (Sect. 3.7 Dielectric-TCO). Another spectral control option
is the back surface reflector (BSR) as an integral part of the PV cell (see Sect. 4.4).
Most TPV systems utilise a bulk dielectric (e.g., quartz glass) shield in the
cavity. In general, these glass heat shields cannot fulfil the filter requirement in
terms of the spectral selectivity. Nevertheless, heat shields are included in this
chapter, since they can contribute to some of the spectral control in a TPV
system.

3.2 Bulk Dielectrics in the Cavity (Heat Shields)
Many TPV systems use a transparent high-temperature heat shield between the radiator and the PV cells. Such heat shields perform several roles including the following:
• Minimisation of conduction and convection heat transfer between radiator and
PV cell,
• Maintenance of an inert atmosphere or vacuum around metal radiators to avoid
radiator oxidation (e.g., tungsten),
• Protection of PV cells from combustion products of direct radiant burners.
First, as a potential heat shield option crystalline and polycrystalline materials
are discussed (Sect. 3.2.1), although almost exclusively fused silica, or quartz glass
(SiO2), has been used (Sect. 3.2.2).

3.2.1 Crystalline Materials
Sapphire (crystalline Al2O3) has a high melting point of 2,054C. The transparency range is approximately from 0.2 to 5 lm with a very low absorption
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Table 3.2 Crystalline infrared optical materials with a high melting point, sorted by vapour
pressure and then melting point. The table was composed by the author from several literature
sources [13, 15–17]
Material
Chemical
Melting point
Temperature for a Transparency
Symbol
(C)
vapour pressure of range (lm)
1.33 E-2 Pa (C)
Boron phosphide
Barium titanate
Yttrium aluminium oxide
Strontium titanate
Spinel
Aluminium Oxynitride
Diamond
Zinc selenide
Zinc sulphide (wurtzite)
Silicon nitride
Gallium phosphide
Lanthanum fluoride
Silicon carbide
Magnesium oxide
Titanium oxide
Silicon
Sapphire
Boron nitride
Aluminium nitride
Yttria

BP
BaTiO3
Y3Al5O12
SrTiO3
MgAl2O4
Al23O27N5
C
ZnSe
ZnS
Si3N4
GaP
LaF3
SiC
MgO
TiO2
Si
Al2O3
BN
AlN
Y2O3

1,125 decomp.
1,625
1,930
2,080
2,135
2,170
*3,500
1,520
1,700
1,900
1,457
1,493
2,830
2,825
1,560–1,843
1,414
2,054
2,967
3,000
2,439

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
660
800
800
920
900
1000
1,300
1,300
1,337
1,550
1,600
1,750
2,000

0.5–N/A
N/A
0.2–5
0.5–5
0.2–5
0.2–5
0.2–3
0.5–19
0.4–12.5
N/A
0.5–N/A
0.1–10
0.5–4
0.4–7
0.4–4
1.1–6.5
0.2–5
0.2–N/A
N/A
0.3–7

coefficient in the range from 1 to 3.3 lm. The long-term operation limit is below
1,500C due to the vapour pressure (Table 3.2). It is known that alumina powder
of high purity (i.e., [99.9%) can be also sintered to translucency by addition of
small amounts of sinter additives (e.g., about 0.2 wt% MgO); sintering is typically
performed at temperatures of 1,827C to obtain polycrystalline alumina (PCA).
PCA is used as arc tube material in lamps. PCA is a cost effective alternative,
but has a reduced transmission due to scattering effects compared to single crystal
alumina [11].
Other infrared optical materials, with a high thermal stability and a vapour
pressure lower than sapphire, include boron nitrite, aluminium nitride and yttria.
Yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG, Y3Al5O12) has also a high melting point of
approximately 1,930C [12, 13]. YAG is commonly used as a host material in
solid-state lasers. Goldstein et al. used YAG as a light pipe to guide the radiation
by total internal reflection from a high-temperature heat source to the PV cell
[12]. Chubb modelled a light pipe concept where a heat transfer enhancement
proportional to the refractive index squared can be achieved (see Sect. 6.5.2).
In the theoretical work as a candidate material ZnSe was used [14]. ZnSe has a
very wide transmission range from 0.5 to 19 lm. However, the high vapour
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pressure of ZnSe could prohibit long-term operation at high temperatures
(Table 3.2).
As will be discussed in Sect. 3.2.2, absorption and reemission in the heat shield
of long wavelength radiation above the bandgap allows for some limited spectral
control. Table 3.2 shows that almost all crystalline materials are transparent
(or have a low absorption) up to high wavelengths, if compared to fused silica with
a smaller transparency window. In other words, most crystalline materials would
transmit long wavelength (out-of-band) radiation, whereas fused silica would
absorb part of this radiation. The fused silica shield also reemits part of the
radiation towards the emitter. In this way radiation is returned to the emitter.
Another major disadvantage of single crystalline materials is usually their higher
costs due to the growth process compared to fused silica.

3.2.2 Amorphous Materials (Glasses)
Amorphous materials (glasses) fulfil many of the required TPV heat shield characteristics. Quartz glass (fused silica or SiO2) has been almost exclusively used
[18–21]. Although, high-temperature borosilicate glasses with tradenames such as
Duran [20] and Pyrex [19] have also been considered.
Table 3.3 lists some important properties of glasses used in electric lamps [11].
The advantages of soda lime glass include low cost and easy processability. On the
other hand, the heat and thermal shock resistance of this soft glass is relatively
poor. Hard glasses, such as borosilicate and aluminosilicate glasses have lower
thermal expansion coefficients, higher softening temperatures and they are better
suited for high-temperature usage. High silica glasses have the highest maximum
operation temperatures and very good resistance against heat and thermal shock
(low thermal expansion coefficient). The drawbacks of pure quartz glass are its
high cost and high processing temperature. Hence, cheaper alternative high silica
glasses have been developed and they could also be of interest for TPV systems.
On the one hand, there is vycor glass that contains a few percent B2O3. On the other
hand, doping of pure SiO2 melt with a few hundred ppm of oxides like BaO, Al2O3
and K2O reduces the processing temperature. For tungsten halogen lamps doped
quartz glass up to a typical operation temperature of 830C can be employed.
For very high-temperature applications pure quartz glass has typically the
appropriate thermal properties. It has the highest melting point of any glass and has
a good thermal shock resistance [13, 22]. At very high temperatures devitrification
can occur [22]. Here the white opaque cristobalite (a crystalline phase of SiO2)
forms in the SiO2 surface layer. Cristobalite has a much higher expansion coefficient than quartz glass. This acts as a stress raiser and results in spalling. Hence,
the cristobalite layer proceeds inwards from the surface [11, 22, 23]. There are
various factors influencing the onset temperature and the rate of devitrification,
such as the SiO2 type, operation temperature, exposure time, thermal history and
surface contamination [24]. Especially impurities from alkali metal ions accelerate

Soft glass
Soda lime
72
Hard glass
Borosilicate
78
Aluminosilicate
61
High silica glass
Vycor quartz
96
Pure quartz
[99.9

SiO2

1

–
–

–
–

5
–

–
–

K2O

16

Na2O

4
–

15
1

–

B2O3

–
–

2
16

2

Al2O3

–
–

–
–

4

MgO

–
–

–
10

5

CaO

Table 3.3 Properties of selected (high temperature) glasses, adapted from [11]
Glass type
Typical composition (wt%) (empty fields refer to minor constituents)

–
–

–
12

–

BaO

1,020
1,140

800
1,025

700

Softeing
point (C)

930
1,130

N/A
680

N/A

Typical max.
temp. (C)

0.75
0.55

4
4.5

9.4

Expansion
coeff. 0–300C
(10–6K-1)
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the onset and the rate of devitrification [11]. Quartz glass can be used up to
1,130C, although devitrification (i.e., crystallization) may occur from 1,000C
upwards [11].
Pure quartz glass is available in different grades and these can be classified in
electrically fused (or water-free or infrared-grade), flame-fused and vitreous synthetic silica [24]. The grades differ in their hydroxyl content: electrically fused
(low), flame-fused (intermediate) and vitreous synthetic (high) [24]. Water in the
form of hydroxyl groups in the quartz glass causes absorption peaks [24].
Absorption peaks occur at wavelengths of 1.38, 2.22 and 2.73 lm [24]. Assuming
a quartz glass thickness in the range of centimetres, three wavelength intervals
for the transmission can be distinguished for quartz glass. These are below
2 lm (optically-thin), from 2 to 5 lm (semitransparent) and above 5 lm (optically-thick). Figure 3.2 shows the absorption coefficient a(k) of non-infrared-grade
quartz glass. The data were taken from various sources [25, 26]. The absorption
coefficient a(k) for longer wavelengths was calculated from the extinction coefficient k(k) given by Philipp using the relation a(k) = 4p  k(k)/k [27, 28]. The quartz
glass absorption coefficient up to k = 2 lm is very low (Fig. 3.2). The absorption
coefficient values in the window from around 1.2 to 1.6 lm are lower than 1 m-1.
This spectral window is utilised for long-distance optical fibre transmission [28].
There have been a few TPV publications assessing how SiO2 shields situated
between radiator and PV cell influence the radiative heat transfer. Modelling by
Hottel [29] pointed out that the glass shield acts as a thermal protection for the PV
cells but also reduces convertible short wavelength transmission in the cavities.
This modelling has not included reemission of radiation of these shields. Experimental work by Pierce et al. [18] and Fraas et al. [30] indicates that re-emission of
the hot shields needs to be taken into account. It has been pointed out that hot
shield reemits radiation in both direction, to the radiator and the PV cell [18, 30].
This allows suppression of some undesirable long wavelength radiation, but the
quality of this suppression can be regarded as limited and does not fulfil the
requirements of a TPV filter for a highly efficient system. Considering different
quartz glass types, non-water-free quartz glass seems to fulfil the spectral
requirements best. There is a small, usually undesirable, absorption peak at
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1.38 lm and stronger desired long wavelength absorption bands around the peaks
at 2.22 and 2.73 lm [24]. The long wavelength radiation will be absorbed, at least
partly by the water bands, and reemitted in both directions (to the radiator and the
cell). This will contribute to the spectral control in the system. In comparison,
crystalline materials cannot absorb long wavelength radiation due to their usually
wide window (compare Table 3.2).
External cooling can keep the shield at a lower temperature to minimise
re-emission of radiation. However, this can be regarded as generally undesirable,
since this absorbed energy in the shield is lost and degrades the overall efficiency
of the TPV system. Hence, operation of the heat shield in radiative equilibrium
with its environment (radiator, PV cells) is usually of interest.
Another suggested option is the use of multiple shields to improve the suppression
of long wavelengths [30–33]. Fraas concluded that N shields reduce long wavelength
radiation by 1/(N ? 1) [30]. However for multiple shields it has been found that not
only long wavelength radiation, but also desirable short wavelength radiation is
reduced by reflection losses [18, 31–34]. The reduced short wavelength transmission
leads to low electrical power densities and this is usually undesirable. In order to reduce
the reflection losses, the utilisation of antireflection coating has been proposed [32].
Modelling by Hanamura [31–33] suggests that an increased shield thickness in
the order of centimetres can improve long wavelength suppression. However,
in their work the SiO2 shield was not in radiative equilibrium since convective
heating and cooling from flue gas and combustion-air was anticipated. Modelling
and experimental work in radiative equilibrium performed by the author showed
that an increased SiO2 shield thickness suppresses long wavelength more effectively than thin shields. The modelling also showed that the shield materials
utilised as filters should have a high absorption coefficient in the long wavelength
range and a low thermal conductivity. This suppression can be attributed to a
temperature gradient and the coupled radiation and conduction heat transfer in the
glass. Section 5.4.5 discusses the theory of coupled radiative and conductive heat
transfer in semitransparent media (e.g. glass) [34].
In general, it can be pointed out that heat shields made of quartz glass can
minimise conduction and convection heat transfer from the radiator to the PV cell.
For radiators such as tungsten quartz glass can provide the envelope for the inert
gas atmosphere. Also, the quartz shield can contribute to some spectral control,
but the quality of spectral control, without other spectral control measures, is not
sufficient for an efficient system design. For these reasons, quartz glass shields are
often an integral and important part of typical TPV systems.

3.3 Frequency Selective Surface (FSS) Filters
Frequency selective surface (FSS) filters are essentially array structures that
consist of a plurality of thin conducting elements, often printed on a dielectric
substrate for support [35]. Examples of element shapes are dipole, tripole,
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Jerusalem cross, square loop, cross dipole and circular loop [35]. Frequently,
FSSs form band-pass filters, also called resonant array or metallic mesh filters,
which consist of a conducting plate with periodic apertures (inductive type). The
complementary structure with periodic metal patches forms a band-rejection filter
(conductive type) [5]. FSSs are well known for the sub millimetre and micrometer
electromagnetic wavelength range [7]. For example, they are familiar from the door
of a common microwave oven where they reflect long wavelength electromagnetic
radiation (microwaves) and transmit short wavelength radiation (light) [36].
For TPV, band-pass filters are of interest. These filters reflect most radiation except
photons with energies in a band above the PV cell bandgap energy. The challenge of
these filters applied for the near infrared wavelength range is the fabrication of the
physically small structures with dimensions smaller than the peak transmission
wavelength [37]. Hence, nanofabrication techniques such as electron beam lithography, ion beam lithography or nanoimprint lithography are required [36, 38].
Horne at EDTEK Inc. has developed inductive FSSs using about 420 million
cross dipoles per cm2 [5, 39–42]. Initially each dipole has been fabricated
individually by direct-electron-beam lithography, which has been replaced by a
masked-ion-beam lithography process to reduce costs. The peak transmission at
resonance frequency has been optimised for a wavelength of 1.45 lm for GaSb
cells responding up to 1.8 lm. Disadvantages of this filter include high costs and
the transmission versus wavelength performance (approximately Gaussian shape).
The transmission characteristic leads to an in-band transmission of less than 100%
that reduces the power density. The Gaussian shape transmission characteristic
also has no sharp cut-off wavelength so that some out-of-band transmission occurs.
Nevertheless, systems using this filter are among the most efficient TPV prototypes
being built. This filter has been incorporated or considered for combustion, solar
and nuclear TPV systems [40, 43]. The high performance is achieved due to a high
reflectivity of mid and long wavelength radiation similar to a gold mirror (98–99%
reflectivity) [5] and the suitable angular performance of the filter. The transmission
peak wavelength (or resonant frequency) of this filter remains the same for incident radiation with large zenith angles, although the filter increasingly reflects this
radiation (specular surface behaviour) [5].
Kristensen et al. fabricated and examined also other element structures than the
cross dipole for TPV FSS filters [44]. They concluded that inherent parasitic
absorption, which is the result of the induced currents in the FSS metallisation, is a
significant obstacle to achieve the very high performance of combined dielectric–
TCO filters (see Sect. 3.7).

3.4 Transparent Conducting Oxide (TCO) Filters
TCOs, or semiconductor or plasma filters, are highly doped thin semiconductor
films with a large bandgap [6, 7]. Examples include indium oxide (In2O3), tin oxide
(SnO2), indium tin oxide (or ITO, In2O3–SnO2), zinc oxide (ZnO), cadmium
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stannate (or CTO, Cd2SnO4) and cadmium indium oxide (or CIO, CdO–In2O3).
For In2O3 and ITOs typically Sn is used as a dopant [6, 45]. For TPV conversion,
arsenic, phosphorus and boron doped silicon TCOs were also examined [46].
There are different known deposition methods and they include chemical
vapour deposition (CVD), reactive sputtering, hot spraying and reactive evaporation [6]. TCOs are widely used in applications such as flat-panel displays,
architectural heat reflecting coatings and PV panels [7], where they transmit visible light and reflect infrared radiation. For TPV, the plasma wavelength needs to
be shifted into the infrared. TCOs have been considered on the heat shield [47, 48],
as PV cell front surface filter (FSF) [49] and as an integral part of III-V semiconductor cells (e.g., InGaAs) [7, 50].
The bandgap of these materials is typical around or above 3 eV and this value
corresponds to a wavelength of about 0.4 lm. Hence, these materials are transparent in the visible and part of the infrared spectral region. Doping of these
semiconductors causes a high electrical conductivity. This in turn leads to
reflection of infrared radiation beyond the plasma frequency.
The reflectance versus wavelength behaviour can been modelled using the
classical Drude theory. Equation (3.1) defines the plasma frequency vp, where N is
the number of charge carries, eo the elementary charge, e0 the vacuum dielectric
constant, eb the dielectric constant associated with bound carriers at very high
frequency, m* the effective mass and Y the relaxation frequency of the semiconductor. The cut-off wavelength, or the plasma wavelength, can be shifted by a
change of the number of charge carries N [9, 10, 51].
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N  e20
ð3:1Þ
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In order to get a steep transition from transmittance to reflectance the quality
factor Q, given by Eq. (3.2) needs to be maximised. An important parameter is the
electron mobility l that needs to be maximised [9, 10].
The advantages of TCOs are potentially low costs and broad reflectance in the
mid and far infrared. One major disadvantage of TCOs is that this filter has
significant absorption that is strongest near to the plasma frequency. For example,
cadmium stannate filters demonstrated mid and far infrared reflectance over 90%
with an absorption value of around 10% [52]. Another drawback is the slop
characteristic from transmission to reflection. In other words, TCO in the infrared
do not show a very sharp cut-off at the plasma frequency [5]. In order to improve
the performance, a high electron mobility l is required. Further improvements of
TCOs may or may not allow reaching the high mid and far infrared reflectance of
FSS filters [52]. One important development is the combination of TCO filters with
a wide spectral range and all-dielectric filters with a small spectral range but
sharper cut-off characteristic. Section 3.7 discusses this tandem filter type further.

3.5 All-Dielectric Filters
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3.5 All-Dielectric Filters
All-dielectric filters, also called interference or dichroic filters [4], consist of multiple thin layers of material having different refractive indices [7, 45]. All-dielectric
filters are well understood and they can be flexibly designed as bandpass or bandrejection filter [7]. The ratio of high to low refractive index should be maximised.
This allows a filter design with fewer layers, less total material, and thus less total
absorption, and lower fabrication cost [53]. Software packages allow optimisation of
the transmission and reflection versus wavelength characteristics of the filters for
given optical material constants (e.g., refractive index versus wavelength) [7].
Materials with high refractive indices include zinc selenide (nZnSe = 2.4), zinc
sulphide (nZnS = 2.3) and silicon. Magnesium fluoride (nMgF2 = 1.4) is a typical
material with a low index value [2, 5, 7, 45]. For TPV conversion, the thermal
stability of these film materials can be an issue. Also, there are efforts to increase
the refractive index contrast. Hence, alternative filter materials have been examined. These are the high index materials antimony sulphide (nSb2S3 = 2.8), gallium
telluride (nGaTe = 3.0) and antimony selenide (nSb2Se3 = 3.4), where the maximum temperature of Sb2Se3 was limited to 90C. The alternative low index
material was yttrium fluoride (nYF3 = 1.5) [53]. Developments using silicon (high
index) and silicon dioxide (low index) did not have the required performance [5].
All-dielectric filters are advantageous in terms of their low absorption. On
the other hand, these filters have two major disadvantages when they are applied
for spectral control in a TPV system. First, these filters are typically optimised for
smaller wavelength ranges. Also combining more than one all-dielectric filter
cannot overcome the limited spectral range due to interference between the filters
[4, 45]. The TPV requirements of out-of-band reflectivity over a wide wavelength
range, a high in-band transmissivity and sharp transition behaviour can only be
met using a large number of dielectric layers. Challenges of filter designs with a
large number of layers include high costs, the control of film thickness and
adherence of the layers [2, 7]. Second, it is well known that the transmission and
reflection versus wavelength of dielectric filters are a function of the incident
angle. Hence, optical systems have been designed to bundle the radiation so that
the incident radiation at the filter has small zenith angles (see Sect. 6.3.3) [54].

3.6 Metal-Dielectric Filters
The basic theoretical description of the metal-dielectric filter (also called induced
transmission filter) was published by Berning and Turner as early as 1957 [6, 55].
The filter consists of a thin metal layer sandwiched between one or more dielectric
layer on each side. Typical metals included gold and silver with dielectric materials such as ZnS, ZnSe, MgF2, ZnO and TiO2 [2, 4, 6, 19, 45, 56–58]. For the
spectral range in TPV conversion, the metal layer thickness is typically in a range
from 10 to 30 nm.
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Metal films have the advantage of high reflectivity in the mid and far infrared
wavelength range. The major disadvantage of the filter is the parasitic absorption
in the metal layer [2, 4, 6, 45]. Similar to all-dielectric filters, it is necessary to
adjust the thickness of all layers (dielectric and metal layer) to optimise the overall
performance of the filter.

3.7 Combined Dielectric-TCO Filters
Another concept is a tandem filter that consists of an all-dielectric and a TCO filter
[2]. This concept was introduced in the early 1990s by researchers at Knolls
Atomic Power with a proposal in the first TPV Conference using indium tin oxide
as a plasma filter [1, 2, 5, 8]. The filter sits usually on the front surface of the PV
cell. The filter can be glued with an optical adhesive (epoxy) onto the PV cell. This
arrangement allows cooling of the filter via the cell. The dielectric filter acts as the
first surface mirror for medium wavelengths (e.g., 2–6 lm). Long wavelength
radiation (e.g., larger than 6 lm) is reflected by the plasma filter that is located
between the dielectric filter and the cell [2, 53, 59].
These tandem filters achieved a high performance and there is a good agreement of the performance by theoretical modelling and practical measurements
[1, 5, 44, 60, 61]. For example, a tandem filter, using multiple layers of Sb2Se3/YF3
as dielectric filter and highly n-doped InPAs as plasma filter, was glued on an
InGaAs MIM cell with a bandgap of 0.6 eV. The radiant heat transfer efficiency of
the module at 25C was 23.6%. This system used a 5.4 9 5.4 cm2 etched SiC
graybody radiator at 1,039C placed 2 mm away from the 2 9 2 cm cell module
using a vacuum gap as insulation. The electrical power density was about 0.8 W/cm2.
It should be pointed out that the MIM using a back surface reflector without the
tandem filter had also a high performance (20.6%, 0.9 W/cm2) [59].
As pointed out in the discussion of dielectric filters, tandem filters need to
overcome some fabrication issues due to the large number of layers, such as
control of thickness and adherence of the layers, for large-scale usage. It can be
pointed out that the tandem filter approach has some flexibility, since the spectral
range of the two filters are not fixed but could be altered. For example, if there
would be technological progress in the performance of one filter (e.g., low
absorption of plasma filter), the contribution of this filter could be extended by a
wider spectral range.

3.8 Other Filter Concepts
In the late 1970s and early 1980s the combination of dielectric filters and PV cell
BSR was researched. This approach was not very successful, since the long wavelength reflectivity of both the dielectric filter and the BSR were rather poor [5].
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Rugate filters are based on interference coatings with a continuously varying
refractive index. This filter was proposed as FSF in full-spectrum cavity solar
converters [62, 63].
Spectral splitters apply different principles such as reflection/transmission
[62, 63], refraction (e.g., prism) and holography. Only TPV work on the latter
could be identified [64, 65]. There are also spectral splitting systems for solar
conversion. Imenes and Mills wrote a review article of spectral beam splitting [65].
Applications include hybrid lighting and full-spectrum cavity converters [62, 63,
66]. Such systems can be considered as non-TPV type because of the absence of a
radiator. Although direct solar spectral splitting systems may use the same low
bandgap PV cells as TPV systems.
At the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) a 5 mm thick water layer held by two
concentrical SiO2 tubes has been considered as a long wavelength absorption filter
(above 1.4 lm) [48, 67]. Advantages of this design include simplicity, high
absorption of mid and far infrared radiation and the use of the hot water for a CHP
system. Disadvantages include reduced in-band transmission (or power density)
and reduction of electrical conversion efficiency due to the absorbed and ‘‘lost’’
heat in the water.
The inverse filter concept, in which undesirable long wavelength radiation
(out-of-band) is transmitted and convertible short wavelength radiation (in-band)
is reflected, has also been considered for TPV [45]. Such filters are known as cold
mirrors and are used for example in dichroic lamps. It has been pointed out that
TPV systems utilising cold mirrors would require a complex design with at least
one additional mirror [45].

3.9 Summary
In early TPV systems filters were placed within the cavity (e.g., onto the heat
shield) and this resulted in the overheating of the filter. In the course of the
development of various systems, there was a tendency to place the filter closer and
closer to the PV cell to minimise the temperature of the filter. Thermal stability
issues and the temperature dependent performance of filters resulted in the logical
step to locate the filter directly on the cell (front-surface filter) and this filter design
can be considered as state of the art. This approach allows cooling of the filter via
the cell, since all filters will show some absorption that causes heating of the filter.
The filter can be either mechanically mounted onto the PV cell, using for example
optical glue, or the filter can be an integral part of the cell design. For example,
Abbott examined metal-dielectric and plasma filters deposited directly on the cell
surface [58].
In the previous sections the weaknesses and strengths of the different filter types
were discussed. All-dielectric filter can have low absorption but only in a narrow
spectral range, whereas TCO and metal-dielectric filters have a wide spectral
range but show typically significant absorption and no spectrally sharp filter
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characteristic. Hence, the combination of different filter types can lead to a better
overall performance. In particular the tandem dielectric-TCO filter showed a high
performance. Another promising filter concept is the FFS filter with a very high
mid and long wavelength reflectivity. Both, tandem dielectric-TCO and FFS filters
demonstrate that high performance filters can be designed. Also spectral control
within the cell, e.g. BSR in a MIM module, achieved a suitable performance.
However, currently there is still a lack of economic and large-scale filter solutions
for spectral control. This situation can be seen as one major cause that only few
complete efficient TPV cavities have been realised.
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Chapter 4

Photovoltaic Cells

4.1 Introduction
The major PV cell research interests are the development of efficient low bandgap
PV cells, the incorporation of spectral control (filters and reflectors), multijunction
cells and improvement of the economics (e.g., alternative substrates). Different
authors reviewed PV semiconductors and theoretical PV cell aspects for TPV
conversion. These authors include Coutts [1, 2], Andreev [3], Bhat et al. [4], Iles
[5], Woolf [6, 7] and Chubb [8].
This chapter has the following structure. Section 4.2 covers the PV cell theory
with basic aspects about the current-voltage characteristics of a PV cell and the
assessment of the cell performance via partial PV cell efficiencies. Section 4.3
discusses fabrication technologies for PV cells. Section 4.4 shows the options to
include spectral control as an integral part of the PV cell design. The performance
of PV cells based on group IV (Sect. 4.5) and group III-V semiconductors
(Sect. 4.6) is assessed by the previously defined partial cell efficiency. Section 4.7
discusses alternative PV cell materials, as well as other aspects and components
related to the PV cell.

4.2 PV Cell Theory
The less common approach presented in the section is based on the assessment of
the PV cell performance by partial cell efficiencies. The efficiencies are the voltage
factor gOC, the collection efficiency (also called mean quantum efficiency) gQE, the
fill factor gFF, the ultimate efficiency gUE and the PV cell array efficiency gArray Eq.
4.1 [4, 9–15].
gPV ¼

Pel
¼ gOC  gQE  gFF  gUE  gArray
PPV

T. Bauer, Thermophotovoltaics, Green Energy and Technology,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-19965-3_4,  Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011

ð4:1Þ
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The first three efficiencies (gOC, gQE and gFF) are mainly related to the characteristics of the PV cell and an in depth discussion follows in this section. The
ultimate efficiency gUE describes losses due to the spectral mismatch of the
absorbed illumination spectrum in relation to the PV cell bandgap. The ultimate
efficiency gUE describes how the absorbed radiation PPV(v) matches the PV cell
bandgap energy hvg. There are two loss mechanisms. The first of these is due to
photons with energies hv \ hvg which are not converted and this mechanism is
named free carrier heating . In other words, a photon with energy less than the
bandgap energy hvg makes no contribution to the electrical cell output. The second
mechanism is due to photons with energies hv [ hvg. These photons contribute to
the energy output hvg and the excess energy (hv–hvg) is lost as heat. This second
mechanism is named hot carrier heating [10, 16, 17]. Optimisation of the ultimate
efficiency is an essential aspect of a TPV system including for example a filter for
spectral control. Hence, it cannot be considered a sole cell issue. Section 6.2
discusses the dependency of the ultimate efficiency for different illumination
spectra (suppression of radiation above and below the bandgap).
The discussed efficiencies all relate to the single cell performance under ideal
conditions. The efficiency gArray includes losses due to multiple cell connections.
PV cells connected in series and parallel and built into TPV systems have generally lower efficiencies than a single cell because of the following reasons:
• Distribution of different individual cell properties, so that each cell cannot
operate at its own maximum power point. Also a group of cells and not only the
best performing cells are used.
• Cells within a group of cells operating at different radiation densities; nonuniform absorption of radiation due to the spatial and angular distribution of the
radiation in a TPV cavity.
• Packing of the PV cells with uncovered areas (for TPV, the packing factor has
been optimised using shingling [18]).
• Conduction and convection heat transfer to the PV cell; by definition: the
absorbed radiation power PPV(v) does not include conduction and convection
losses, whereas the absorbed radiation power PPV#(v) includes these losses
(compare energy balance in Fig. 1.2).
For TPV conversion, it should be pointed out that many of the discussed
negative factors (e.g., non-uniform cell temperature and incident angle of the
radiation) are temporally constant compared to solar PV. Hence, non-uniformities
can be analysed and then minimised due to a suitable system design.

4.2.1 Current-Voltage Characteristics
The conventional photovoltaic cell has a p-n junction and a single bandgap.
Figure 4.1 on the right hand side shows the equivalent circuit of an ideal photovoltaic cell. More realistic models include series and parallel resistances, as well as
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Fig. 4.1 Schematic of the current-voltage curve (left) and the idealised equivalent circuit (right)

other diode parameters, such as additional diodes or a diode ideality factor [19].
For simplicity, the following discussion focuses on the presented ideal photovoltaic cell model. A constant current source is in parallel with a diode. In the dark,
there is no current generated by photons and the photocurrent density Jph is zero.
The current-voltage characteristic can be described by the Shockley diode equation
Eq. 4.2. Figure 4.1 on the left hand side shows schematically the current-voltage
characteristic of the dark cell with a photocurrent Jph = 0. For the illuminated cell,
ideally each photon above the bandgap hvg contributes to one elementary charge
e0. The generated photocurrent per area is called photocurrent density Jph. When a
photovoltaic cell is illuminated, the current-voltage curve is shifted to the fourth
quadrant (Fig. 4.1 left) and electrical power can be extracted from the cell and
utilised in the external load RL. There is a specific current density Jm and voltage
Vm where the maximum power output, or maximum area under the curve, is
obtained (Fig. 4.1, left).
 e0 V

ð4:2Þ
J ¼ Js ekTcell  1  Jph

4.2.2 Dark Saturation Current Density
The diode equation includes the dark saturation current density Js Eq. 4.2.
Equation 4.3 defines the current Js, where e0 is the elementary charge, ni the
intrinsic carrier concentration, D is the diffusion coefficient, L is the diffusion
length and NA and ND are the acceptor and donor doping concentrations,
respectively. The subscripts e and h refer to electron and holes as minority carriers
[16, 19]. It can be seen that several material parameters are required in order to
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calculate the dark saturation current density. Hence, modelling of the impact of the
PV cell bandgap is usually not carried out by individually calculated Js-values for
each cell. Typically such modelling utilises the thermodynamic limit of Js or an
empirical equation depending on the bandgap energy as discussed in the following.


De
Dh
2
Js ¼ e 0 n i
ð4:3Þ
þ
NA Le ND Lh
The dark saturation current density Js has a thermodynamic lower limit because
the cell not only absorbs radiation but also emits radiation. This theoretical radiative limit is given by Eq. 4.4. Equation 4.4 is valid for hvg [0.4 eV with an error
of less than 2% in Js. This equation requires also assumptions of the Étendue.
Equation 4.4 assumes an Étendue proposed by Henry with a radiative limit without
photon recycling using a typical semiconductor refractive index (here n = 3.6)
and with photon recycling (n = 0) [20]. An in depth analysis of the radiative limit
and other Étendue types can be found elsewhere [21]. Frequently, an approximate
solution that neglects the kTcell-terms in Eq. 4.4 in brackets is used Eq. 4.5 [9, 22].
The approximation is only valid if hvg  kTcell. The approximation results in an
error of the Js value of about 10%, if a bandgap of 0.5 eV and a cell temperature of
25C are assumed [21].


 2   hvg
2e0 
2
Js ¼ 3 2 p n2 þ 1 kTcell 2k2 Tcell
e kTcell
þ 2kTcell hvg þ hvg
ð4:4Þ
h c0 |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
0

Etendue

Js 


 2  hvg
2e0  2
p
n
þ
1
kT
hvg e kTcell
cell
2
h3 c0

ð4:5Þ

Frequently, models of Js depending on hvg use an approximation in the form as
defined in Eq. 4.6 [5–7] and Eq. 4.8 with a constant b [23]. Sze reported Eq. 4.7 for
high radiation densities [16]. Coutts reports about an empirical correlation using
Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9, where the latter depends on the bandgap energy. Wanlass fitted Js
values for a wide range of semiconductors in order to determine the parameters in
Eq. 4.9 [1, 2, 24]. Mauk cites some further literature for the modelling of Js [25].
Js  be
3

hvg

kT

2
e
Js  bTcell

ð4:6Þ

cell

hv

2kT g

3
e
Js  bðhvg Þ Tcell

cell

hvg
cell

kT

bðhvg ÞWanlass ¼ 3:165  104

A 2:91hvg
e
cm2 K 3

ð4:7Þ
ð4:8Þ
ð4:9Þ

The performance of different PV cells can be compared using the described
Js-models Eq. 4.4–4.9 [26]. The Js-value of a characterised PV cell can be
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determined by Eq. 4.10 using the open circuit voltage, the photocurrent and the
cell temperature. This equation is based on the rearrangement of the ideal diode
equation with J = 0 (Eq. 4.2). Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of models and
calculated Js values of different cells. It can be seen that high-performance III-V
semiconductors, such as GaSb, InGaAs and GaAs are in good approximation
described by the model with empirical values from Wanlass [1, 2, 24]. The simple
model by Wolf fits better the group of IV semiconductors, namely silicon and
germanium [6, 7].
Jph

Js ¼
e

e0 Voc
kTcell

ð4:10Þ

1

4.2.3 Collection Efficiency
For an ideal cell the photocurrent density, or short circuit current density, is given
by Eq. 4.11. The quantity of electrons and holes collected per photon absorbed is
called the quantum efficiency. The quantum efficiency can include reflection losses
(external quantum efficiency) or exclude the reflected radiation of the cell surface
R(v) (internal quantum efficiency). The quantum efficiency depends on the frequency, or wavelength, and is an inherent property to the device independent of
the radiation source [27, 33]. An increase in cell temperature leads to a reduction
of the PV cell bandgap energy hvg. As a result, the number of integrated photons
increases and the photocurrent density Jph rises slightly. Equations 4.12 and 4.13
define the spectral response (in A/W) utilised for cell characterisation, where I(v) is
the radiation intensity (in W/m2) [16, 34].
Jph ¼ e0

Z1
vg




1  RðvÞ gQE;intðvÞ nphðvÞ dv
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
gQE;extðvÞ

ð4:11Þ
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ð4:12Þ
hv
e0

ð4:13Þ

To obtain the collection efficiency, (Eq. 4.11) can be rearranged. The maximum
photocurrent density Jmax is given by the number of photons with energies above
the bandgap energy hvg presented in the radiation spectrum multiplied with the
elementary charge e0 (Eq. 4.14). The number of photons is also given by the
absorbed radiation power of the cell divided by the product of cell area and photon
energy hv. It needs to be considered that the PPV(v) does not include parasitic
conduction and convection losses. Also, radiation from the emitter can be lost in
the cavity due to a view factor less than unity. Hence, the radiation absorbed by the
cell is not necessarily the radiation emitted by the radiator (compare energy balance in Sect. 1.5). The actual photocurrent density Jph is smaller than Jmax and this
reduction can be described by the collection efficiency gQE [4]. The collection
efficiency can be considered as the spectrally averaged quantum efficiency
including reflection losses. The collection efficiency gQE can be generally close to
100% for optimised cells. For non-concentrator silicon solar cells a value of 97%
has been achieved [35]. In the TPV literature sometimes collection efficiencies in
the system using the blackbody radiator are reported [28]. In these cases, it should
be considered that gQE can include effects such as the parasitic heat transfer to the
cell (conduction/convection), the emissivity of the radiator of less than one and
photons lost in the cavity (view factor less than one). Section 4.7.3 discusses
further details of the difficulties to measure the cell performance with parasitic
cavity effects.
gQE ¼

Jph
Jph
Jph
¼ R
¼ R 1 PPVðvÞ
Jmax e0 v1
n
dv
phðvÞ
e0
dv
g
vg

ð4:14Þ

hvA

4.2.4 Voltage Factor
The maximum voltage, which may be obtained from the PV cell, is the bandgap
voltage Vg defined as the ratio of the PV cell bandgap energy hvg to the elementary
charge e0 (Eq. 4.16) [10]. Setting J = 0 in Eq. 4.2 gives the open circuits voltage
Voc as described in Eq. 4.15, where Vc is the thermal voltage. This equation shows
that Voc can be raised in two ways: by either increasing Jph or decreasing Js [27].
The photocurrent densities Jph can be increased by optical concentration of radiation, where Jph rises linearly with the concentration factor. This effect is beneficial for both, solar concentrator PV and TPV with high radiation densities
compared to conventional solar PV. The second way is the reduction of Js with
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some fundamental lower limits as discussed in Sect. 4.2.2 [26, 27]. In general,
lower bandgap PV cells have higher dark saturation current densities Js and hence
lower open circuit voltages (compare Fig. 4.2) [26].
The ratio of open circuits voltage Voc to the bandgap voltage Vg is defined as the
voltage factor gOC (Eq. 4.16) [4]. The voltage factor is usually the lowest and most
critical efficiency of the PV cell related efficiencies (gOC, gQE and the fill factor
gFF) [9]. The voltage factor gOC is a function of several parameters as discussed by
Shockley and Queisser [10]. Figure 4.3 shows the voltage factor of different PV
cells versus the bandgap energy. It can be seen that in particular low bandgap cells
lack high voltage factors. This aspect is generally not beneficial since TPV cells
typically have low bandgaps. It can be seen that GaSb, Ge and InGaAs PVcells are
low bandgap cells with a high performance in terms of the voltage factor. Currently, there are no cells with a high voltage factor below a bandgap of about
0.7 eV. Figure 4.3 also presents a simple empirical model defined in Eq. 4.17 in
this book. This model can describe the reduction of the voltage factor gOC for a
decrease in the bandgap energy and was fitted to the best performing cell for 1 sun
operation and concentration factors larger than 100. The simplified model follows
a more detailed model by Partain using the quasi fermi energy spacing from the
nearest band edge, carrier concentrations and effective masses [27]. Figure 4.3 also
shows that the voltage factor gOC increases under high radiation densities. TPV
cells typically operate under high illumination levels and hence this mechanism is
beneficial. Comparing a silicon cell (1.1 eV) operating under non-concentrated
solar radiation (AM1.5) with a GaSb cell (0.72 eV) operating under concentration
(1473 K blackbody), it can be seen that similar voltage factors have been achieved
due to the compensation of the two effects.
 




kTcell
Jph
Jph
Jph
ð4:15Þ
Voc ¼
ln
þ 1 ¼ Vc ln
þ 1  Vc ln
e0
Js
Js
Js
gOC ¼

Voc e0  Voc
¼
Vg
hvg

ð4:16Þ
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hvg  hv0
ð4:17Þ
hvg
Equation 4.18 approximately describes the drop of Voc with temperature
(negative temperature coefficient). The efficiency of the cell also drops with
temperature because the voltage drop is dominant compared to the increase in the
photocurrent. Other authors discuss in more detail the effect of temperature on Voc
[21, 37–39].
gOC;empirical ¼

dVoc Voc  Vg

dT
T

ð4:18Þ

4.2.5 Fill Factor
The current-voltage curve of the PV cell under illumination has an exponential
characteristic (diode curve in Fig. 4.1). The maximum electrical power density
Jm  Vm is less than the product of Jph  Voc, which is described by the fill factor
gFF Eq. 4.19.
Jm  Vm
ð4:19Þ
gFF ¼
Jph  Voc
In the absence of series resistance, the fill factor depends solely on Voc/Vc and
increases with this ratio [15]. Equation 4.20 defines the theoretical limit given by
Shockley and Queisser [10]. Green proposed a simpler model (Eq. 4.21) [1].
Figure 4.4 shows that, for Voc/Vc C 5 the model by Green can describe the theoretical limit closely. A value of Voc/Vc = 5 corresponds to Voc = 0.13 V
assuming a cell temperature of 25C. Hence, the simpler model by Green can
sufficiently describe cells currently of interest for TPV conversion (hvg [ 0.4 eV).
Both equations show that the fill factor gFF decreases for lower open circuit
voltages (or lower PV cell bandgaps) and higher cell temperatures. Figure 4.4
illustrates that an increase of Voc is accompanied by an improvement of the fill
factor. It can be seen that high-performance cells show properties near the theoretical Shockley and Queisser model [27–32, 36].
 2
Vm
Vc


gFF;Shockley ¼ 
Vm
1 þ VVmc  e Vc VVocc


kTcell
Voc Vm
Vm
and
¼
þ ln 1 þ
e0
Vc
Vc
Vc


Voc
Voc
Vc  ln Vc þ 0:72
gFF;Green ¼
Voc
Vc þ 1

ð4:20Þ

with: Vc ¼

ð4:21Þ
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High-performance cells are designed with a low series and high parallel
resistance values. Both, large series and small parallel resistance values, or their
combined effects, lead mainly to a reduction of the fill factor [4, 13, 16, 27]. For
small photocurrents, the fill factor depends solely on Voc/Vc and increases slowly
with it. At high photocurrents, or high radiation densities, the fill factor decreases
due to series resistance losses. The maximum efficiency of a cell with a given
series resistance occurs roughly where the product of current and series resistance
equals the thermal voltage Vc [38]. Figure 4.4 shows that practical fill factor values
of concentrator cells are similar compared to non-concentrator cells.
The fill factor generally decreases with increasing temperature. Martinelli and
Stefancich discuss the impact of temperature in more detail [40].

4.2.6 Ideal PV Cell Related Efficiency
The previous three subsections discussed the collection efficiency gQE, the voltage
factor gOC and the fill factor gFF as the efficiencies related to the PV cell. In this
subsection, the product of these three efficiencies is defined as the ideal PV cell
related efficiency Eq. 4.22–4.25. For gQE, or the mean quantum efficiency, there
exists no clear dependency on the PV cell bandgap energy. Hence, for simplicity
the quantum efficiency is assumed as unity, since values close to one can be
achieved. For the voltage factor an empirical model with the bandgap as parameter
has been presented (Sect. 4.2.4). For gFF, the assumptions of the equation by Green
limit the calculations to hvg [ 0.4 eV. Finally, it is possible to calculate gFF
depending on the bandgap energy, since Voc, as a function of the bandgap is known
from Eq. 4.23.
gQE ¼ 1
gOC;empirical ¼

Voc e0 Voc hvg  0:25eV
¼
¼
Vg
hvg
hvg

ð4:22Þ
ð4:23Þ
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v  lnðv þ 0:72Þ
Voc Voc eo
¼
with v ¼
Vc
kTcell
vþ1

ð4:24Þ

v  lnðv þ 0:72Þ hvg  0:25eV
vþ1
hvg

ð4:25Þ

gOC;FF;QE ¼

with v ¼

hvg  0:25eV
kTcell

Figure 4.5 shows the ideal PV cell related efficiency gOC,FF,QE. It can be seen
that the cell related efficiency drops considerably towards smaller bandgap energies. This behaviour is caused by the fact that both, the voltage factor and the fill
factor drop for lower bandgap cells.
Figure 4.5 can be compared to the emission peak of a blackbody at 0.46 eV
(800C) and 0.89 eV (1800C). Hence, typical TPV operation requires PV cells
with low bandgaps in this range. For a blackbody radiation distribution, it needs to
be additionally considered that only 25% of the radiation is above the peak energy
(e.g., 0.46 eV and 0.89 eV) [8]. Hence, even if the cell bandgap matches the
emission peak of the blackbody about 75% of radiation cannot be converted! As a
consequence typical blackbody radiation distributions and high-performance PV
cells have a spectral mismatch. This is due to the fact that currently efficient PV
cells are limited to higher bandgaps (roughly [ 0.7 eV) and below this bandgap
there is still a large share of photons that cannot be converted. Hence, it is very
important to spectrally control radiation in a TPV cavity in order to achieve high
system efficiencies. Section 6.2 describes spectral control theoretically in terms of
the ultimate efficiency gUE.

4.3 Fabrication Technologies and Epitaxial Growth
Several fabrication technologies to manufacture PV cells of the periodic groups IV
(Si, Ge) and the combination of group III (Al, Ga, In) and group V (P, As, Sb) are
known. The pn-junction of the PV cell can be formed by a diffusion technology,
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Table 4.1 Overview of lattice matched substrate and epitaxial layer with low bandgaps
Substrate Epitaxial layer Bandgap (eV) Comments
Literature
GaSb
InAs

InAsSb
InAsSbP

0.29
0.35–0.5

InAs

InGaAsSb

0.3–0.7

GaSb
InP

InGaAsSb
0.5–0.6
In0.53Ga0.47As 0.74

Theoretical option
Early research,
low voltage
Better performance on GaSb
substrate
High performance demonstrated
Mature technology (e.g., fibre
optics)

[26]
[3, 25, 26, 50–52]
[51]
[3]
[3, 4]

epitaxial growth or a combination of these two technologies. The diffusion process
is simpler and cheaper compared to the epitaxial growth process. Diffusion cells of
interest for TPV conversion can be directly processed with their available substrates. These substrates are Si [27, 41], Ge [42], GaSb [26, 43, 44] and potentially
InGaSb [26].
If a bulk crystal is not available, several epitaxial growth methods are available to
form the pn-junction. These include metal organic vapour phase epitaxy Metal
organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOCVD), also known as organometallic vapour
phase epitaxy (MOVPE), liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) and to some extend also
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). As a substrate the group IV-semiconductors Ge and
Si can be used. Currently, large 600 wafers are available for bulk crystal Si and Ge.
Also, the III-V semiconductor GaAs and InP are available as 600 wafers, whereas
materials such as GaSb and InAs are limited to smaller wafer sizes (200 ) [45]. Besides
the size and costs of wafers, the quality of the substrate has an impact on the cell
performance. The bulk single crystal compounds InGaSb, InGaAs and InGaAsSb
are difficult to grow from the melt using the traditional methods. There has been
some effort towards the bulk crystal growth of these compounds [4, 26, 46–48].
High quality epitaxial layers require a careful selection of the substrate. Ideally,
the atomic lattice constant of the grown layer matches the lattice constant of the
substrate closely (lattice matched cell). Grown cell structures with a lattice mismatch to the substrate have typically a lower performance. Graded mismatched
layers in between the cell and the substrate can overcome this problem to some
extent. This was successfully demonstrated for InGaAs cells. Table 4.1 shows
possible III-V semiconductor pairs of ternary and quaternary epitaxial layers lattice matched to the substrate. The table includes only low bandgap cells that are of
interest for TPV conversion. For solar PV applications, such as space or concentrator systems, other lattice matched epitaxial grown cells are known. Examples are GaAs on Ge and GaInP on GaAs as single and mulijunction cells [43, 49].
Figure 4.6 visualises the correlations between the lattice constant and the bandgap.
Si and Ge are indirect semiconductors and the other low bandgap III-V compounds
of interest for TPV conversion are direct semiconductors.
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4.4 PV Cell Design with Spectral Control
4.4.1 Front Surface Filters (FSFs)
Commonly PV cells are antireflection coated to couple radiation from a low
refractive index media (air or vacuum) into the semiconductor with a high
refractive index. This can be seen as a simple FSF [53]. For TPV, FSFs need to
transmit in-band radiation and reflect mid and far infrared radiation. One advantage of FSFs is that they are cooled together with the PV cell, in contrast to filters
placed in the TPV cavity, which may require additional cooling. All dielectric
FSFs have been examined since the 1960 s for germanium cells [53]. All major
filter types have been researched as FSF. These filters are FSS [54], TCO [55], alldielectric [56], metal-dielectric [57] and tandem dielectric-TCO [54, 56].

4.4.2 Back Surface Reflectors (BSRs) and Buried
Layer Reflectors
The technology of BSRs is partly available from space solar cells and silicon cells,
where thin active layers and multiple passes of photons (light trapping) can increase
the cell efficiency [2, 58]. For TPV, the principle of the BSR is that out-of-band
radiation penetrates into the PV cell, passes through the device layer and substrate, is
then reflected at the back surface mirror, returns via the same path and then leaves the
PV cell to be returned to the radiator [1]. Hence, this concept requires low absorption
of sub-bandgap radiation by the device layer and substrate. Low absorption due to
free carriers can be achieved using low-doped substrates such as GaSb, InP and
Si [1, 34, 59]. However, making an ohmic contact to a lightly doped substrate is
generally difficult [1, 34, 60]. PV cells operating in TPV systems usually operate
under high illumination intensities and this requires a particularly low series resistance to minimise ohmic losses. Besides a low resistance contact and low substrate
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absorption of the cell, other requirements for BSRs are high specular reflection, good
adhesion, as well as good chemical and thermal stability [1, 61]. These requirements
have lead to various PV cell designs. The reflector can be incorporated within (buried
layer reflectors) or at the back surface the cell. Work on Ge, InGaAs and InGaAsSb
cells has been reported, where in particular InGaAs cells achieved a very high out-ofband reflectivity [3, 51, 61, 62]. The potential of combining BSRs and FSFs has been
pointed out by Coutts [1].

4.5 Group of IV Semiconductors
4.5.1 Silicon (Si)
Several TPV prototypes have been developed using silicon PV cells [63–66].
Silicon cells operating under high illumination are commercially available for
solar concentrator PV systems [67]. Laser grooved buried contact silicon cells,
widely used for non-concentrator solar conversion, have been reported to be
also suitable for higher concentrations [2]. Silicon has an indirect bandgap of
hvg = 1.12 eV at 300 K (responds up to 1.11 lm) [16]. For TPV conversion,
this bandgap is usually regarded as high. Typically silicon cells have been used
with an ytterbia (Yb2O3) radiator (e.g., Welsbach mantle type), which has a
suitable selective emission for the silicon bandgap [42]. References about back
surface reflector (BSR) work in conjunction with silicon cells have been
summarised by Charache et al. [61]. After this summary, Hampe et al. at ISFH
reported about a metal insulation semiconductor (MIS) silicon PV cell using a
BSR [34, 68]. For solar PV conversion, a small record silicon cell has
approximately the following performance: gPV = 25% with gOC = 63%,
gQE = 97%, gFF = 83% and gUE = 49%. This calculation assumed the global
AM1.5 spectrum with a total intensity of 0.1 W/cm2 (1 sun illumination) [35]1.
A chapter by Sinton and Blakers gives a good overview of silicon concentrator
solar cells with developments such as back contact, buried contact and silver
cells for high solar radiation densities. TPV converters could also utilise such
silicon cells, but to the authors’ knowledge these cells have been not considered
[27, 41].

1
The values were calculated within this work. The value gOC was calculated as e0VOC/hvg =
0.706/1.12 = 0.630. Using AM1.5 data from [19] the maximum photocurrent of Jmax = 43.6 mA/
cm2 was computed (also given in [27]). This results in gQE = 42.2/43.6=0.968. The ultimate
efficiency was computed as gUE = 0.488 for the global AM1.5 spectrum. This value is slightly
higher than the blackbody value of 0.44 [10].
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4.5.2 Germanium (Ge)
In the early stages of TPV research, germanium PV cells were utilised. However,
these cells suffered from poor cell performance [63]. Recently, more advanced
germanium PV cells have been developed as a bottom cell for multijunction solar
converters. The Ge substrate for the TPV cells is of great interest because of its
low cost. The costs of germanium substrates are reported to be lower than those of
GaSb by a factor of 6–7 [29, 32, 42, 45, 69, 70]. Germanium has an indirect
bandgap of hvg = 0.66 eV at 300 K and responds up to 1.88 lm [16]. Germanium
cells spectrally match the selective emission of erbia radiators [42]. A typical
germanium cell has approximately the following performance: gPV = 6.7% with
gOC = 37.1%, gQE = 75.2%, gFF = 59.6% and gUE = 40.2%. The calculation
assumed the global AM1.5 spectrum and an intensity of 0.1 W/cm2 [69]2. An
improved cell with gPV = 8.4% efficiency (1 sun AM1.5G) has been later presented by the same laboratory [32]. These partial efficiencies show that in particular high voltage factors are one major challenge for germanium cells [26]. On
the other hand, Nagashima simulated a back contact type cell with voltage factors
well over 50% for high radiation densities. For germanium cells, BSRs are generally feasible and different authors discussed these developments [3, 29, 32, 62].

4.5.3 Silicon-Germanium (SiGe)
SiGe structures are used for high-frequency semiconductor devices. SiGe alloys
allow changing the bandgap between germanium (0.66 eV) and silison (1.12 eV)
by varying the composition. Palfinger considered such cells for TPV conversion
[71]. For more information, the reader is referred to Bitnar who published an
overview article about Si, Ge and Si/Ge-cells [42].

4.6 Group of III-V Semiconductors
PV cells based on III-V semiconductors have currently the highest conversion
efficiencies and they are utilised for solar power in space [31, 49, 72]. Terrestrial
solar concentrator systems offer a large potential market. The high cost of III-V
semiconductors is still a major hindrance to their widespread use. For cost
reduction polycrystalline cells [73, 74], thin film cells [75–77] and growth on

2

The value gOC was calculated through e0VOC/hvg = 0.245/0.66 = 0.371 using AM1.5 data from
[19]. A maximum photocurrent of Jmax = 60.9 mA/cm2 was computed (also given in [27]), which
gives gQE = 45.8/60.9=0.752. The ultimate efficiency was computed as gUE = 0.402 for the global
AM1.5 spectrum.
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cheap substrates are of interest [26, 78]. For TPV conversion, the major low
bandgap materials currently of interest are gallium antimonide (GaSb), indium
gallium arsenide (InGaAs) and indium gallium arsenide antimonide (InGaAsSb).
More recently InAsSbP layers on InAs substrate have been examined. The
bandgap of InAsSbP cells between 0.35 and 0.5 eV could be even lower, but the
open circuit voltages of these devices were also very low. Bett [43, 44], Wang
[51], Andreev [3], Wanlass [79] and Mauk [25, 26] gave overviews of low
bandgap III-V PV cells. In particular the book chapter by Mauk gives a comprehensive overview [25].

4.6.1 Gallium Antimonide (GaSb)
At present, GaSb PV cells are often regarded as the most suitable choice for TPV
generators [43, 44]. This material has a direct bandgap of 0.72 eV (1.72 lm) at
300 K [16]. Several research groups and companies have manufactured GaSb cells
using diffusion or epitaxial technologies (MOCVD and LPE) [3, 26, 44, 51].
Historically, GaSb cells have been developed as a bottom cell for mechanically
stacked tandem solar PV converters (GaAs/GaSb). This tandem cell has demonstrated a high performance [35, 80]. In the early 1990’s two companies were
founded (Fraas at JX-Crystals Inc. and Horne at EDTEK Inc.). Both companies
started to produce Boeing’s Zn-diffused GaSb cell technology under license [63].
The zinc-diffusion process is well understood and other groups (e.g. Ioffe Russia,
ISE Germany) demonstrated also GaSb cells with high performance [44, 81].
Spectral control approaches for GaSb cells have included (also in combination)
selective radiators (erbia, matched cobalt radiator), thick SiO2 windows, filters and
PV cell front surface filters (FSF). The difficulties in incorporating BSRs into
GaSb cells are discussed by Charache et al. [61]. The performance of a zincdiffusion GaSb cell under 1473 K blackbody radiation can be calculated as follows3:
gPV = 3% with gOC = 65.6%, gQE = 47%, gFF = 73.3% and gUE = 13.6%. The
value for the cell efficiency gPV can be also approximately confirmed by the measured electrical power density and the total blackbody radiation gPV = Pel,meas/
rT4s = 0.82/26.7  100% = 3% [28]. This efficiency value shows the vital importance of spectral control for TPV. Assuming all radiation below the bandgap energy
(0.72 eV) can be recovered (not absorbed in the cell), the ultimate efficiency, and
hence the cell performance, improves significantly: gUE = 80.9% and gPV = 18%.
It can be seen that high fill factors gFF and high voltage factors gOC can be achieved
for GaSb cells. The low collection efficiency of gQE = 47% can be considered to be
the result of the cavity design (view factor, radiation angle), where incident photons
3

The value gOC was calculated through e0VOC/hvg = 0.472/0.72 = 0.656. Using a 1473 K
blackbody spectrum the maximum photocurrent of Jmax = 5.06 A/cm2 was computed, which
gives gQE = 2.36/5.06=0.47. The ultimate efficiency was computed as gUE = 0.136 for the 1473 K
blackbody spectrum and the bandgap of 0.72 eV.
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under low angles are totally reflected at the cell surface and other photons may have
been lost in between the radiator and the PV cells. From the quantum efficiency
versus wavelength curve [3, 28] a value around gQE = 80% can be expected, which
yields an even higher cell efficiency: gPV = 31%. In summary, it can be said that the
cell related efficiency (product of gOC, gQE and gFF) is currently usually smaller for
GaSb operating in a TPV system (39%) compared to high-performance silicon cells
converting solar radiation (51%). However, the total cell efficiency gPV can be
higher for TPV due to a higher ultimate efficiency achieved by using suitable
spectral and angular control methods. At the moment there is no large market for
GaSb cells and hence cell costs are high. Developments in the solar concentrator
market using GaSb bottom cells could lead to improved economics.

4.6.2 Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs)
The bandgap of InxGa1-xAs, also called GaInAs, can be varied in a wide range
from 1.42 to 0.36 eV (0.87–3.44 lm) by varying x from 0 to 1 [4, 79, 82].
Figure 4.6 shows the bandgap range as a line between GaAs and InAs versus
lattice constant. Cell structures in lattice matched In0.53Ga0.47As on InP substrate
(bandgap 0.74 eV, 1.68 lm) have been manufactured mainly by epitaxial methods
(MOCVD and LPE) [3], but also a few by diffusion methods [83]. Fabrication of
cells based on InGaAs is a mature technology and applications include infrared
photo detectors (e.g., fibre optic communication), laser power converters and
bottom cells in solar tandem converters [3, 4]. Wilt et al. reported the performance
of a 0.74 eV InGaAs cell under the AM0 spectrum [30]. The efficiency values can
be calculated as follows4: gPV = 11.9% with gOC = 53.9%, gQE = 75.3%,
gFF = 71.5% and gUE = 40.9%. Ginige et al. reports about the adaptation from
laboratory to industrial batch manufacturing [84].
For TPV conversion lower bandgap lattice mismatched InGaAs cells are of
interest. These cells can be produced by increasing the indium and decreasing the
gallium content. Different lattice mismatched InxGa1-xAs cells on an InP substrate
with bandgaps from 0.6 eV (2.07 lm) to 0.55 eV (2.25 lm) have been grown by
MOCVD [3, 85]. A high performance has been demonstrated for the 0.6 eV
In0.68Ga0.32As cell (gOC = 59% and gFF = 73.4%) under concentration [86]. Cells
with higher lattice mismatch (lower bandgaps) on InP substrates appear to be difficult
to manufacture with high performance. TPV devices fabricated in InGaAs expitaxial
structures on InP substrates is represented by work at NREL (Cleveland), NASAGlenn Research Center (Cleveland), Bechtel Bettis (Pittsburgh), Ohio State
University and others [25].
4

The value gOC was calculated through e0VOC/hvg = 0.3988/0.74 = 0.539. Using AM0 spectrum
data from (1353 W/m2) a maximum photocurrent of Jmax = 74.8 mA/cm2 was computed, which
gives gQE = 56.35/74.8=0.753. The ultimate efficiency was computed as gUE = 0.409 for the AM0
spectrum.
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Monolithic Interconnected Modules (MIMs) have been designed using lattice
matched and mismatched InxGa1-xAs cells since 1994 [30, 87, 88]. These MIMs are
typified by an InP semi-insulating substrate [30]. This substrate provides two key
advantages: electrical isolation for the component cells and near perfect optical
transparency for sub-bandgap photons. The former allows series connection to
increase the voltage and the latter allows spectral control using a BSR [30]. Wilt et al.
discusses other advantages of the MIM structure [30]. Tandem cells using the MIM
structure have also been developed. They consist of a 0.72 eV lattice matched and a
lower bandgap mismatched cell [241]. MIMs are generally suitable for broadband
radiators due to the incorporation of back surface or buried reflectors with a high
reflectivity [3, 88–90]. Although, for longer wavelengths (e.g., at 10 lm) a significant reduction of the reflectivity is obtained. Hence, an additional FSF, as proposed
by Coutts, can improve the efficiency further. Wernsman reported about a combined
dielectric-TCO filter glued with an optical epoxy onto the MIM [1, 91].

4.6.3 Indium Gallium Arsenide Antimonide (InGaAsSb)
Quaternary III–V alloys afford two degrees of freedom in tuning both the bandgap
and lattice constant. This is often necessary in order to produce an epitaxial layer
with the desired bandgap and which is closely lattice matched with its substrate
[26]. InGaAsSb (also called GaInAsSb) cells can be lattice matched on a GaSb and
InAs substrates with theoretical bandgaps from 0.29 to 0.72 eV. A higher thermodynamic stability of the alloy is achieved for epilayers lattice matched to GaSb.
Hence, GaSb substrates have been utilised [51]. The miscibility gap limits the
lower bandgap to about 0.5 eV [26]. InGaAsSb cells on GaSb substrates have been
fabricated with bandgaps from approximately 0.5 to (2.48 lm) to 0.6 eV
(2.07 lm) using diffusion and epitaxial growth processes including LPE, MOCVD
and MBE [3, 26]. InGaAsSb cells (0.52 eV) with voltage factors of gOC = 57.7%
and fill factors of gFF = 70% have been reported [92]. The challenges in designing
InGaAsSb MIM structures are discussed elsewhere [26, 87]. Cells with buried
reflectors have also been examined [59, 93]. TPV devices fabricated in InGaAsSb
expitaxial structures on GaSb substrates is represented by work at MIT Lincoln
Labs (Boston), Sarnoff Labs (Princeton), Sandia National Laboratories (New
Mexico), KAPL/Lockheed-Martin (Schenectady), the Ioffe Institute (St. Petersburg), the Fraunhofer ISE (Freiburg) and other groups [25].

4.7 Other Materials and Aspects
4.7.1 Tandem Cells
One major loss in the efficiency of a single junction cell arises from two mechanisms described by the ultimate efficiency. The first mechanism is that photons
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with energies hv smaller than the bandgap energy hvg are not converted (free
carrier heating). TPV conversion allows suppression of free carrier heating by
some means of spectral control. The second mechanism is due to photons with
energies hv [ hvg. These photons contribute only to the energy output hvg (hot
carrier heating). Theoretically, this loss mechanism could be also minimised by
spectral control methods, but this would result in low, often not acceptable, power
densities. It can be argued that spectral control means are more effective than
tandem cells to achieve high conversion efficiencies, if currently available efficient
cells (hvg [ 0.5 eV) and basic ultimate efficiency modelling (see Sect. 6.2) are
considered. Hence, tandem cells can be seen as a further, but not the first path to
improve conversion efficiency and maintain a high power density in TPV conversion by reducing hot carrier heating. The principle of tandem cells, or multiplejunction or cascaded cells, is to subdivide the broad radiation spectrum into two or
more spectral bands and to convert each band with a cell with a matched bandgap.
There are also some other methods to split the spectrum. They include spectrally
selective mirrors, holographic filtering and refractive filtering. Imenes et al. gave a
review of these split spectrum methods (see also Sect. 3.8) [94]. For TPV conversion, these methods are currently not considered.
The idea of tandem cells seems to have been first suggested in 1955 and it was
already realised that spectral filtering could be simply achieved, merely by
stacking cells on top of one another, with the largest bandgap cell uppermost
[95, 96]. The top cell absorbs all the photons at and above its bandgap energy and
transmits the less energetic photons to the cells below [72]. For stacked cells, there
are two approaches, namely mechanically stacked single junction cells and epitaxially grown monolithically integrated cells. The monolithic tandem cell has the
advantage that only one substrate is required. On the other hand the growth is more
complex. Tandem cells differ in the number of electrical terminals (2, 3 or 4
terminal). Typically it is intended to operate the cell with two terminals to reduce
the complexity.
Various types of high-performance tandem solar PV cells utilise Ge, GaSb and
InGaAs as a bottom cell for space and concentrator applications [31]. These
technological developments in solar tandem cells are very beneficial towards low
bandgap cells with a high quality for TPV conversion. In particular the solar
concentrator developments are of interest, since these cells are already designed
for high currents. For example, mechanically stacked GaSb cells for solar concentrator systems are applicable for TPV systems.
At the current status of TPV conversion, the developments aim for epitaxially
grown monolithically integrated cells with two junctions and two terminals.
Hence, the following text is restricted to this type. The series connected twoterminal structure has the disadvantage that the photocurrent of both cells has to
match and this limits the range of bandgap energies for the top and bottom cell.
Furthermore, the performance of the two-terminal structure is affected by changes
of the cell environment. Changes of the cell temperature and the radiation spectrum can cause a mismatch of the current and ultimately lead to a lower performance of the cell [72, 95, 97]. It can be argued that matching of the radiation
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spectrum and the cell bandgaps can be engineered in a TPV system carefully,
compared to the variable solar spectrum. An advantage of the series connected
structure is that the voltage increases and the current decreases with the number of
stacked cells. For low voltage cells and high illumination levels, as for TPV
conversion, this leads to lower series resistance losses. For TPV conversion,
different monolithically integrated tandem cells with low bandgaps have been
epitaxially grown. The III–V semiconductors include GaSb/InGaAsSb (0.72/
0.56 eV) [3, 26, 98], InGaAs/InGaAs (0.74/0.63 eV) [79, 87, 99] and InGaAsP/
InGaAs (0.72/0.60 eV) [100].

4.7.2 Alternative Semiconductors, Cell Designs and Concepts
Some research on InGaSb cells grown on GaSb substrate has been reported. There
is a larger mismatch of the atomic lattice of the epitaxial grown InGaSb layer on
the GaSb substrates. Hence, the research focussed mostly on fundamental growth
characterisations [1, 4, 26, 50].
Since 1990, quantum well cells (QWCs) have been examined. A QWC is a
photovoltaic device with a multiple quantum well system inserted in the intrinsic
region of a p–i–n cell. QWC has a tuneable bandgap and this allows growth of
cells made from material with a much wider range of compositions for which no
lattice matched substrates exist. Also, the efficiency of QWC should be less sensitive to an increased cell temperature compared to bulk cells. The developments
aim for InGaAsP and InGaAs QWC on InP substrate [101–103].
For terrestrial solar concentrator systems, vertical junction, or silver, cells using
silicon have been developed [41]. Individual cells can be connected in series to
build up high voltages and obtain low currents. In this way series resistance losses
can be minimised at high radiation densities. Sater discusses the utilisation of
vertical junction germanium cells using a back surface reflector [104].
For solar PV, thin film cells are considered one major option to reduce PV
module prices in future (e.g., CdTe, CuInGaSe2, Si) [31]. At the current stage thin
film cells play a minor role in TPV conversion. This situation could change in
long-term, as for solar PV [1, 71, 76, 77].
For most TPV systems, the PV cell temperature is maintained below 100C.
Luque proposed to operate the solar cell hot (e.g., up to 230C) and to utilise
the wasted heat of the cell in an additional heat engine, such as a thermoelectric
generator [105]. Hot cell operation has been already considered for TPV cells
operated in space. One major difficulty for systems used in space is the removal
of heat from the PV cells. Low temperature operation would require large
cooling fins, since heat can only be removed by radiation in space. Hence, TPV
systems using PV cells at temperatures up to 230C have been examined [106–
108]. The major efficiency limitation originates from the decrease of the fill
factor and voltage factor with increasing temperature. One advantage is that
available PV cells with higher bandgaps can be utilised, since the bandgap
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energy decreases to a suitable lower value at high operation temperature. TPV
high-temperature cell research may also gain from solar PV developments for
near-sun missions.
Different approaches currently under investigation for solar PV conversion
may also impact on TPV conversion in future, if these approaches can be fully
demonstrated. Examples are hot electron cells [19, 45, 105], luminescent up
and down converters [109] and solar collection by antenna-rectifier areas
[110, 111]. The latter, antenna-rectifiers have demonstrated highly efficient
conversion of microwave radiation into electricity. For example, systems
capable of converting more than 80% of monochromatic microwave radiation
into electricity have been demonstrated. For conversion of solar radiation one
major challenge is the requirement of small physical structures. Infrared (IR)
radiation would allow larger structures and the radiator spectrum may be also
tailored narrowly. Hence, antenna-rectifier areas may be rather suited for the
direct conversion of heat into electricity, but to the authors’ knowledge there is
no research in this field.

4.7.3 Efficiency Measurement of PV Cells
For solar flat-plate PV, procedures have been established and standardised for the
determination of the cell efficiency. The reference conditions include the temperature, total radiation density, spectral distribution and the definition of the
area. For solar concentrator PV, the standardisation is more difficult and very few
standards exist or are being developed. For TPV conversion, there are no standard conditions defined to report the PV cell efficiency at the moment [45]. The
similarities of solar concentrator PV and TPV have been pointed out and may
help to identify suitable TPV procedures [112]. The efficiency depends strongly
on the radiation spectrum and TPV cells have been characterised using various
spectra. They include solar PV conditions (AM0, AM1.5) and TPV radiators
(e.g., silicon carbide or tungsten). Not only the spectral radiation distribution but
also the spatial and angular radiation distributions have an impact on the cell
efficiency. The spatial radiation distribution refers to the uniformity of illumination. The angular radiation distribution refers to the incidence angle of the
radiation onto the cell. An ideal blackbody radiator emits radiation with a
lambertion distribution and this is fundamentally different from collimated solar
radiation. Hence, the cell efficiency depends on the angular distribution of the
radiation. In a TPV system, the spatial, angular and spectral radiation distributions are linked to the cavity design.
This brief discussion points out that the efficiency measurement of TPV cells is
a challenging task. Hence, reported cell efficiencies need to be assessed carefully
because the values depend strongly on the conditions. Efforts to establish characterisation procedures are very valuable for TPV progress. An ultimate goal
would be to establish standard characterisation conditions [45, 112–118].
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4.7.4 PV Cell Cooling
Generally, PV cell cooling technologies are available from concentrator solar PV and
power electronic systems. For the cell cooling, a suitable thermo-mechanical design
of the cell-to-sink interconnection needs to be identified. The PV cell, electrical
insulation layer and the thermally conductive substrate (e.g., copper or aluminium)
differ in terms of their thermal expansion coefficient and this causes thermomechanical stress. Common electrical insulation layers that fulfil the requirements
are epoxy layers and ceramic substrates, such as Al2O3, AlN or BeO. For GaSb cells,
AlN and BeO have been used [81, 119]. A chapter by Martinelli and Stefancich
discusses the cell-to-sink interconnection aspects in more detail [40].
Heat exchangers, connected to the substrate, can use a gas (typically air) or a
liquid (typically water) to absorb the heat. In general, passive (e.g., free air convection, thermo-siphon [120], heat pipes) and active systems (e.g., forced air [121]
or water) are feasible. Typically PV cells are cooled by a forced convection water
cycle using a pump. Complete systems also require an air heat exchanger for heat
removal to the environment. In order to increase the heat transfer rate a liquid–gas
phase change (boiling) in the heat carrier can be utilised. Carlson and Fraas
describe a system using a boiling coolant for the cell and an air-cooled condenser
to remove the heat to the ambient [122]. Cell cooling by the utilisation of the Joule
Thomson effect of expanding liquefied fuel may be also utilised.

4.7.5 Auxiliary Electrical Components
TPV systems also require an electrical maximum power tracker in order to operate
the PV cell array at its maximum power point (compare Fig. 4.1). Different
trackers are available from solar PV applications. The operation conditions are
usually less critical for steady illuminated cells in TPV systems compared to the
fluctuating illumination conditions experienced for solar conversion.
Currently TPV systems are usually designed for constant electrical power
output. For some application this operation mode may be suitable (e.g., industrial
waste heat recovery system) and for others not (e.g., portable power supply with
varying load). Electrical energy storage can overcome this limitation. For load
levelling, secondary batteries have been considered as a supplement [121]. In
principle, other options are also feasible, such as (super) capacitors.

4.8 Summary
This chapter presented some fundamental theory of PV cells. For TPV conversion,
it is important to understand the impact of the cell bandgap energy on the
conversion efficiency. For efficiency modelling, one may distinguish two major
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approaches. The first approach utilises a model for the dark saturation current
density versus bandgap energy. The second approach, presented in this chapter in
detail, is based on partial cell efficiencies. These efficiencies are the voltage factor,
the fill factor, the collection efficiency and the ultimate efficiency. The advantage
of partial cell efficiencies is the possibility to distinguish between the cell performance and the quality of the spectral control. It was shown that the cell related
efficiencies (product of fill factor and voltage factor) drop significantly towards
lower bandgap energies. On the other hand, the optimum ultimate efficiency
typically requires low bandgap cells. Hence, for an efficient design, there is usually
a trade-off between cell related efficiencies and the ultimate efficiency. The
assessment of partial efficiencies allows the identification of critical efficiencies
and the optimisation of the overall efficiency.
Of the group IV semiconductors, silicon cells are well understood and have demonstrated high performance. On the other hand, silicon cells have a relatively high
bandgap for TPV conversion. For an efficient system, silicon cells require high radiator
temperatures or a spectral control concept with a very high performance. At the current
stage, suitable spectral control concepts have not been demonstrated. Germanium cells
can be considered to compete with GaSb cells because of their similar bandgap energy.
The performance of GaSb cells is higher, but recently improvements in Ge cells have
been reported. Ge cells would have the advantages of lower substrate costs and they
could include a back surface reflector for spectral control.
The major low bandgap III–V semiconductors of interest are GaSb (0.7 eV),
InGaAs (0.6–0.7 eV) and InGaAsSb (0.5–0.6 eV), where the utilised bangap
energies are given in brackets. Zn-diffused GaSb cells are well understood and
large-scale production of such cells is feasible. More sophisticated epitaxially
grown cells (InGaAs and InGaAsSb) also demonstrated high performances. These
cells offer more flexibility to address specific TPV aspects compared to diffusion
cells. For example, Monolithic Interconnected Modules (MIMs) allow for designs
with increased cell voltages and additional spectral control means (e.g., buried
reflectors). In addition, epitaxially grown III–V multijunction cells offer a promising path towards lower currents (or higher voltages) and improved efficiencies.
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Part II

Systems

Chapter 5

Heat Transfer Theory and System
Modelling

5.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses some heat transfer theory relevant to TPV conversion.
Heat transfer is concerned with the transport of thermal energy due to a temperature difference. Time independent (steady-state) and time dependent (transient)
heat transfer can be distinguished. For TPV conversion in most cases steady-state
heat transfer is considered. Start-up and shutdown processes of the TPV system
may require addressing transient heat transfer and thermo-mechanical stress
phenomena. Three modes of heat transfer are distinguished namely, conduction,
convection and radiation. Figure 5.1 shows schematically the arrangement of a
typical TPV system. The system consists of a heat source thermally connected to
the radiator and a heat sink thermally connected to the PV cells, as well as thermal
insulation with a reflective surface. Radiator, reflective thermal insulation and PV
cell form the TPV cavity. Such arrangement can be used to explain the relevant
heat transfer modes for TPV conversion.
Both conductive and convective heat transfer from the radiator to the PV cell are
generally parasitic and need to be minimised. Losses from the heat source via the
thermal insulation to the surroundings need to be also minimised. Ideally, only
low-grade heat from the heat sink would be transferred to the surroundings.
In contrast to this, radiative heat transfer in the cavity is desired. Radiation needs
to be optimised in terms of the spectral, angular and spatial radiation distribution
in order to achieve high electrical power densities and efficiencies. It needs to be
stressed that the angular and spatial radiation distribution differs fundamentally
from the collimated solar radiation. An ideal blackbody radiator emits angularly
with a lambertian distribution radiation and usually reflective thermal insulation
areas are required to reduce cavity losses. It is generally desirable to minimise
the reflective insulation area to avoid losses via this path (see view factors in
Sect. 5.4.4).
In terms of the radiative heat transfer spectrum, the figures of merit can be
defined as high in-band radiation and low out-of-band radiative heat transfer.
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In other words, radiative heat transfer from the emitter to cell for photons with
energies hv larger than the cell bandgap hvg should be maximised (high in-band
radiative heat transfer) and heat transfer of photons with hv \ hvg should be
minimised (low out-of-band radiative heat transfer).
Exact modelling of heat transfer in TPV systems is generally complex. For
example, radiative surface properties of cavity components depend on the temperature, angle and spectrum and these components can interact by the three heat
transfer modes (conduction, convection and radiation). Hence, for heat transfer
modelling, simplifications need to be made. For example, modelling can be limited
to the dominating heat transfer mode, surfaces can be approximated as either diffuse
or specularly reflective in terms of their angular dependence and spectral
dependences can be simplified by assuming constant values within spectral bands.
Sections 5.2–5.4 discuss the theory and relevance to TPV conversion of the
three heat transfer modes with the emphasis on radiation. Section 5.5 focus on the
theory of coupled radiative and conductive heat transfer in semitransparent media
(e.g., glass).

5.2 Conduction
In the process of heat conduction, energy is transferred between neighbouring
molecules, where the mean position of the molecule is fixed. For steady-state
conditions and a known thermal resistance Rth (unit K/W), the heat transfer rate
P (unit W) from an isothermal surface at Th to another isothermal surface with
temperature Tc can be calculated by Eq. 5.1. The thermal resistance can be
calculated by the shape factor S (unit meter) assuming a homogeneous isotropic
material between the two isothermal surfaces with a thermal conductivity k that is
independent of the temperature. For a large number of geometries the shape factor
S can be calculated. Equation 5.2 defines S for two isothermal rectangular parallel
plates with equal size L1 times L2 and with the plate distance L assuming that there
is no heat transfer on the remaining open surfaces (ideal insulation, or adiabatic
boundary condition). Equation 5.3 defines S for two concentric tubes with an equal
length of L and adiabatic boundary conditions, where the inner tube has the outer
radius rsmall and the outer tube the inner radius rlarge. The geometries defined in
Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 are illustrative examples. These equations are often useful to
estimate approximately the conduction heat transfer in a thermal system. In the
literature a lot more shape factors can be found [1, 2].
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Table 5.1 Overview of areas with conduction heat transfer in a TPV system
Undesirable conduction heat transfer
Utilisation of (high) conduction heat transfer
Heat transfer via gas conduction from the
radiator to the PV cell

High heat transfer in the radiator to achieve a
uniform radiator surface temperature
(leads to a uniform radiation)
Low thermal resistance for the PV cell-tosink interconnection (Sect. 4.7.4) [3]
Combustion system: high conductive
recuperator for fuel/air preheating from
flue gas

Heat transfer via the (reflective) thermal
insulation from the radiator to the PV cell
Heat losses from the system (e.g., radiator,
heat shield) via the thermal insulation to
the surrounding (see Sect. 6.4)

P¼

Th  T c
¼ kSðTh  Tc Þ
Rth
SPlate ¼

L 1 L2
L

Sconc:tube ¼
ln

2p
 L
rlarge
rsmall

ð5:1Þ
ð5:2Þ
ð5:3Þ

Conduction heat transfer can occur in different areas in a TPV system. In some
cases it is desirable and in other cases conduction heat transfer needs to be minimised (Table 5.1).

5.3 Convection
In the process of heat convection, macroscopic movement of matter transfers
energy. It is the transport of energy to or from a surface by the combined action of
conduction heat transfer and fluid motion. Convection heat transfer at solid-fluid
surfaces is most commonly of interest, but fluid-fluid interfaces are also encountered. It can be distinguished between forced convection and free convection.
Different densities of matter at different temperatures cause free (or natural)
convection. Forced convective heat transfer involves fluids that are moved by
some mechanical means [1]. The fluids can have either a single aggregate state
(single-phase fluid) or show a phase change (two-phase fluid) between liquid and
gas phase.
Convective heat transfer processes are usually characterised in terms of a
convective heat transfer coefficient h with the unit W/(m2 K), where H is the heat
transfer rate (unit W/m2) and Tw is the wall temperature and TF the fluid
temperature (Eq. 5.4). Table 5.2 summarises convection heat transfer processes
that can occur in a TPV system.
H ¼ hðTw  TF Þ

ð5:4Þ
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Table 5.2 Overview of areas with convection heat transfer in a TPV system
Undesirable convection heat transfer
Utilisation of (high) convection heat transfer
Parasitic free convection of the gas inside the PV cell cooling (Sect. 4.7.4):
TPV cavity (e.g., inert gas)
Forced convection, single-phase fluid
Convective boundary conditions of the entire
Forced convection, two-phase fluid
insulated system to the surrounding
Free convection (thermo-syphon with water)
Combustion system:
Recuperator fuel/air preheating from flue gas
Heat transfer from combustion zone to radiator

5.4 Radiation
The importance of radiative heat transfer modelling for TPV conversion has been
highlighted by White and Hottel [4]. Subsequent TPV heat transfer modelling was
summarised by Coutts [5] and Aschaber et al. [6–8]. In the following the relevant
radiation theory is discussed. A fundamental treatment of radiative heat transfer
can be found in the literature [9–12].
All materials continuously emit or absorb electromagnetic waves, or photons, by
lowering or raising their molecular energy levels. Heat transfer by radiation does
not require a medium unlike heat transfer by conduction and convection [9, 10].
Hence, unlike conduction and convection, radiation heat transfer also occurs in a
vacuum system.
The quantum theory describes radiation as single photon with the energy hv,
where h is Planck’s constant and v is the frequency of the photon. The theory of
electromagnetic waves states that radiation has the velocity of the speed of light c0
in vacuum. In a medium with refractive index n the speed is reduced to the speed c
Eq. 5.5. On the other hand, the frequency, or energy, of the photon remains
unchanged. Equation 5.6 describe the relation between wavelength k and the
frequency v [2]. In other literature, sometimes the wave number, defined as
the reciprocal of the wavelength in vacuum, is also used [10].
c0
ð5:5Þ
n¼
c
kv¼c

ð5:6Þ

5.4.1 Absorption of Radiation
When radiation travelling through a medium strikes the surface of a second
medium, radiation may be reflected (either partly or totally), and any non-reflected
part will penetrate into the second medium [10]. While passing into the second
medium, the Lambert-Beer law describes the radiation reduction assuming 1D
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radiative heat transfer, a non-scattering medium and a constant absorption
coefficient a(k) along a path length S, where I0,k is the initial radiation intensity and
IL,k the radiation intensity after a path length S (Eq. 5.7).
IL;k ¼ I0;k  eaðkÞ S

ð5:7Þ

As discussed in Sect. 2.4.3, three cases for the optical thickness a (k)  S can be
distinguished [9]:
• Opaque or optically thick: a(k)  S  1.
• Transparent or optically thin: a(k)  S  1.
• Semitransparent: for all other cases of a(k)  S.
Metals tend to require a small path length S to become opaque, although very
thin metal layers behave as transparent for some wavelengths. For TPV, gold
layers with a thickness from 15 to 25 nm have been used within dielectric filters
[13]. Non-metals generally require a much larger thickness before they become
opaque [10]. For an opaque medium, although radiation penetrates into the
medium, interaction with radiation can be treated as a surface phenomenon.
For semitransparent media, there are radiation interactions with the surface and
within the medium. Examples in a TPV system are filament ceramic radiators,
glass shields and PV cells.

5.4.2 Emission of Radiation
The upper limit of radiation emitted at every wavelength k (or frequency v) and in
every direction into a medium with refractive index n is given by a blackbody as
described by Planck’s function. The function depends strongly on the radiator
temperature Ts. Equation 5.8 shows Planck’s function depending on either the
wavelength k (top) or the frequency v (bottom), where the refractive index n is
assumed wavelength and temperature independent [9–11].
2hc20
1
 hc0
5
2
n k ekTs nk  1
2n2 hv3
1
¼
 hv
2
c0
ekTs  1

ibkðk;Ts Þ ¼
ibvðv;Ts Þ

ð5:8Þ

Alternatively, Planck’s function can be written in a normalised form depending


on a newly defined variable x (or X ) (Eq. 5.9). It can be seen that a change in
radiator temperature Ts does not change the shape of ib, but scales the normalised


function equally for all values of x (or X ). In other words, the shape of the function


depends solely on the newly defined variable x (or X ) instead of the two variables
wave length k (or frequency v) and radiator temperature Ts.
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~x5
2n3 k5 Ts5
hc0
 ~x
with ~x ¼
3
4
e 1
kTs nk
h c0
 
2n2 h kTs 3 x3
hv
with x ¼
¼ 2
x
h
e 1
kTs
c0

ibkð~x;Ts Þ ¼
ibvðx;Ts Þ

ð5:9Þ

From Eq. 5.9 Wien’s displacement law can be derived. The maximum of the


Eq. 5.9 depends on the single variable x (or X ) and is given by Eq. 5.10.
 5 
~x
d
¼ 0 ! ~xmax ¼ 4:9651
~
x
dx e  1
ð5:10Þ
 3 
d
x
¼ 0 ! xmax ¼ 2:8214
dx ex  1
The wave length (or frequency) with the maximum of the function ibk(k,Ts) and


ibv(v,Ts) can be obtained, if the value xmax of Eq. (5.10) and the definition of x (or X )
is used Eq. 5.11 [10].
hc0
b
¼
4:9651  kTs n n  Ts
2:8214kTs
¼
h

kmax ¼
vmax

with

b = 2898 lm K
ð5:11Þ

Figure 5.2 illustrates the wavelength shift of the blackbody maximum with its
temperature described by Wien’s displacement law. It can be seen that higher
radiator temperatures result in a shift of radiation towards shorter wavelengths
(or higher frequencies). For TPV conversion, the implication of this law is that
systems with a higher radiator temperature can utilise PV cell with a higher energy
bandgap. For example a silicon PV cell with a bandgap energy of hvg = 1.12 eV
(responds up to 1.11 lm) could be matched to the maximum of the blackbody at
2,610 K. It is interesting to note that exactly one-fourth of the total radiation lies in
the wavelength range below the peak wavelength regardless of the radiator temperature [10]. For the silicon cell example this means that even though a very high
radiator temperature of 2,610 K was selected, there are still three-quarter of the
total radiation in the long wave length range that cannot be converted! This shows
the vital importance to avoid, or spectrally control, long wavelength radiative heat
transfer from the radiator to the PV cell. Figure 5.2 shows additionally the solar
spectrum with a significantly higher portion of radiation in the visible spectral
range (0.38–0.76 lm). The maximum wavelength in Fig. 5.2 is 4 lm in order to
show the solar spectrum in detail. However, it should be considered that significant
radiative heat transfer occurs up to 20 lm. The wavelength range of interest was
already discussed (see Table 3.1).
Integration of ibk (k,Ts) (Eq. 5.8) over all wavelengths results in the total
blackbody intensity per solid angle (Eq. 5.12) [9, 10]. Equation 5.13 defines the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The total emitted radiation depends strongly on the
temperature and increases with the fourth power. As a result of this law, a higher
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Fig. 5.2 Comparison of solar spectra at sun earth distance and blackbody spectra in semilogarithmic scale. The blackbody radiation increases from 1,000 to 2,000 K in 200 K steps (small
values overlapping with the solar spectra are not shown). The blackbody maximum given by
Wien’s displacement law is also shown (black). The AM1.5 solar spectrum (black) shows strong
absorption bands, whereas the AM0 spectrum (black) closely matches a 5,800 K blackbody at sun
earth distance (grey)

radiator temperature results in higher radiative heat transfer to the cell and this
usually leads to higher electrical power densities expressed in the unit W/cm2.
ibðTs Þ ¼

Z1

ibkðk;Ts Þ dk ¼

n2 rTs4
p

ð5:12Þ

0

r¼

2p5 k4
W
¼ 5:670  108 2 4
mK
15h3 c20

ð5:13Þ

5.4.3 Radiation Interaction at Surfaces
Blackbody surfaces are by definition diffuse, so that the directionally emitted
radiation decreases with polar angle h away from normal, which is known as the
Lambert’s cosine-law (Eq. 5.14) [9]. Assuming a TPV system consisting of two
infinite plates, one a blackbody radiator and the other one a PV cell, it becomes
clear that radiation is incident at all angles at the PV cell, whereas the cell surface
can only absorb radiation under certain angles. This angular radiation distribution
is fundamentally different from solar radiation. For direct solar radiation on the
earth, the sun is approximately a point source and radiation rays are parallel with a
defined incident angle, if diffuse solar radiation is not considered.
Ibkðk;Ts ;hÞ ¼ ibkðk;Ts Þ  cosðhÞ

ð5:14Þ
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Integration of Planck’s function Eq. 5.8 over one hemisphere leads to Planck’s
radiation law (Eq. 5.15), which defines radiation emitted from a blackbody surface
into a second medium with refractive index n over one hemisphere. For TPV
conversion, most commonly this second medium is a gas and the refractive index
is in good approximation unity.
Ibkðk;Ts Þ ¼ n2  p  ibkðk;Ts Þ
Ibvðv;Ts Þ ¼ n2  p  ibvðv;Ts Þ

ð5:15Þ

Integration over all wave lengths k of Eq. 5.15 results in the total hemispherical
radiated power Ib(Ts), which is known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law Eq. 5.16.
IbðTs Þ ¼

Z1
Ibvðv;Ts Þ

dm ¼ n2 rTs4

0

IbðTs Þ ¼

ð5:16Þ

Z1
Ibkðk;Ts Þ

dk ¼ n

2

rTs4

0

The emissivity is then defined as the ratio of real to blackbody radiation varying
from 0 to 1, where the definition can be directional spectral (e.g., commonly for
normal direction), directional total, hemispherical spectral or hemispherical total
[9]. Additionally the surface emissivity depends on temperature, material composition (e.g., oxide films) and physical structure (e.g., rough, polished or engineered microstructures). For example selective tungsten radiators with surface
structures in the same order of dimension as the radiation wavelength have been
fabricated. Surfaces with spectrally constant emissivity are known as grey surfaces. In order to simplify the modelling, spectral bands can be defined with a
constant emissivity, or grey characteristic within a spectral band. The surface can
be not only engineered spectrally but also to be directionally selective [10]. This
could be useful for directionally selective emitting TPV radiators, since PV cell
surfaces become increasingly reflective for angles away from normal. So far, the
work on directionally selective radiators is limited in the TPV community.
Les et al. discussed this approach [14].
The absorptivity is defined as the ratio of absorbed to incident radiation, where
the definition may be directional or hemispherical, as well as spectral or total [10].
Often Kirchhoff’s law is valid, which states that the absorptivity is equal to
the emissivity. The conditions for the correctness of this law are discussed
elsewhere [9, 10].
The reflectivity of a surface depends not only on the direction of the incoming
radiation, as for the absorptivity, but also on the direction of the reflected radiation.
Two ideal cases of reflection can be defined. These are diffuse (equal reflection in
all directions) and specular (mirror like). Specularly reflective surfaces in a TPV
system can include mirrors, PV cells and glass surfaces. Real surface reflection can
be often approximated by specular, diffuse or combined specular-diffuse reflection.
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The radiative heat transfer between surfaces can be calculated using view
factors. For two infinite parallel plates with blackbody surface characteristics
(view factor 1, emissivity 1) the radiative heat flux H (W/m2) from the hot to the
cold plate is given by Eq. 5.17, assuming no other modes of heat transfer (conduction and convection) and a transparent medium in between the surfaces [10].
This equation can be regard as the simplest model to describe radiative heat
transfer from the radiator to the PV cell as discussed in the next section.


ð5:17Þ
H ¼ n2 r  Th4  Tc4

5.4.4 Radiative Heat Transfer within TPV Cavities
Radiative heat transfer between two surfaces: Eq. 5.18 gives the net radiative heat
transfer H (unit W/m2) from a hot plate to a cold plate. This equation assumes two
isothermal blackbody surfaces with the temperature Th and Tc and no participating
medium (n = 1) between the two surfaces [9–11]. The view factor Fh-c depends on
the arrangement of the plates (distance, angle and size) and reaches unity for an
infinite parallel plate arrangement. The view factor may be also known as configuration factor, radiation shape factor or angle factor. View factors for a variety
of geometries can be found in the literature [9, 10].


ð5:18Þ
H ¼ r  Th4  Tc4  Fhc
Equation 5.18 allows simplified radiative heat transfer calculations from the
radiator with temperature Th to the PV cell with the temperature Tc. For the
temperature of interest in TPV, the term T4h is usually much larger compared to T4c ,
so that the latter term can be in a first approximation neglected. The equation can
give an upper limit of the total radiative heat transfer rate with the unit W/cm2.
For example, Th = 1,000 K results in a total radiative flux of 5.6 W/cm2 and
Th = 2,000 K in 91 W/cm2 assuming Tc = 300 K.
For analytical TPV modelling, Eq. 5.18 has been the basis. Hottel computed the
radiative heat transfer through glass shields for an infinite plate arrangement using
an analytical model. He included spectral dependences of the radiator emissivity
(e) and the reflectivity of PV cell and glass shield. Glass shield absorption was
assumed to be wavelength independent and participation of the glass was
neglected. The reflectance for different angles was assumed constant. One conclusion made was that the shield reduces in-band transmission [4]. Burger [15] and
Schroeder et al. [16] developed their own models based on the Hottel model.
Net radiation method for a TPV cavity: A TPV cavity is often composed of a
radiator, PV cells and reflector surfaces as shown in Fig. 5.1 [6, 17]. In some cases
the assumption can be made that the medium within the enclosure shows
no interaction with radiation and is non-conductive and non-convective
(e.g., vacuum). In such cases the radiative heat transfer between all surfaces
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depends only on the absolute temperature of the surfaces and the geometry.
TPV cavities containing non-participating media with diffuse surfaces have been
modelled by the net radiation method using view factors and a set of algebraic
equations to calculate the radiative heat transfer between surfaces [6–11, 17–19].
The surfaces are usually subdivided until they can be approximated as having a
uniform temperature. The net radiation method also allows the definition of
spectrally selective surfaces. Enclosures with partially specular boundary
conditions can be treated using specular view factors [9]. For a detailed analysis
using view factors in planar and cylindrical (or tubular) geometries, the reader is
referred to a chapter by Chubb [20].
Ray tracing for a TPV cavity: Generally the treatment of spectrally dependent
and specularly reflective surfaces is complex, so that numerical models are typically utilised [9]. For cavities with specular surfaces, ray-tracing methods have
been applied for TPV modelling using statistical methods. These methods are
typically, but not exclusively based on Monte Carlo techniques [8, 21–27].

5.4.5 Radiative Heat Transfer with Participating Media
For semitransparent materials at high temperatures, unlike the more familiar
opaque materials, the emission and absorption of radiation are bulk, rather than
surface, phenomena [28]. This mechanism takes place in heat shield in the cavity
(e.g., made of quartz glass). Equation 5.19 gives the spontaneous spectrally
dependent emission of radiation in all directions by an isothermal volume element
in a semitransparent medium, where a is the absorption coefficient and n the
refractive index of the element [9].
n2  a  4p  ibkðk;Ts Þ dVdk

ð5:19Þ

Bulk radiation is then absorbed on its way towards the surface, some are
internally reflected at this surface, and some refracted across the surface [28].
For one 1D radiative heat transfer the absorption of radiation is described by the
Lambert-Beer law Eq. 5.7. Radiation within the semitransparent medium
with refractive index n1 (e.g., glass) incident on a surface of a second medium with
refractive index n2 (e.g., air) is either internally reflected or refracted across this
surface. For optically smooth surfaces, the refraction across the surface can be
described by Snell’s law (Eq. 5.20).
sin h2 n1
¼
sin h1 n2

ð5:20Þ

Fresnel’s equations give the specular reflection for polarised (q ? and qII) and
non-polarised (q) radiation depending on the angle of incidence for optically
smooth surfaces (Eq. 5.21) [10]. Inserting Snell’s law in Fresnel’s equations can
reduce the unknowns (n1, n2, h1 or h2) by one.
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Table 5.3 Models for the radiative transfer equation, adapted from [10, 11]
Method
Angular resolution
Spatial resolution
Spectral resolution
Flux methods
Multi flux approaches
Discrete transfer method
Discrete Ordinates (Sn)
Moment methods
Moment method
Spherical Harmonics (Pn)
Zone methods
Monte Carlo techniques
Numerical approaches
Finite difference technique
Finite element technique



Acceptable
Acceptable
Good

Very good
Very good
Very good

Very good
Very good
Very good

Not good
Acceptable
Acceptable
Very good

Very good
(Very) Good
Good
Good

Very good
Very good
Acceptable
Good

Acceptable
Acceptable

Very good
Very good

Good
Good

n1 cos h2  n2 cos h1
n1 cos h1 þ n2 cos h1
1
1
q ¼ qII þ q?
2
2

qII ¼

2


q? ¼

n1 cos h1  n2 cos h2
n1 cos h1 þ n2 cos h2

2
ð5:21Þ

The radiative heat transfer within the glass can be modelled using the Radiative
Transfer Equation (RTE) assuming no scattering (Eq. 5.22) [9–12]. The RTE is
!
!
based on the conservation of radiant energy along a direction s at position r in an
infinitesimally absorbing and emitting volume element [10, 11]. Physically,
the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.22 accounts for emission of radiation
per unit volume. The second term accounts for the absorption of radiation per unit
volume [12].




r  Iðk;r~;s~Þ~
s ¼ aðkÞ n2 ibkðk;Ts Þ  Iðk;r~;s~Þ
ð5:22Þ
Exact analytical solutions of this equation can only be found for idealised
situations. For most other situations approximate solution methods are required.
Howell and Mengüç compared these for multidimensional complex problems and
regarded the Monte Carlo and Discrete Ordinates methods as having the best and a
similar overall performance [11]. The four major approximation methods currently
used are given by Modest and they are marked grey in Table 5.3 [10].

5.4.6 Radiative Heat Transfer Enhanced by the Refractive Index
It is well known that total blackbody emission into a medium with higher refractive
index than n = 1 (other than vacuum or in good approximation air) scales with the
refractive index squared, so that the total hemispherical emission becomes n2rT4
according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law (Eq. 5.16) [10–12]. It has also been shown
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that the radiative heat transfer between two infinite opaque blackbody
boundaries comprising a dielectric non-scattering and non-absorbing medium with
refractive index n would be n2r (T4h– T4c ) [10]. Examples, where the enhanced
radiative heat transfer in dielectric media is important, are glass tank furnaces [28]
and secondary solar concentrators using total internal reflection in a dielectric
material [29].
The enhancement is also of interest for TPV conversion because a high radiative heat transfer translates into high electrical power densities. The enhancement
was demonstrated experimentally. In an experiment a PV cell was illuminated by a
light emitting diode (LED), where the gap in between was filled with either air
(n = 1) or oil (n = 1.5) and the radiative heat transfer increased by about
n2 = 2.25 due to the use of oil [30]. It was concluded that the photon flux is
limited by the lowest refractive index in the photonic cavity and scales with the
minimum refractive index squared [30, 31]. This enhancement was termed
dielectric photon concentration in [30]. Two approaches were considered, these
are the dielectric insulator concept and the closed space or near-field concept
(NF-TPV). Most research has concentrated on the latter [31]. Sect. 6.5.2 discusses
details of the dielectric photon concentration concepts.

5.5 Combined Heat Transfer Modes
As pointed out in the previous sections, the three modes of heat transfer can occur
in different areas of a TPV system. In some regions the heat transfer is not only by
a single mode but also by combined modes. For example, in a gas filled cavity
there can be conduction, convection and radiation heat transfer at the same time.
The consideration of all modes makes modelling extremely complex. In order to
reduce this complexity, simplifications need to be made. For example, less
important modes can be neglected and purely the dominating modes can be
considered. Combined modes require the coupling of different heat transfer
equations. For example, coupled radiation and conduction introduces nonlinearity
into the mathematical formulation. Under certain conditions these complex
equations can be decoupled [8–10].
The remainder of this section focuses on combined radiative and conductive
heat transfer in semitransparent dielectric media without convection. Bulk, rather
than surface, radiation occurs in semitransparent dielectric media in the cavity.
Often a temperature gradient forms across the dielectric media and this leads to
conduction heat transfer. Hence, in these cases both modes conduction and radiation need to be considered. Examples are thick glass heat shield in the cavity [32],
dielectric radiation guides between radiator and PV cell [33–35] and spectrally
selective film radiators [36].
For greybody media with combined radiative and conductive heat transfer,
there are two boundary cases: optically thin and optically thick. Optically thin is
defined as a  S  1 and optically thick as a  S  1 assuming no scattering and
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a constant absorption coefficient a along a path length S [9]. In an enclosure with
optically thin media, radiative heat transfer is dominated by surface-to-surface
exchange [12]. In this case, radiative and conductive heat transfer can be
decoupled, so that the total heat transfer between the surfaces is the sum of the two
[8, 9]. For the optically thick approximation, radiative heat transfer within the
medium can be treated as a localised phenomenon, little affected by surface
boundaries, so that radiation emitted by a volume element is absorbed within
another volume element before it can reach the boundaries. In this case, the
diffusion (or Rosseland) approximation can be derived and has the same form as
the Fourier conduction law. This enables a radiative conductivity to be defined that
has the same format as the (molecular) conductivity with the unit W/(mK)
(Eq. 5.23). The Rosseland approximation needs to be used with care near the
boundaries [9, 10]. The effective conductivity is then the sum of both conductivities [8, 10, 28]. It becomes clear that coupling of conduction and radiation
occurs purely for an intermediate optical thickness a  S [12].
kR ¼

16n2 rT 3
3a

ð5:23Þ

5.6 Summary
This chapter reviewed the basic theory about the three heat transfer modes:
conduction, convection and radiation. The theory has been related to typical heat
transfer phenomena in TPV systems. A key issue is the radiative heat transfer
modelling of the cavity with diffuse and specular surfaces and spectrally dependent
components such as radiators, filters and PV cells. The modelling complexity
increases further, if combined heat transfer modes are considered for more realistic
models of the system. The discussion about optical control in the next chapter
focuses mainly on the radiative heat transfer in the cavity in terms of the spectral,
angular and spatial distributions.
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Chapter 6

Cavity Design and Optical Control

6.1 Introduction
The key role of an effective system is the thermal design of the cavity formed by
the radiator, mirrors and PV cells, as well as a good match of the these components. The important TPV figures of merit, high efficiency and high electrical
power density critically depend on the heat transfer between the radiator and the
PV cell in the TPV cavity (see Fig. 5.1). Radiative heat transfer in the cavity needs
to be optimised in terms of the spectral, angular and spatial radiation distributions.
For optimum PV cell performance, the cells need spatially uniform illumination. Typically the cells are series connected to increase the voltage. A lower
current from one cell, due to spatially non-uniform illumination, reduces the power
output from the whole string.
The angle of the radiation in the TPV cavity is also of significance. Flat surfaces
of dielectric materials increasingly reflect radiation with incident angles away from
the normal (or large zenith angles) according to Fresnel’s equations (see
Sect. 5.4.5). This can result in lower radiative heat transfer rates from the radiator
to the PV cell. An example would be a PV cell facing a blackbody radiator, where
from the definition, radiation leaves the blackbody radiator at all angles (Lambert’s
cosine-law). However, radiation incident at the PV cell surface with large zenith
angles is increasingly reflected (assuming a flat PV cell surface without light
trapping). This leads to a lower radiative heat transfer compared to two blackbody
surfaces facing each other. Similarly, radiation is reflected by heat shield or filters
placed in the cavity. Collimators can align diffuse radiation so that radiation
incident at surfaces can have smaller zenith angles. As a result, TPV systems may
be designed with higher radiative heat transfer rates. In addition to the angle
dependent surface reflection, the radiative surface properties (e.g., emissivity and
reflectivity) of real components (e.g., radiator, shield, filters and PV cell) usually
have both angular and spectral dependences. For example, dielectric filters become
spectrally less selective for angles away from normal. This dual dependency adds
to the complexity of spectral control in the TPV cavity.

T. Bauer, Thermophotovoltaics, Green Energy and Technology,
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The spectrum of the absorbed radiation by the PV cell has a major impact on the
cell conversion efficiency. Most of the remaining discussion in this chapter focuses
on this aspect using the term spectral control. In the review and discussion about
PV cells (Sect. 4.2), the cell efficiency was split into partial efficiencies. The PV
cell related efficiencies, namely the voltage factor, collection efficiency, fill factor
and PV cell array efficiency gArray, need to be optimised for a specific PV cell type
and system design. In such optimised systems, the spectral match of the absorbed
power by the PV cell to its bandgap is of interest and this spectral control is
described by the ultimate efficiency discussed and modelled in the next section.

6.2 Ultimate Efficiency and Power Density (Upper Limits)
Several models have been developed to predict an upper limit of the efficiency and
power density, as well as to identify the ideal PV cell bandgap. There are large
differences in the assumptions of these models and, as can be expected, also in the
modelling result. Coutts gives an overview of different models [1, 2] and Cody
compares efficiencies for different models without spectral control [3]. Some models
are based on empirical values for the reverse saturation current density including
work by Woolf [4, 5], Wanlass et al. [6, 7], Caruso and Piro [8] and Iles et al. [9].
Some modelling refers specifically to solar TPV conversion, such as work by Höfler
et al. [10–12] and others [13–16]. De Vos modelled the solar PV conversion as an
endoreversible heat engine [17–19]. This model has been adapted to TPV conversion by Gray and El-Husseini [20] and Heinzel et al. [21, 22]. In general, there is
limited work on the combined effect of spectral suppression of radiation above and
below the PV cell bandgap. Usual assumptions include no above and no subbandgap suppression (full spectrum case) [3, 15, 23], only suppression of subbandgap radiation [15, 21–24], perfect sub-bandgap and variable above-bandgap
suppression [13] and specific percentage or band assumptions about the sub and
above-bandgap suppression [1, 9, 20]. The listed literature shows the diversity of the
modelling assumptions, without the aim to be exhaustive. Hence, one major difficulty in modelling TPV efficiency and electrical power density comprehensively is
the number of parameters. Major parameters include the radiator temperature Ts, the
PV cell bandgap hvg, as well as the suppression of sub and above-bandgap radiation.
Some authors used the substitution x = hv/kTs (or xg = hvg/kTs) [2, 24–26].
This substitution can reduce the parameters by one and it is also used within the
following text. The focus is set on the simultaneous above and sub-bandgap
suppression on an ultimate efficiency level. This loss mechanism corresponds to
the free and hot carrier heating in the PV cell . The approach allows insights into
spectral control in general and can give an upper limit for the efficiency and
electrical power density. The major simplifying assumptions made in this modelling are: a single bandgap PV cell, illumination by a blackbody, no reflection
losses, a view factor of unity and all other partial efficiencies are unity (gOC, gQE,
gFF, gArray and gCavity, Sect. 4.2). In the following subsections, first, the ultimate
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efficiency of the solar PV conversion process as presented by Shockley and
Queisser is repeated [27]. Subsequently, the modelling is extended to the more
general TPV case.

6.2.1 Solar PV Conversion
The sun can be approximately modelled as a blackbody radiator with a temperature
Ts = 5800 K. Equation 6.1 gives the number of photons with energies greater than
hvg leaving this blackbody per unit area and per unit time [27]. The number of photons
is obtained by the division of the radiation intensity with the photon energy hv.
Qsðvg ;Ts Þ

2p
¼ 2
c0

Z1

hv

ekTs

vg

  Z1 2
2p kTs 3
x
dv ¼ 2 
dx
x
h
e 1
c0
1

v2

ð6:1Þ

xg

Integration of Planck’s radiation law yields the Stefan-Boltzmann law given in
Eq. 6.2 (see also Sect. 5.4.3, Eqs. 5.15 and 5.16) [27, 28].
IbðTs Þ
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15
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2p k 4
T ¼ rTs4
15h3 c20 s

ð6:2Þ

Assuming the sun as a hot sphere with radius rs, the values of Qs and Ib drop
by a factor of r2s /r2se at sun-earth distance rse. Equation 6.3 gives the PV power
density. One may calculate the solar radiation density at the outer earth atmosphere as the product of rT4s and r2s /r2se equal to about 1380 W/m2. Equation 6.4
defines the ultimate PV cell efficiency at the outer earth atmosphere, assuming
each photon with the energy hv greater than hvg contributes to the electricity
output hvg. The ultimate solar efficiency gUE,solar has a maximum value of about
44% at xg & 2.2 [27]. For this simplified model, one may also calculate the
ideal bandgap for solar PV conversion as hvg = 1.1 eV using the definition of
the substitution xg = hvg/kTs. It should be considered that realistic terrestrial
solar spectra with absorption bands result in other ideal bandgap values.
rs2
 hvg  Qsðvg ;Ts Þ
2
rse
R 1 x2
hvg  Qsðvg ;Ts Þ xg xg ex 1dx
¼
¼ R 1 x3
IbðTs Þ
0 ex 1dx

Psolar ¼

gUE;solar

ð6:3Þ

ð6:4Þ
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6.2.2 TPV Conversion Without Spectral Control
For TPV conversion, the radiator and the PV cell can be closely arranged and
ideally no radiation is lost, so that the factor r2s /r2se in Eq. 6.3 can be assumed unity
(view factor is unity). On the other hand, Qs values are smaller for TPV compared
to non-concentrator solar PV conversion because of the lower radiator temperatures for TPV conversion. Overall, higher power densities are usually obtained for
TPV conversion, in the order of W/cm2, compared to non-concentrator solar PV
conversion in the order of 0.01 W/cm2.
It has been pointed out that the ultimate solar efficiency gsolar Eq. 6.4 is also valid
for TPV conversion with the assumption of no spectral control [1, 29]. It becomes
clear that the ideal PV cell bandgap energies for TPV are smaller compared to solar
PV conversion, since the substitution xg = hvg/kTs becomes maximum at the constant value of about 2.2 and the radiator temperatures are lower for TPV conversion.
Using Ts values in the range from 1300 to 2000 K results in hvg values from 0.25 to
0.38 eV. Currently, it is challenging to obtain cell related efficiencies gOC gFF [ 0
from such low bandgap cells (Fig. 4.5). For this reason, it is currently not possible to
develop efficient TPV systems without spectral control.

6.2.3 TPV Conversion with Spectral Control
Unlike solar PV conversion, TPV conversion offers the possibility to suppress or
recover photons using spectral control methods (e.g., filters and selective radiators). It is assumed here that all photons absorbed by the PV cell be within a
spectral band, with some blackbody radiation below and some above the PV
bandgap hvg. Figure 6.1 shows an example of this band model using the normalised Planck’s radiation law Eq. 6.5 and the substitution x = hv/kTs, where x- is
the lower and x+ the upper band limit. The normalised bandgap xg is assumed to
be in between these two boundaries.
Ibvðv;Ts Þ ¼

 
2ph v3
2ph kTs 3 x3
¼
h
ex  1
c20 ekThvs  1
c20

ð6:5Þ

It should be considered that a change in radiator temperature Ts in Eq. 6.5 does
not change the shape of the plotted function in Fig. 6.1, but scales the function
equally for all values of x (Eq. 6.5). Practically, the absorbed radiation by the PV
cell will differ from the band model. Nevertheless, the band approach can be
justified since for other spectra an equivalent band model can be calculated, which
generates the same amount of heat and electricity [31].

Fig. 6.1 Plot of the
normalised Planck’s radiation
law [30]. The substitution
x = hv/(kTs) was used. An
example of the band model is
shown

Normalised Planck's radiation law [1]
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Similar to the solar PV case (Eq. 6.1), QT can be defined as the number of
photons with energies greater than hvg and below the band limit v+ (Eq. 6.6). The
radiation absorbed by the PV cell IT can be defined for the TPV case using the
spectral band model (Eq. 6.7). In the following text, it will be shown that splitting
the integral at xg is a convenient mathematical step (Eq. 6.7).
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The spectral band limits x+ and x- need to be viewed together with the normalised bandgap xg in order to be interpreted. As a single value they are less
meaningful. A more meaningful single value is the ratio of radiation within the
spectral band below the bandgap divided by the total radiation below the bandgap
(r-). For the above-bandgap radiation, similarly r+ is defined (Eq. 6.8). These
newly defined ratios have a range from 0 to 1.
R xg
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x x
e 1
r ¼
3
R xg x
0 ex  1dx
R xþ x3
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R 1 x3
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The relation between r+ and x+ depending on xg can then be computed
numerically from (Eq. 6.8). For example, if xg and r+ is known, the unknown x+
can be computed. With this consideration the TPV power density and efficiency
can be defined (Eqs. 6.9 and 6.10). Computation of values between r- and x- is
not necessary, since the definition of r+ and r- (Eq. 6.8) can be inserted into the
definition of IT (Eq. 6.7) by splitting the integral at xg.
PTPV ¼ hvg  QTðTs ;xg ;xþÞ ¼

 4 Zxþ 2
2ph kTs
x
xg
dx
h
ex  1
c20

ð6:9Þ
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In the following, computed results of the (Eqs. 6.9) and 6.10 are presented.
The x-axis has been always used to plot the normalised bandgap xg = hvg/kTs and
the parameters r- and r+ are altered parametrically.
The power density does not depend on the sub-bandgap suppression (Eq. 6.9)
because photons within energies below the bandgap cannot be converted. Hence,
the ideal normalised bandgap for the maximum electrical power density is
xg = 2.2, if no above-bandgap radiation is suppressed. This is the same value as
for the ultimate efficiency for solar PV conversion. Equations 6.4 and 6.9 give
the same maximum for xg, because the denominator integral of Eq. 6.4 is simply
the constant p4/15 [28]. Figure 6.2 shows the decrease of the electrical power
density with increasing above-bandgap suppression.
The ideal normalised bandgap xg, or the maximum of the power density
function, shifts to even smaller values, if radiation above the bandgap is
suppressed (Fig. 6.2). As discussed, the value xg = 2.2 already results in very low
ideal PV cell bandgap energies. For this reason, it can be concluded that abovebandgap suppression is not desirable from the viewpoint of electrical power
density. Bearing in mind that typical GaSb cell and radiator temperature combinations result in xg values from 4.8 to 5.4 [32–35] and Si cell based systems from
5.4 to 7.5 [36–39], there are two ways to increase the power density. These are
cells with reduced bandgaps and higher radiator temperatures. Figure 6.2 shows
that smaller xg values (or smaller bandgaps hvg) that are closer to the maximum at
around 2.2 could increase the power density largely. Equation 6.9 shows the strong
increase of the power density with the fourth power of the absolute temperature.
The efficiency depends on all three modelled parameters, the normalised PV cell
bandgap xg (1), the above-bandgap suppression r+ (2) and the sub-bandgap suppression r- (3). The three plots in Fig. 6.3 vary in terms of the above-bandgap
suppression among each other. Other assumptions remain the same between these
plots. Several conclusions can be drawn. Both above and sub-bandgap suppression
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Fig. 6.2 Plot of the normalised power density as a function of xg and r+ [30]. The bold line
shows the normalised power density without above-bandgap suppression (r+ = 1). The abovebandgap suppression varies parametrically in steps of 0.1 from r+ = 0.1 to r+ = 1

can increase the maximum efficiency. The theoretical case of monochromatic
illumination with the bandgap energy of the PV cell may be considered (r+ = 0,
r- = 0). In such a case the ultimate efficiency would become 100% at an electrical power density of zero (not shown). Hence, full above-bandgap suppression is
unrealistic. Also full sub-bandgap suppression (r- = 0) leads to unrealistic
results. Here, the efficiency function increases monotonically with the normalised
bandgap xg (Fig. 6.3) [24]. Woolf also highlighted in an early work the impact
of very small parasitic sub-bandgap absorption on the TPV efficiency [4].
The importance of sub-bandgap suppression (or spectral control) can be
strengthened using a typical example. A TPV system using a GaSb cell
(hvg = 0.72 eV) and a radiator temperature of 1500 K results in xg = 5.57.
Assuming no above and no sub-bandgap suppression the ultimate efficiency is
about 15% (Fig. 6.3 top, solar PV case). Assuming that only 10% of the
sub-bandgap radiation is absorbed by the PV cell (or 90% of the sub-bandgap
radiation is suppressed), the ultimate efficiency increases considerably to a value
of about 55% (Fig. 6.3 top, r- = 0.1). Figure 6.3 also shows that there is scope
for even higher ultimate efficiencies, if less than 10% sub-bandgap radiation is
absorbed by the cell. Tandem cells , not discussed in detail here, offer an additional
path to increase the ultimate efficiency further (see Sect. 4.7.1).
In the case of simultaneous above and sub-bandgap suppression (Fig. 6.3
bottom, r- = 0.1) the ultimate efficiency even decreases below the case with
sub-bandgap suppression only (from 15% to 10%). This is the result of a shift of
the efficiency function to smaller normalised ideal bandgaps for additional abovebandgap suppression. Generally, it can be also seen that the sub-bandgap
suppression broadens and the above-bandgap suppression sharpens the efficiency
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Fig. 6.3 Three plots of the ultimate efficiency as a function of xg, r- and r+ [30]. For each plot
the sub-bandgap suppression varies parametrically in steps of 0.1 from r- = 1 (solar PV case
shown bold for the first plot) to the r- = 0 (all radiation suppressed also shown bold for the first
plot). Above-bandgap radiation has been additionally suppressed for the two plots in the middle
and bottom
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curves compared to the solar PV case (r- = 1, r+ = 1). A broader efficiency
curve is generally desirable because this can result in high efficiencies even if xg
values are not matched to the maximum of the function as discussed for the GaSb
example with xg = 5.57.

6.2.4 Summary
Generally, the ultimate efficiency shows that complete sub or above-bandgap
suppression (r- = 0, r+ = 0) lead to unrealistic results, so that r- and r+ values
larger than 0 are of interest. Both, efficiency and electrical power density could be
increased for smaller PV cell bandgaps hvg or higher radiator temperatures Ts
compared to the current situation with typical values of xg larger than 5. Historically, there has been a trend to smaller bandgaps in TPV cell development and
this trend may be expected to continue. However, the ultimate efficiency cannot be
seen as isolated from the other partial efficiencies. For smaller PV cell bandgaps
hvg, the fill factor and voltage factor decrease significantly (see Fig. 4.5). Hence,
for smaller bandgaps the trade-off between an increase of the ultimate efficiency
and a decrease of other partial efficiencies needs to be assessed.
There is generally agreement that sub-bandgap suppression can enhance the
ultimate efficiency considerably assuming currently utilised xg values. The modelling presented in the previous subsection showed that the maximum of the
efficiency function shifts to higher normalised bandgaps xg and the function
broadens.
It is obvious that simultaneous above and sub-bandgap suppression can enhance
the efficiency further [1]. For example, PV cells have demonstrated very high
efficiencies under spectrally narrow laser illumination that was matched to the cell
bandgap. In spite of this, it can be concluded that above-bandgap suppression is in
most cases not desirable for TPV conversion. The results of the modelling
(Fig. 6.3) show that the efficiency cannot be enlarged very much using additional
above-bandgap suppression. Furthermore, it needs to be considered that typical
TPV systems have values xg above 5. Typically, these systems do not operate in
the maximum of the efficiency function because below bandgap suppression is
usually not better than 90% (or r- = 0.1). Finally, as already mentioned, above
bandgap suppression reduces the power density. As a result of the presented
assessment of simultaneous sub and above-bandgap suppression, this text defines
the figures of merit for the spectral control as follows:
• High share of in-band radiation absorbed by the PV cell; alternatively this can
be termed: high share of short wavelength radiation, high share of photons with
energies larger than the bandgap energy or low above-bandgap suppression.
• Low share of out-of-band radiation absorbed by the PV cell; alternatively this
can be termed: low share of long wavelength radiation, low share of photons
with energies lower than the bandgap energy or high sub-bandgap suppression.
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With these assumptions, it needs to be considered that the maximum of the
power density function remains the same (xg is maximised at about 2.2), whereas
the maximum of the efficiency function shifts to larger xg values. Therefore, there is
no common ideal PV cell bandgap to maximise both, the ultimate efficiency and the
electrical power density simultaneously. Hence, a trade-off between high efficiency
and high electrical power density occurs due to sub-bandgap suppression. In other
words, a TPV system can be specifically designed to achieve a high power density
or high efficiency. For example, industrial waste heat could be freely available and
it would be sufficient to maximise the electricity output. The efficiency, and hence
sub-bandgap suppression, would not be the driving factor. On the other hand, for
example a portable power supply unit aims for a long operation time and this
would require the efficiency to be maximised (e.g., by suppressing most
sub-bandgap radiation). This situation is fundamentally different from solar PV
conversion. For solar PV the power density and the efficiency are maximised
simultaneously.

6.3 TPV Cavity Arrangements
The location of the filter in the cavity can be considered as critical. For close
location near the radiator, overheating of filters has been reported [40, 41]. Hence,
there has been a historical preference to place the filter first closer to the PV cell
and finally on the front surface of the cell. Mounted on top, the filter can be cooled
via the PV cell [42, 43]. On the other hand, heat shield designs made of quartz
glass could generally withstand the temperatures in the TPV cavity. There have
been several geometric configurations of TPV cavities and these are discussed in
the following subsections.

6.3.1 Configuration with Minimum Mirror Utilisation
Figure 6.4 shows configurations where the radiator can be completely surrounded
by the PV cells. A cuboid system using a radioisotope heat source has been
examined. For such configuration it is theoretically feasible to cover all six faces
with PV cells, although currently for some faces mirrors are considered [44, 45].
Also solar TPV systems may be designed with a cavity made of PV cells, a
centred radiator and a small aperture to receive the radiation [46, 47]. The minimisation of the mirror utilisation has the advantage that radiation is necessarily
transferred to the PV cell and heat losses, via parasitic absorption, in the mirror
area is minimised. A drawback is the limitation of the power density, since the area
ratio of radiator to PV cell is always smaller than one. In addition practical
implementation should pose some engineering challenges, such as holding of the
radiator, spherical system design or non-uniform PV cell illumination for a cube
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design. Half spherical systems have been also proposed for solar TPV conversion
[10, 48].

6.3.2 Tubular and Planar Configurations with Mirrors
By far the most common cavity arrangements are planar and cylindrical designs.
These designs are a suitable compromise between convenient engineering solutions and acceptable small mirror areas.
Figure 6.5 on the top left shows a common two-dimensional generic schematic
of these designs. The cavity comprises the radiator, the mirrors and the PV cell
with a filter on the front surface. Often a quartz glass heat shield has been placed
in between the radiator and the PV cells. The mirror area can be minimised by
making the area of radiator and PV cell large compared to their distance. Mirrors
can minimise cavity losses and direct the radiation to the PV cell. Engineering of
the mirror area is usually challenging (see Sect. 6.4.2). The two-dimensional
generic schematic represents some three-dimensional cavities, such as the planar
disc and the cylindirical tubes, if different symmetry conditions are introduced
(e.g., rotational symmetry). The regular cylindrical design, or also called concentric tubular design, has been most commonly chosen (Fig. 6.5 on the top right)
[32, 49–60]. For combustion systems, it has the advantage that radiant tube burners
forming the inner tube are readily available (see Sect. 8.4.1). The inverse
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cylindrical configuration with the PV cells on the inner tube and the radiator
forming the outer tube has received far less attention. It is attractive to place the
inverse configuration in a (existing) high-temperature chamber, such as for
industrial waste heat recovery and self-powered devices [61, 62]. Solar and
combustion systems using disc and rectangular planar designs have been developed (Fig. 6.5 on the bottom left) [63–68] The fundamental differences of concentric and planar configurations in terms of radiative heat transfer aspects have
been assessed. Aspects of interest included view factors, spatial radiation uniformities and cavity losses. With the exception of the power density, the regular
cylindrical geometry has been considered more advantageous than the planar
geometry [40, 69, 70].
For the regular cylindrical geometry, solar and combustion systems with an
inert gas atmosphere (or vacuum ) have been examined [71–73]. Figure 6.6 shows
a possible engineering solution of such configuration. One advantage is that
conduction and convection heat losses via the cavity gas can be minimised. In
addition, suitable spectrally selective metal radiators, such as tungsten, cannot
operate in an oxidizing environment, but only in an inert atmosphere at high
temperatures. This configuration introduces some additional engineering aspects.
The design includes a leak-proof vessel that contains the high-temperature radiator. Usually a seal or solder (e.g., graphite and glass-to-metal) that cannot operate
at very high temperatures needs to be included. Engineering aspects of the seal or
solder include the type, the location, the mismatches in thermal expansion and the
cooling method. At the current stage, a heating tube made of silicon carbide seems
to be a good choice for combustion systems. Conduction losses via this tube can
also occur. Also, thermally stable mounting techniques for the selective radiator
(e.g., tungsten foil) on this tube need to be identified. At both ends of the radiator,
heat losses to the vessel (e.g., quartz glass) via radiation need to be minimised.
Additional reflective coatings and radiation shields can reduce losses via this path.
This discussion points out that several engineering aspects need to be addressed in
order to successfully design an inert TPV cavity.

6.3.3 Collimator and Concentrator in the Cavity
As discussed in the last subsection the geometry of the cavity has an impact on the
spatial and angular distribution of the radiation. Although there has been limited
research in this area, specifically designed cavity geometries may improve the
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performance of the systems by an improved spatial and angular radiation distribution. Figure 6.7 shows two types of cavity configurations to direct the radiation.
The first configuration utilises a concentrator at the PV cell. This could potentially
increase the power density and replace expensive PV cell area by cheaper mirror
area to reduce costs. The mirrors may extend to the radiator [62], consist of one
large concentrator [74] or several small concentrators [75, 76]. An experiment by
Fraas et al. pointed out that mirror area decreases the efficiency due to parasitic air
conduction and convection and it was concluded that mirror areas should be
minimised [77]. On the other hand, this problem could be minimised, if the cavity
is evacuated. In the authors view, the role of radiation concentration in TPV
cavities has not been fully answered yet.
In the second configuration the radiator utilises a collimator (Fig. 6.7 on the
right). Usually the radiator emits diffuse radiation, whereas most filters and PV
cells perform better for a radiation distribution with small zenith angles . Hence,
collimator configurations have been proposed to direct this diffuse radiation.
Reported research work included one large collimator [78], as well as lightemitting groove radiators consisting of a high emissivity back and cone shaped
reflective sidewalls (Fig. 6.7 on the right, attached radiator) [79, 80]. The utilisation of a tubular radiator surrounded by a parabolic mirror has also been proposed for the conversion of radiation into a parallel beam (Fig. 6.7 on the right,
outlying radiator) [81].

6.3.4 Radiation Guidance by Total Internal Reflection
in Dielectrics
Experiments could demonstrate the guidance of radiation by total internal
reflection in partially transparent rods from a high-temperature source to the cold
PV cell. The rods need not be cooled but should have a temperature gradient across
their length. Goldstein et al. used a 200 mm long yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG)
rod to guide the radiation to the cell [36, 82, 83]. Experiments performed by the
author could demonstrate high power densities, and hence effective radiation
guidance, using quartz glass rods with a diameter of 25 mm and an effective
length from 100 to 200 mm [31]. The author also proposed the combination of
radiation guidance by total internal reflection and the dielectric insulator concept
using no gap between radiator and cell (Fig. 6.8 left, see also Sect. 6.5.2) [84].
Chubb examined this combined approach theoretically by a model using zinc
selenide as a dielectric material [85].
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Horne et al. experimentally demonstrated the combination of radiation guidance
by total internal and optical concentration using quartz glass prisms in the cavity
in order to concentrate the radiation 4 times in front of the PV cell [41]. Further
research could aim to integrate the three approaches, namely radiation guidance
(1), dielectric enhancement (2) and dielectric concentration (3).

6.4 Thermal Insulation Design
In the following text two heat loss paths via the insulation are considered. These
paths, visible in the Sankey diagram (Fig. 1.2), are:
• Losses from the radiator to the PV cell via the reflective thermal insulation (see
Sect. 6.4.2).
• System losses to surroundings via the thermal insulation
The heat losses via the insulation to the surroundings depend on the surface-tovolume ratio. In particular, smaller systems such as micro generators (see Sect.
6.5.3) have substantial heat losses via this path.

6.4.1 Materials for Thermal Insulation
Figure 6.9 shows a selection of thermal insulation materials collected from various
sources [86–90] The half-logarithmic plot shows two groups of materials. The first
group has conductivity values higher than still air and the second group utilises the
restriction of collisions between air molecules.
For air insulation in physical large chambers at atmospheric pressures, free
convection is usually the dominating heat transfer mode. At lower pressures free
convection currents disappear and conduction predominates. For heat conduction
in vacuum, the mean free path is important. The mean free path is defined as the
average distance covered by the molecule between successive collisions. For air, at
ambient temperature the mean path Lp with the unit cm is given by a simple
approximate formula, where p is the pressure in torr1 (Eq. 6.11) [91]. It can be seen

1

1 Torr = 133.3 Pascal; 1 Atmosphere = 760 Torr.
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that the mean free path is inversely proportional to pressure and a low pressure
results in a large mean free path value.
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The Knudsen number is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio of the
molecular mean free path to a representative physical length scale. Two important
extreme cases can be distinguished with respect to the Knudsen number. For
Knudsen numbers much smaller than unity (high pressures), the heat conductivity
is in the viscous state. In this case the totality of molecules is responsible for the
heat transfer. The conductivity depends on the temperature, whereas the dependency on the pressure is very weak. On the other hand, for Knudsen numbers much
larger than unity (low pressures), the heat conductivity is in the molecular state.
Here, the individual molecules carry the heat from wall to wall and the conduction
heat transfer is proportional to the absolute gas pressure and the temperature
difference. Hence, in order to avoid the large conduction heat transfer rate in the
viscous state, the gas pressure must be reduced to values where the mean free path
is about equal to or greater than the distance between the walls of the containing
vessel [92]. For TPV conversion, there is interest in vacuum thermal insulation for
applications such as near-field systems (Sect. 6.5.2), radioisotope system in space
and solar applications. For the latter, systems with a radiator held with a few
contact points in a vacuum chamber have been considered [67, 92–94].
Microporous insulation utilises voids in the material with an average interconnecting pore size comparable to or below the mean free path of air molecules at
standard atmospheric pressure. The mean free path of air at atmospheric pressure
is easily calculated from Eq. 6.11. The value is 66 nm and pore sizes around or
below this value are utilised. Figure 6.9 shows that still air at atmospheric pressure
has a higher thermal conductivity compared to microporous insulation. Microporous insulation is commercially available (e.g., Microtherm, Wacker WDS and
Zircar Microsil). For TPV applications, it has been used as an insulation frame
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between radiator and PV cells [64]. However, currently commercial versions of
this insulation are limited to about 1000C. Aerogels utilise also the effect of small
pores and they could be another alternative.
Multifoil insulations (MFIs) utilise reflective metal foils separated by spacers,
where the space in between is evacuated. MFIs were originally developed for
cryogenic applications but are also applicable for high-temperature applications.
For radioisotope TPV systems, an MFI using 60 layers of 0.008 mm thick
molybdenum foil separated by zirconia (ZrO2) spacers has been considered [45].
MFIs with molybdenum foil can withstand hot side temperatures up to 1500 K
[88].
Other commonly applied high-temperature thermal insulation options that do
not utilise mean free path effects, include fibrous and granular insulations, as well
as porous firebricks. Fibre insulation made mainly from silica and alumina is
available in several forms (e.g., board or blanket) for different temperature ranges.
One disadvantage in terms of handling is the health and safety issue associated
with the fibre dust. Handling of powder insulation (e.g., perlite and vermiculite) is
often also difficult due to the small particle size. Insulating firebricks are less
health and safety critical, but they have usually slightly higher conductivities and
require machining (Fig. 6.9). For all types, fibre, powder and solid, there is strong
dependency between thermal conductivity and porosity (or density).
Another possibility to reduce conductive heat transfer is the replacement of air
by an alternative gas. For example, the conductivity of krypton, argon and carbon
dioxide is lower than air at room temperature and atmospheric pressure [32, 88].

6.4.2 Reflective Thermal Insulation Design
As pointed out in the last section, some cavities do not require mirror areas. For
example, the cavity can be entirely covered with PV cells or total internal
reflection in dielectrics can be used. However, in most cases a reflective wall is
required. The reflective wall must have not only a high reflectivity, but also a low
thermal conductivity. A low thermal conductivity insulation of the TPV cavity
between the radiator and the PV cell is essential to minimise conduction heat
losses via this path. In addition, the reflective thermal insulation must withstand
the temperature reached at the radiator (usually higher than 1000C) and operate
next to the PV cell below 100 C. Hence, the reflective thermal insulation need to
be designed to meet these engineering requirements. Aspects, such as the thermal
stability and thermal expansion, need to be considered.
Bulk materials with favourable thermal and optical properties are porous
ceramics with a glazed surface made of alumina and silica. For example, sintered
alumina can have high reflectivity values of over 96% in the wavelength range
from 0.5 to 2.5 lm. This material is used for laser pumping and lamp design (e.g.,
Sintox AL) [95]. For this application, the material is designed with a high density
and this leads also to high thermal conductivity values. For TPV cavities, low
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density, or low conductivity, reflective porous alumina would be required. Another
potentially interesting insulation option could be sintered fused silica fibres, since
this material has inherently a high infrared reflectivity and good insulation properties (e.g., Quartzel up to 1200C [89]). The long wavelength performance of
glazed surfaces is likely to be rather poor due to radiation absorption. Hence, this
aspect and vapour pressure limitations would need to be assessed.
Metallic coatings were also studied as a reflector surface. For electric lamp
design, reflective coatings consist of aluminium, silver or aluminium–copper (gold
colour). These coatings are typically applied by evaporation techniques. For more
durable coatings sputtering is used [96]. For example, electrical infrared heaters
utilise gold mirrors on quartz glass tubes in order to direct the radiation [97].
A TPV system with a gold coating (1 lm) on glass substrate has been reported
[58]. Gold and platinum on specially prepared ceramic foils have been used as
reflectors between the radiator and the PV cell [64]. Above 1000C, titanium in
argon atmosphere has been used as a radiation shield [73].

6.5 Novel and TPV-Related Concepts
There are a number of other concepts that are not based on common TPV system
designs. The following subsections discuss these novel concepts.

6.5.1 Thermophotonics
The principle of thermophotonics (TPX) has been proposed by Green et al. [72, 92,
98–101]. TPX is based on the idea that a light emitting diode (LED) illuminates a
PV cell, where the LED operates at a higher temperature than the PV cell
(Fig. 6.10). The LED acts as an active radiator that emits photons having a higher
energy than the bandgap energy, where the excess energy is provided by a heat
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source. Ideally, there is only radiative heat transfer between LED and PV cell. A PV
cell could then convert this spectrally narrow radiation into electricity to supply the
load. If the LED is hotter than the PV cell, then the electric power extracted from
the PV cell can be higher than the one injected into the LED. TPX conversion is
predicted to have the following advantages compared to TPV conversion: higher
efficiency, PV cells could have higher bandgaps and LED temperatures could be
lower than TPV radiator temperatures. One major challenge of TPXs is that high
performance LEDs for high-temperature operation are not available. Also, the
external quantum efficiency of the LED should be near unity. For fabrication of
such LEDs, silicon carbide as a semiconductor has been considered.

6.5.2 Dielectric Photon Concentration
The radiative heat transfer rate from the radiator to the PV cell can be considerably
increased by two methods. Either the radiator and PV cell are in close proximity
(near-field TPV) or the cavity is filled with a dielectric material (dielectric insulator concept). Figure 6.11 shows these two options of dielectric photon concentration. Higher radiative heat transfer rates could result in systems with higher
electrical power densities, or alternatively in lower radiator temperatures.
The near-field TPV concept utilises a sub-micron vacuum gap and terms such as
micron-gap, nano-gap, evanescent waves and photon tunnelling have also been
used [102–105]. In the literature, the abbreviation ‘‘MTPV defines not only
micron gap TPV, but also micro-mechanical TPV systems (see Sect. 6.5.3) [106].
In order to avoid confusion, the terms NF-TPVN and MEMS-TPV are
used throughout this book. In the late 1990s research in the area of near-field TPV
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(NF-TPV) started. The blackbody radiation law can be derived from Maxwell’s
equations under the assumption of large separation of the hot radiation source and
the cold sink [107]. This assumption applies to nearly all TPV systems using
typical distances in the centimetre range. However, the blackbody radiation law is
not longer valid, when the separation decreases to a sub-micron-gap. This gap
allows partial coupling of the enhanced radiative heat transfer by n2 while the
vacuum gap thermally insulates. It was concluded that the photon flux is limited by
the lowest refractive index n in the photonic cavity (PV cell or radiator) and
scales with the minimum refractive index squared [104]. The advantage is that
both the PV cell and the radiator can have a high refractive index, so that an
enhancement in the order of 10 in the radiative heat transfer rate seems to be
feasible [103]. The challenges of this concept include the engineering aspects of a
gap in the order of 0.1 lm and the spectral control of radiation [103, 104].
Research on the dielectric insulator concept is generally limited [84, 103]. A
feasibility experiment using oil as a dielectric material with n [ 1 at low temperature was reported [103]. The experiment could demonstrate that the radiative heat
transfer can be ideally enhanced by n2, if the cavity is filled with a dielectric medium
(for the theory, see Sect. 5.4.6). However, oil is not a suitable material for typical
radiator temperatures above 1000C. A major drawback is also that additional
unsuitable conductive heat transfer via the dielectric medium needs to be addressed.
Work by the author showed that dielectric solids with increased thickness could be
used for the dielectric insulator concept [103]. These solids would also require a low
absorption coefficient in the in-band wavelength range, a high maximum operation
temperature, a low thermal conductivity and ideally a high absorption in the out-ofband wavelength range. For example quartz glass with a thickness in the order of ten
centimetres could be used. Another option could be the use of molten or solid salts.
Some salts have a low vapour pressure and they are thermally stable at high temperatures. However, this possibility has not been examined yet.

6.5.3 Micro Generators
Miniature TPV systems with a very small output power have also been developed.
They could power electronic gadgets such as notebooks and mobile phones.
Micro-machining techniques, based on modified semiconductor device fabrication
technologies, are often utilised. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) integrate mechanical elements, sensors, actuators and electronics. In the literature the
term ‘‘power MEMS’’ was suggested to describe micro-systems that generate
power or pumped heat [108].
TPV research focused mainly on micro combustion generators as a battery
replacement. Even generators with low conversion efficiencies would be attractive
because of the large energy density of hydrogen or hydrocarbon as a fuel compared
to batteries. Micro-scale generators experience more difficulties with aspects such
as sealing, fabrication, assembly and heat losses (large surface-to-volume ratio)
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compared to macro-scale systems [68]. Currently, the electrical power output of
these generators ranges from the order of milliwatts to watts [56, 68, 102, 106,
108–111].

6.5.4 Blackbody Pumped Laser
Light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation (laser) can be achieved by
various methods. The pump energy is usually provided in the form of an electric
current or light (flash lamp). However, other less common methods are also feasible. Blackbody pumped laser could be attractive, since they can convert heat
directly into laser energy. Solar pumped lasers using a blackbody cavity have been
demonstrated. The heat source could not only be solar, but also by other hightemperature sources, such as combustion and nuclear. For an efficient conversion,
the laser radiation could be spectrally well matched to the PV cell bandgap. At the
moment, heat-to-laser conversion efficiencies have been low, but progress in this
field may allow an efficient heat-to-electricity conversion using PV cells. DeShazer
reported about experiments using laser rods and PV cells in 2001 [82, 112, 113].

6.5.5 TPV Cascaded with Other Converters
TPV systems operating cascaded with another energy conversion device have also
been considered. In such systems the TPV converter may operate in the top or
bottom cycle. For example, a gas turbine (top cycle) with the exhaust gas utilised
by the TPV converter (bottom cycle) has been examined [60]. Also, wasted heat
from the TPV cells (top cycle) could be utilised for a low temperature fuel cell
reformer or thermoelectric generator (bottom cycle). If TPV would operate in the
top cycle, an increased PV cell temperature would be thermodynamically beneficial (see hot cell operation in Sect. 4.7.2) [72, 114, 115]. Cascaded systems of a
TPV converter with another conversion device can be associated with complex
system design and are mainly of interest for large power systems, where additional
complexity can be justified. It can be concluded that there is generally a limited
scope for cascaded operation with other technologies due to the high hot and the
low cold side temperature of typical TPV systems.

6.6 Summary
This chapter discussed aspects related to heat transfer and design of the cavity as a
core part of an efficient TPV system. The cavity is comprised of a radiator, PV
cells and reflective insulation. The reflective insulation, between the radiator and
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the cell, can be considered to be a critical component. If specific requirements such
as high operation temperature, wide spectral mirror range and low conductivity
need to be met. Currently, ideal commercial products seem to be not available.
The importance of heat transfer was highlighted in Chap. 5 with special reference to radiative heat transfer in this chapter. The presented ultimate efficiency
model showed that control of the radiation spectrum is essential in order to achieve
high efficiencies. Even so, not only is spectral control important, but also it is
necessary to optimise angular and spatial radiation distribution in the cavity.
Finally, more recently proposed concepts were discussed that could improve the
performance significantly or open new application fields for TPV conversion.
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Chapter 7

Competing Technologies

7.1 Introduction
In general it can be assumed that there exists a potential market for TPV systems
anywhere that an electrical power source is required [1]. Hence, in order to
identify suitable TPV applications, this chapter reviews other deployed and
emerging electricity generating technologies.
In TPV literature, competing technologies discussed have included internal heat
engine generators [2–6], solar PV systems [3, 4], electro-chemical cells and direct
heat-to-electricity converters. The latter category includes thermoelectric, thermionic and alkali metal thermal-to-electric converters (AMTECs) [2–7]. The three
electro-chemical cell types are primary (battery), secondary (rechargeable battery)
or tertiary (fuel cell) [2–5, 7]. Other literature also gives details about these
technologies [8–13]. These sources indicate that external heat engine generators,
and in particular Stirling generators, are another competitor group.
This overview of competing technologies has been limited to a range of
technologies. From the various potential technologies to generate electricity only
those have been considered which also convert one of the following four sources:
solar, nuclear, chemical (or fossil) and waste heat. This has led, for example, to the
exclusion of renewable conversion technologies other than solar PV (e.g., wind).
Technologies above 1 MW have also not been considered because TPV cell costs
are currently high and the largest demonstrated TPV systems have powers in the
order of kilowatts. Also conversion technologies above 1 MW have high efficiencies and these efficiencies are currently difficult to achieve with TPV conversion. Only direct heat-to-electricity converters commonly found in recent
literature have been considered [2–7]. Some other conversion technologies exist
and are discussed elsewhere [9].
The technology options are summarised in Fig. 7.1, which illustrates that the
heat sources have to be taken into account when comparing TPV to its competitors. For example, fuel cells compete with TPV systems only for the conversion of
chemical energy. On the other hand, external heat engine generators (e.g., Stirling)
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and direct heat-to-electricity conversion devices (e.g., thermoelectrics) can convert
heat regardless of which source.
Power densities (e.g., W/kg, W/m3, and W/cm2) and efficiencies are important
performance indicators to compare these technologies. The next four sections
discuss heat engines, electro-chemical cells, direct heat-to-electricity converters
and solar PV systems. Afterwards a comparison of these technologies and TPV
technology is made.

7.2 Heat Engine Generators
These generators utilise a two-step conversion process. The first conversion into
mechanical energy limits the efficiency. The second conversion from mechanical
energy into electricity can be generally efficient with values greater than 95% [5].
The requirement for moving parts can be associated with complex starting, noise,
high weight, high complexity, high maintenance and short lifetime compared to
TPV conversion. In general, internal and external heat engines can be distinguished [12].

7.2.1 Internal Heat Engine Generators
In an internal heat engine, the heat source is also the working fluid in thermodynamic terms and thus they compete with TPV generators only for combustion
systems (Fig. 7.1). Internal combustion engines (ICEs) tend to have few components, although not necessarily moving parts, and therefore higher volumetric
and gravimetric power densities compared to external heat engines [12]. ICEs
can have an intermittent (reciprocating engines) or a continuous flow and combustion process (e.g., gas turbine). In intermittent engines combustion occurs
during a limited part of the cycle only, so that component temperature exposures
tend to be less severe in intermittent compared to continuous engines [12]. This
usually results in higher efficiencies but higher pollution (CO, NOx and unburned
HxCx) of intermittent engines compared to continuous engines [12, 13]. The flow
rate can be higher for continuous engines, so that these engines tend to have
higher volumetric power densities [13]. The major intermittent heat engines are
reciprocating spark ignition (Otto cycle) and compression ignition (Diesel cycle)
engines.
Small gasoline generators based on ICEs are commercially available at low
prices [5, 14, 15]. Yamaguchi et al. [3, 4] reported system efficiencies of portable
generators from 10 to 20% in the range from 1 to 10 kWel and efficiencies below
10% for generators smaller than 1 kWel. Above 10 kWel the efficiencies can
exceed 30%, where engines are available from vehicles at low prices and highpower densities [4].

7.2 Heat Engine Generators
Fig. 7.1 Summary of
competing technologies to
TPV systems. The figure
defines four types of heat
sources and five classes of
energy converters
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Currently gas turbine (Brayton cycle) generators are mainly used in the MW
power range, such as for central power stations in conjunction with steam turbines.
Gas turbines can operate in a closed or open cycle. The closed cycle configuration
results usually in higher efficiencies at the cost of increased complexity [13]. For
example, a small commercially available open cycle turbine has a fuel-to-electricity efficiency of about 25% and an electrical output power of 30 kW [16].
Micro turbines as small as 10 W are in a research stage [17].

7.2.2 External Heat Engine Generators
An external heat engine has a separated heat source and working fluid. The use of
an external combustor, often associated with heat exchangers for the working fluid,
adds usually some complexity and results in lower volumetric and gravimetric
power density than ICEs, but allows heat to be derived from all four sources
(Fig. 7.1). The major external heat engines apply the Rankine and Stirling cycle.
Steam turbines (Rankine cycle) tend to be used in large centralised power
stations. The Rankine cycle can be of closed (e.g., nuclear power plant) or open
type (e.g., steam locomotive) [13]. The open cycle requires a constant water
source. The closed cycle usually results in complex system designs with moderate
efficiencies and low power densities for power outputs considered in this work
[13]. Hence these engines are not considered further here.
Stirling engine generators have been researched for a wide power range from
artificial heart power to military submarine propulsion. They usually have good
part load behaviour, can operate with low noise (free piston engine) and can
achieve high efficiencies. Stirling engine generators have been considered for all
four heat sources and similar applications as TPV. There are several Stirling
combined heat and power (CHP) units emerging commercially. Table 7.1 shows
some examples with the electrical efficiency. In general, the CHP efficiency can be
high and is not shown. Disadvantages of Stirling engines often include low power
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Table 7.1 Examples of performance of stationary CHP units using Stirling engines
Characteristics
WhisperGen (gridStirling 161 [19]
PowerUnit [20]
connected) [18]
Manufacturer

WhisperGen

Cleanenergy AB
(formerly Solo)

Electrical output
power
Efficiency fuel to
electricity
Gravimetric power
density
Volumetric power
density

1 kW

2 –9 kW

Stirling Biopower
(formerly STM
Power)
43 kW

*10%

25%

27%

7 W/kg

4–20 W/kg

N/A

4 kW/m3

2–11 kW/m3

N/A

densities [13]. Past challenges in terms of working fluid leakages and seals may or
may have not been completely overcomed in current systems.

7.3 Electro-Chemical Cells
There are primary (battery), secondary (rechargeable battery) and tertiary cells
(fuel cells), which are discussed in the following two subsections.

7.3.1 Primary and Secondary Cells (Batteries)
Batteries are available from small primary button cells (from 10 J) up to large secondary batteries for underwater propulsion and load levelling (up to 100 MJ) [21].
Advantages include low maintenance (no moving parts), good part load behaviour
and efficient charge/discharge performance. Currently, the major primary cell
types are zinc-carbon, alkaline-manganese, mercury-oxide, silver-oxide and zincoxide, as well as lithium-based cells [22]. The major secondary cell types are leadacid, nickel-cadmium, nickel-metal hydride and lithium ion. Secondary batteries
tend to have higher gravimetric and volumetric power densities compared to
primary batteries. Secondary nickel-cadmium batteries can have very high-powerdensities with values of around 500 kW/m3 and above 500 W/kg [23]. This
power density can be regarded as high compared to other technologies. Lithium
ion batteries have demonstrated high energy densities above 0.5 MJ/kg. Nevertheless, the energy density of primary and secondary batteries is low compared to
hydrocarbon fuels (see Table 8.6) [23]. Often battery disadvantages include the use
of environmentally critical materials, limited shelf life and high electricity costs
[23]. For example, common small-scale primary batteries (e.g., AA, 1.5 V, 1,000
mAh) have costs in the order of 100 €/kWh. Also, a shorter recharging time of
batteries would be beneficial. An alternative is to replace the battery with a low

Simple design, cheap
electrolyte, highpower density

Disadvantages CO removal, water management,
Limited to hydrogen
membrane cross-over and costs

High-power density, rapid start-up
and good load-following
characteristics, direct methanol
cell without reformer

Advantages

CH3OH, alcohols, LPG,
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel

Reformer
fuels

Transport, space

External or direct CH3OH

Reformer

Platinum
50–200°C
H2
CO2 is a poison which
more or less rules
out its use with
reformed fuels

Alkaline (AFC)

Typical
Commercial and residential CHP,
application
distributed power, portable
power, transport

Platinum
50–110°C
H2, CH3OH
CO [ 10 ppm S [ 0.1 ppm

Catalyser
Temperature
Cell fuels
Cell poisons

Table 7.2 Comparison of the main fuel cell types
Solid polymer membrane (SPFC)

External or internal

Nickel
630–650°C
H2, CO
S [ 0.5 ppm

Molten carbonate
(MCFC)

External, internal or direct
CH4
Gas from coal or biomass,
natural gas, gasoline,
diesel, jet fuel

Perovskites
650–1,000°C
H2, CO, CH4
S [ 1 ppm

Solid oxide (SOFC)

Natural gas,
alcohols,
gasoline, diesel,
jet fuel
CHP power
generation

Gas from coal or
biomass, natural
gas, gasoline,
diesel, jet fuel
Commercial and
Commercial and residential
residential CHP,
CHP, power generation,
power generation,
ship propulsion, trains
ship propulsion,
trains
Advanced
Internal reforming,
Internal reforming, cheap
technology,
cheap catalyst, CO
catalyst CO as fuel, CO2
commercial
as fuel, CO2 rich
rich fuels, impervious to
system available
fuels
gas cross-over
(e.g., PC25C)
External reforming, Poor start-up, poor load Poor start-up, poor load
following, high
following, high
expensive
temperature design
temperature design issues
catalyst
issues

Platinum
190–210°C
H2
CO [ 0.5%
S [ 50 ppm
External

Phosphoric acid
(PAFC)
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cost hydrocarbon fuel combined with a fuel-to-electricity converter (e.g., TPV,
fuel cell). Such fuels can be inexpensive compared to battery costs. For example,
current utility gas prices account for euro cents per kWh in Europe. This
arrangement has also the advantage of a simpler refuelling compared to the slow
recharging process of secondary batteries. Finally, the gravimetric energy density
of hydrocarbon fuels is much higher than batteries (see Table 8.6). For these
reasons, a hydrocarbon fuel based electricity converter (e.g., TPV, fuel cell) could
have advantages in terms of refuelling/charging, costs and energy density compared to batteries.

7.3.2 Tertiary Cells (Fuel Cells)
Fuel cells compete directly with TPV in the conversion of fuel into electricity
(Fig. 7.1). Fuel cell research can be found for a wide power range from mW to MW.
They can be classified by different criteria including fuel type (e.g., hydrogen or
hydrocarbon), fuel processing strategy (external or internal reforming), operation
temperature, catalyst material, charge carrier or type of electrolyte. Usually the latter
criterion is commonly used for classification. Table 7.2 has been composed from
different sources [24–26] and sums up the major fuel cell types and their performance.
One major advantage of fuel cells is the demonstrated high efficiency, which
can be around 40–60% based on lower heating values for the major fuel cell types
[25, 27]. The efficiency also remains high at part load and over a wide power
range. Another advantage is the solid-state operation (e.g., low noise). CHP
operation is generally feasible and the operation temperature of the fuel cell
determines the heat grade. Hence, solid polymer membrane fuel cells (SPFCs) can
only generate low-grade heat. The solid polymer fuel cell (SPFC) is also known as
proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell.
SPFCs and advanced space AFCs have demonstrated area power densities
(W/cm2) roughly a factor ten greater than that observed of other fuel cells [27].
This can result in high volumetric and gravimetric power densities. The power density generally increases with increasing power output. For example for automotive
applications SPFC stacks have demonstrated power densities of 1,000 kW/m3 and
700 W/kg [26, 28, 29]. Selecting the operation point of a fuel cell, using its voltage
versus current density characteristic, requires a compromise between a highly
efficient but large cell and a low efficient but high-power density cell [25].
One key disadvantage of fuel cells is the use of hydrogen, which is commercially not available for the mass market. Also, fuel storage and handling is
immature and can be dangerous [5]. The high gravimetric energy density of
hydrogen is generally advantageous, whereas the volumetric energy density
of 13 MJ/m3 compares low to oils with values around 40,000 MJ/m3 (Table 8.6).
Compression of hydrogen increases the volumetric energy density. Using a
laboratory gas cylinder at 152 bar (15.2 MPa) results in a volumetric energy
density of 1,600 MJ/m3 and higher pressures can increase the density further
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(e.g., around 5,300 MJ/m3 at 700 bar). Liquid hydrogen has a volumetric energy
density of about 10,000 MJ/m3 and this is still much lower than hydrocarbon oils.
Another storage option is the use of solid-hydride storages (e.g., lanthanum nickel
hydride), which are capable of a slightly higher volumetric energy density at the
expense of gravimetric energy density, compared to liquid hydrogen. Currently
there are challenges with all hydrogen storage technologies [30]. Non-hydrogen
fuels require usually internal or external reforming. The difficulties of reforming
are discussed elsewhere [25, 26].
SPFCs converting directly methanol without reformer are known as direct
methanol fuel cells (DMFCs). There has been some renewed interest since the
1990 s in DMFCs due to advances made in the membrane of the SPFC [26].
DMFCs are attractive, because methanol can be economically and efficiently
produced. In addition methanol storage is simple and safe compared to hydrogen.
It seems that the first large-scale fuel cell products will be the replacement of
secondary batteries by DMFCs (e.g., laptop, mobile phone). In these applications
the secondary battery lifetime is already low, so that the DMFCs lifetime is not
highly critical. At the time of writing, the DMFCs are entering the market.

7.4 Direct Heat-to-Electricity Conversion Devices
Besides TPV, there are other direct heat-to-electricity conversion technologies
including thermoelectric converters, alkali metal thermal-to-electric converters
(AMTECs) and thermionic converters. All these technologies use a hot source and a
cold sink. The heat flux from the source to the sink can be partly converted into
electricity by the direct heat-to-electricity conversion device. Thus important characteristics of these devices are the electricity output per area (power density in W/
cm2) and the efficiency (ratio of electricity output to total heat flux). All technologies
share potentially similar solid-state properties, such as simple design, no moving
parts, low maintenance, high reliability, good scalability and modularity. Solid-state
is a macroscopic statement. In fact, movement or transport of energy must always
involve motion of a physical entity with energy [8]. For the direct heat-to-electricity
conversion device these are ions (AMTEC), electrons (thermoelectrics, thermionics)
or photons (TPV). Also, all technologies can convert heat from any source with a
suitable temperature (Fig. 7.1) into direct current electricity. Major parameters
where the devices differ from each other include the heat source and sink temperature, the research status, the efficiency and the power density.

7.4.1 Thermoelectric Converter
Electricity generation in a thermoelement is based on the Seebeck, Peltier and
Thomson effect. A thermoelectric generator usually consists of a large number
of thermoelements connected electrically in series (Fig. 7.2). Of the direct
heat-to-electricity conversion devices, thermoelectric generators are the most
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Fig. 7.2 Schematic of the
operation principle of a
thermoelectric generator. The
n-type and p-type
semiconductor legs are
electrically connected

developed devices and are used in niche market applications such as for space and
remote (or non-grid connected) power. Hot side temperatures range from very low
(e.g., human body powered wrist watch) up to around 1,300 K (e.g., space
applications). Also the power output varies widely from nW to more than 100 kW
[31]. Similar thermoelectric modules can be used for cooling as well for power
generation from low-grade (e.g., geothermal, ocean power, low-grade waste heat)
and high-grade heat (e.g., combustion). In particular the thermoelectric generator
using high-grade heat is of interest, since this generator is a closer competitor to
the TPV converter.
Calculations of thermoelectric generator efficiency and power density have
been discussed by Cobble [32]. The generator can be optimised either for maximum power density or efficiency. Equation (7.1) gives the maximum efficiency
of a single-stage generator, which is optimised for maximum efficiency [32].
Equation (7.2) defines figure of merit Z (1/K) for a single-stage converter using one
junction material, where S is the Seebeck coefficient (V/K), r the electrical conductivity (S/m) and k the thermal conductivity (W/mK).
gTE;max ¼ gCarnot 

ð1 þ Z  TAV Þ1=2 1
ð1 þ Z  TAV Þ

1=2

with
Z¼

þTc =Th
S2 r
k

with TAV ¼

Th  Tc
2

ð7:1Þ

ð7:2Þ

It follows from Eq. 7.1 that a high efficiency gmax requires a large temperature
difference from the hot to the cold side Th–Tc and a high figure of merit Z. Often
the dimensionless figure of merit ZTAV is used. There are various n- and p-type
materials with a characteristic curve of ZT versus temperature. The material
selection is usually based on the ZT performance at the operation temperature.
Hence, depending on the application temperature different materials are used.
Currently established bulk semiconductor materials have ZTAV values around
unity [33–35]. This results in a low heat-to-electricity efficiencies with values of
typically less than 5% for established materials. This low efficiency is currently the
major drawback of thermoelectric generators.
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Long-term experience with thermoelectric generators exists in the area of
remote power. For example combustion-based thermoelectric systems can operate
in remote oil and gas sites. In this application the low efficiency of 2–3% (fuel-toelectricity) is not critical because of the availability of the fuel. It has been estimated that more than 12,000 combustion-powered thermoelectric generators have
been placed into operation for niche market applications [36, 37]. Very remote
space missions have utilised radioisotope-powered generators [33, 38]. There has
been also a long-term effort in the area of vehicle exhaust gas recovery. At the time
of writing there is some renewed interest and several prototypes are being
developed. Another application could be the recovery of industrial waste heat.
Here, the thermoelectric generators convert a waste heat flux into electricity. It has
been pointed out that the low efficiency is not a serious drawback in the conversion
of free waste heat and that the capital cost per watt is the decisive economic factor
[39]. There have been funding programs for large-scale thermoelectric heat
recovery in Japan and the US [33, 40]. Future thermoelectric generators may show
higher performance using various concepts to increase the figure of merit Z (e.g.,
using nano-structured materials) [33, 34]. Other promising concepts include
symbiotic and multistage generation. For the former one (symbiotic), the thermoelectric generator is part of a counter-flow heat exchanger [33, 41].

7.4.2 Alkali Metal Thermal-to-Electric Converter (AMTEC)
The AMTEC is a thermally regenerative, electro-chemical device, where an alkali
metal flows in a closed loop and cycles its aggregate state between liquid and
vapour [5, 8, 42]. Of the alkali metals, sodium has mainly been used. There has
also been some work on potassium. Cycling of the alkali metal is obtained using
devices such as electromagnetic pumps and capillary wicks [42]. The only
remaining moving part in AMTECs using capillary wicks is the enclosed alkali
metal (solid-state device behaviour). The electricity is generated in an anode,
cathode and electrolyte configuration, where alkali metal ions flow through the
electrolyte and electrons bypass the electrolyte (Fig. 7.3) [8, 42, 43]. Usually
AMTECs use a beta alumina solid electrolyte (BASE), which is commonly fabricated as a dense microcrystalline ceramic compound consisting of the elements
sodium, lithium, aluminium and oxygen [8]. The BASE is a good conductor of
sodium ions, but a poor conductor of electrons. The BASE limits the hot side
temperature to around 1,300 K, since the electrolyte becomes chemically reactive
at higher temperatures [8]. The cold-side temperatures typically range from 400 to
800 K [8]. The two main types of AMTEC cycles, liquid-anode and vapour-anode,
are discussed elsewhere in detail [42].
The specific advantages of AMTECs are high efficiency, high-power density
and the use of potentially low-cost materials [42]. Electrical power densities of
1 W/cm2 have been achieved [42] and gravimetric power densities up to 500 W/kg
are thought to be feasible [5, 42]. One of the major difficulties of current AMTECs
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Fig. 7.3 Schematic of the
operation principle of an
AMTEC. The generator uses
the alkali metal sodium,
which is ionised in the
electrolyte. The figure has
been composed from different
sources

is the deterioration of efficiency over time. For example an AMTEC, which could
only produce about half its initial output power after two years of operation has
been reported [42]. Another drawback of AMTECs is that conversion efficiencies
larger than 20% of heat into electricity seem to be feasible but this has not been
demonstrated [42]. Even though the device is a closed system, handling and safety
of sodium can also be critical.
There are several similarities between AMTECs and TPV converters. Both
technologies share potentially high-power densities, similar demonstrated and
anticipated efficiencies and similar power ranges [5, 42, 44]. For radioisotope
powered space applications, both are considered as a possible upgrade for the lowefficient thermoelectric generators at present [44]. A basic literature search indicates that the AMTEC research community is smaller than the TPV community
and that AMTEC work has focused on space applications [42]. However, AMTEC
work on terrestrial applications, similar to TPV, has also been reported. Applications included remote power, portable power, micro CHP and auxiliary power
units (APUs) [45].

7.4.3 Thermionic Converter
In a thermionic converter electrons are emitted (or ‘‘boiled’’) from the heated
cathode (also called emitter) and collected by a cooler anode (also called collector). The electrons return to the cathode by means of an external load (Fig. 7.4)
[8, 10]. The maximum electron current that an emitting surface can supply per unit
area is given by the Richardson-Dushman equation (7.3) [8, 9]. From this equation
it becomes clear that the electron flux J increases rapidly with increasing temperatures Th, and is large for metals with a small work function U (e.g., tungsten).
The work function of a material is defined as the amount of energy required for an
electron with a certain energy level to overcome and escape the binding attractive

Th
Heat
source

P input

+

eeePel

Anode (collector)

Fig. 7.4 Schematic of the
operation principle of a
thermionic generator.
Electrons are transferred from
the hot cathode to the cold
anode by the Edison effect
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charge (or surface potential) of a material’s surface. The constant A is ideally a
collection of fundamental constants, where real materials yield lower values
[8, 46].
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U
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J ¼ A  Th2  e kTh with A ¼
h3
One major attraction of thermionic conversion is the high-power density with
potential values of 10 s of W/cm2 [9, 10]. Practically, values in the order of 1–
5 W/cm2 have been achieved [8]. The heat rejection (cold side) temperature of
thermionic converters can be high, with temperatures from around 900 to 1,300 K
[10, 46]. This should allow cascading with other conversion technologies and the
use of small cooling fins for space applications. Another benefit of thermionic
generators is the capability to provide peak power above the continuous rating, for
a limited time [46].
One challenge in thermionic converter design is that electrons leaving the
emitter surface sense the negative space charge in the interelectrode gap and are
forced to return to the emitter surface [46]. There have been different attempts to
reduce this space charge. One way is the filling of the space with positive ions for
neutralisation. Most commonly plasma containing the ionised alkali metal caesium
is used. Other approaches are based on closed spaced anodes and cathodes, the use
of electric or magnetic fields to conduct the electrons from the cathode to the
anode and the use of a grid to accelerate the electron flow [10]. Another major
challenge is the high hot side temperature, which is typically around 1,800–
2,000 K [46]. At these temperatures major engineering challenges occur which can
be associated with high costs. For example cathode evaporation has been reported.
This can cause contamination and limits the lifetime [8, 46]. Similar to TPV
systems, radiative heat transfer, proportional to T 4h–T 4c , occurs from the hot
(cathode) to the cold (anode) side, whereas this heat transfer is undesirable and
degrades the efficiency in thermionic converters.
Thermionic generators have been considered for a wide power range stretching
from miniature radioisotope powered converters (mW) to top cycle converters for
terrestrial central power stations (MW) [9]. Russia, the US and European countries
conducted major thermionic research programs. They focussed mainly on space
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applications using solar and nuclear heat sources between 1960 and 1990 (e.g.,
TOPAZ program) [46]. Currently, research in the area of thermionics is limited.
The US objectives of thermionic space nuclear reactors have been reported as
follows: power range from 10 to 100 kW and beyond, emitter temperature of
2,000 K, collector temperature from 880 to 1,000 K, power density from 3.5 to
13 W/cm2, efficiency from 10 to 15% and lifetime from 7 to 10 years [47]. More
recently there has been also some work on semiconductors using combined
thermoelectric and thermionic conversion operating at lower temperatures [48].

7.5 Solar Photovoltaic Systems
Solar concentrator PV is defined here as the direct conversion of (concentrated)
solar radiation, whereas solar TPV is the conversion of radiation from an additional intermittent radiator heated by concentrated solar radiation. Even though the
operation of solar TPV and solar concentrator PV systems is fundamentally different, both approaches share some similar properties. Both technologies share
radiation concentration, the feasibility of CHP operation and similar electrical
power densities. Hence, the solar concentrator PV systems can be regarded as a
closer competitor compared to non-concentrator solar systems. The combination of
solar PV and solar TPV has been proposed [49, 50], but is usually not considered.
High solar TPV efficiencies have not yet been demonstrated. Also solar TPV
system could have disadvantages in terms of high-temperature engineering and
system complexity compared to solar PV systems. Potential advantages of solar
TPV include continuous operation using other heat sources (e.g., hybrid system
with combustion) and/or thermal storages, low sensitivity to fluctuations in the
solar source (e.g., spectrum) and high potential efficiency, when compared to solar
concentrator PV conversion.

7.6 Summary, Discussion and Comparison with TPV
The discussion in this chapter delivered some insight of the benefits and limitations
of various electricity generating technologies in terms of power density (W/m3,
W/m2, W/kg) and efficiency, as well as other aspects such as heat source (or fuel)
flexibility, reliability, lifetime and market status.
Across the conversion technologies, engineering challenges are reported for
operation temperatures around or above 1,000°C. These include cracks due to
differences in the thermal expansion of materials, contamination degrading the
system performance due to material evaporation, thermal insulation losses and
radiation effects. Hence, it can be expected that TPV systems will also need to
overcome these engineering challenges.
The solid-state technologies discussed in this work can be alternatively classified by their charge carrier: electrons (thermoelectrics, thermionics), ions
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Table 7.3 Potential advantages and disadvantages of TPV conversion
Disadvantages
Advantages
Overall system design required
Inter-related research areas
High-temperature engineering
High hot side temperature of radiator
(T [ 1,000°C)
Low cold side temperature of the PV cell
(T \ 100°C)
High conversion efficiencies not yet
demonstrated
Part load behaviour not assessed
Currently high PV cell costs

Solid-state
Little or no moving parts
Low noise
Low maintenance
High reliability
Heat source (fuel) variety
Continuous combustion
Low pollution, simple ignition
Long operation time
(e.g., industrial waste heat)
Rapid start-up
Good scalability (also modular systems)
Possibility of CHP operation
Most single components available and
tested
High electrical power density
demonstrated

(primary, secondary and tertiary cells, as well as AMTEC) and photons (solar PV,
TPV). The technologies considered in this chapter indicate that ‘‘electron-based’’
technologies mainly require materials with suitable properties to increase the
efficiency (e.g., figure of merit for thermoelectrics, workfunction for thermionics).
On the other hand ‘‘ion-based’’ technologies generally have a requirement for
increased lifetime. One may argue that ‘‘photon-based’’ technologies have demonstrated a high lifetime and an intermediate efficiency for solar PV conversion
and a similar behaviour may be expected for TPV conversion.
TPV electrical power densities over 2.5 W/cm2 have been demonstrated
[51–53]. The potential TPV power density increases sharply for higher radiator
temperature. For example, assuming a PV cell converting 40% of the radiation up
to 2.5 lm (e.g., multi-junction InGaAsSb cell) and a 2,000 K blackbody radiator
would result in a theoretical electrical power density of about 23 W/cm2. The
power density may be further increased using radiation concentration or high
refractive index materials in the cavity (e.g., NF-TPV). Gravimetric power densities for combustion-powered systems greater than 100 W/kg appear to be feasible [11]. Hence, TPV can be regarded as a high-power density technology
amongst its competitors.
Table 7.3 sums up the potential advantages and drawbacks of TPV conversion.
It can be pointed out that there are possibilities to address most of the disadvantages. For example high-temperature engineering aspects, such as thermomechanical and thermo-chemical aspects could be cooperatively solved with
experts in the related fields.
There are constraints in the TPV concept due to the limits of the hot and cold
side temperature. On the other hand, this limits result in a high-Carnot efficiency.
For example a typical system with a radiator temperature of 1,500 K and a cell
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temperature of 300 K has a Carnot efficiency of 80%. Demonstrated TPV system
efficiencies have been moderate. The combustion system efficiencies of up to 8%
[54, 55] have been achieved, which can be translated into a heat-to-electricity
conversion efficiency of around 10% excluding a combustion efficiency of 80%.
In-cavity PV cell efficiencies of around or more than 20% have been reported for
InGaAs and InGaAsSb cells [56–59]. For optimised spectral conditions GaSb cell
efficiencies of around 30% can be expected (see Sect. 4.6.1). Hence, a 20 to 30%
efficient conversion of heat into electricity can be regarded as feasible and competitive, especially if compared to other direct heat-to-electricity converters.
At the current stage, little attention has been paid to the part load operation of a
TPV system. Additional secondary batteries for load levelling, modular TPV
systems and shutters in the cavity are options to improve the part load behaviour of
TPV systems.
Currently, some economic constraints exist for larger TPV systems due to the
cell costs. At the moment, small quantities of GaSb cells are commercially available at prices of a few tens €/W, assuming a typical power density of 1 W/cm2
[60]. Similar to solar PV, the cell price is expected to decrease several orders of
magnitude with higher production volumes. It has been pointed out, when
expressed in €/W, that the GaSb cells could be almost 100 times less expensive
than non-concentrator silicon cells at a given production volume because the
production processes of Si and GaSb cells could be similar, but the GaSb cell
could generate 1 W/cm2 instead of 0.01 to 0.02 W/cm2 [61].
Besides capital cell costs, the operation time is another decisive factor that
determines the payback period. Within Europe the annual energy production of PV
is 700–2,000 kWh/kWp per year including Southern European countries with a
high insolation such as Spain [62]. For example, a heat recovery TPV system in the
high-temperature industry could operate continuously and generate up to
8,760 kWh/KWp per year. These numbers show that the generated electricity in
kWh could be considerably higher (factor 4–13) per installed peak power.
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Chapter 8

Applications of TPV Generators

8.1 Introduction
8.1.1 Heat Sources
TPV systems can be classified, by the kind of reaction of the heat source, which is
either a chemical reaction (rearrangement of the outer electrons of the atoms) or a
nuclear reaction (rearrangement of the nucleus of the atoms). Nuclear reactions are
of fusion or fission type. This classification results in three major TPV heat sources
(Fig. 8.1), which are the combustion of fuels (usually hydrocarbons), solar heat
and nuclear sources (radioisotopes and nuclear fission reactors). Terrestrial power
generation by nuclear fusion is not considered here further, because effective
exploitation seems to be decades in the future.
This book defines a fourth general heat source, waste heat, such as from
industrial high-temperature processes. This heat derives mostly from fossil fuel
combustion and in some cases from electrical heating, where the major purpose is
the provision of process heat. The four sections in this chapter discuss nuclear,
solar, combustion and waste heat source application in more detail (Sects. 8.2–8.5).
Hybrid systems consisting of a TPV system combined (not cascaded) with
another energy conversion or storage device have also been of interest. Examples
include TPV generators combined with a secondary battery providing high peak
power [1] or combined with a renewable generator (e.g., solar PV or wind see
Sect. 8.4.4) [2]. As already discussed, hybrid systems with more than one heat
source (e.g., solar and combustion) are also of interest (see Sect. 8.3.2).

8.1.2 Literature of TPV Applications
In this subsection literature about potential TPV applications is reviewed in
chronological order. Ralph et al. identified near-term and long-term applications
T. Bauer, Thermophotovoltaics, Green Energy and Technology,
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-642-19965-3_8,  Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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for TPV [3]. Near-term markets were characterised by small-scale use, high price
and specific TPV advantages. The identified markets were leisure power for
applications such as recreational vehicles, boats and cabins (simplicity, quiet and
reliable operation and prestige value), battery charges for applications such as
military man-packs and portable generators (lightweight), isotope space power for
applications such as deep space missions and grid-independent self-powered
heaters for applications such gas furnaces and water heater. Potential long-term
applications were seen in the vehicles (green car, hybrid electric and military),
nuclear (submarines and space reactor) and utility sectors (off-grid, cogeneration
and hybrid renewable back-up) [3].
Krist [4] listed potential TPV applications for the gas industry. Self-powered gas
heating and cooling devices have been identified as the major applications, such as
residential and commercial furnaces, absorption coolers, water heaters, industrial
dryers and fireplace power devices (heat circulating and decorative logs). The following advantages were reported: operation during power faults, surplus electricity
generation for back-up power, simpler installation (no electrical grid connection
required), higher on-site gas consumption (higher gas sales) and energy conservation through on-site generation. In long-term, CHP systems with a minimum gas-toelectric efficiency of 20% and remote power systems for cathodic protection were
seen as potential applications. No statement about the power range was made.
Rose [5] gave examples of potential portable TPV applications arranged by
their power range: larger than watts to kW (telephones, home electronics, computers, navigational buoy and soldier systems); kW to 10 kW (tools, recreational
vehicles, wheelchairs and actuation), 10 to 100 kW (yachts, remotely piloted
vehicles, golf carts and electric cars) and larger than 100 kW (advanced radar,
spacecraft, electric bus and weapons).
Ostrowski et al. [6] considered the user need, market value, market size,
external funding and competing technologies for the assessment. Three classes of
applications were identified:
• Near-term: recreational (yacht, RV units) and military.
• Medium-term: commercial (backup power) and remote power (transmitter,
cathodic protection and water pumping).
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• Long-term: residential (CHP), transportation (low emission fleet and hybrid),
electric power (peak loading and grid extension), space mission (satellite).
Johnson [7] predicted that TPV conversion should be advantageous for
applications below 5 kW and that there is strong competition above this power. The
work defined a hypothetical TPV device in order to assess potential markets.
The specifications were assumed as follows: variable power output of 500 to
5,000 W, an efficiency of 10% and a size of 0.6 9 0.6 9 0.9 m3 (up to 15 kW/m3).
The four application groups identified were recreational vehicles, homes without
grid connection, uninterruptible power and military.
Yamaguchi et al. [8, 9] assessed the markets in the area of solar TPV, industrial
high-temperature waste heat recovery, micro CHP and portable generators for the
commercial Japanese market. Their work selected portable power and micro CHP
as the most promising applications. The major requirements for portable generators were identified as high power density, high system efficiency, fuel flexibility,
low noise and low price. Competitors (fuel cells, ICE generators, batteries) were
also considered and TPV was found to have specific advantages in the power range
below 5 kW (especially fuel flexibility, power density and low noise). A micro
CHP TPV system with an electrical power of 1 kW and 10 to 20% gas-to-electric
efficiency was also modelled in terms of cost and energy savings, where the TPV
system supplied the total heat demand using a thermal storage system [8, 9].
Bard presented five major application fields [10]. As an example repeater
station for telecommunication was discussed. There are about 6,000 off-grid units
with a power of around 50 W in Germany. He discussed costs of a solar
PV-battery system and showed that a hybrid system consisting of solar PV, battery
and TPV combustion generator could result in more cost-effective solutions.
Thermoelectric and DMFC systems were the major competing technologies.
The following other application fields were proposed:
• Renewable energy (solar TPV, cogeneration with biomass).
• Small power off-grid supply, \1 kW (environmental monitoring, repeater
stations, portable power and backup for PV systems).
• Auxiliary power unit (especially cars, recreational vehicle, sailing boats and
trucks, optionally with heat/air conditioning).
• Grid-independent heating appliances (avoidance of electrical grid connection).
• Cogeneration (residential and industrial).
Table 8.1 sums up relevant applications for several competing technologies.

8.1.3 Assumptions of the Application Assessment
At the end of this chapter, an assessment of potential civilian TPV applications is
presented (Table 8.5). In the following the necessary assumptions are discussed.
As already discussed in Sect. 6.5.5, cascaded systems consisting of a TPV generator and another conversion device are less advantageous. Hence, such systems
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Table 8.1 Summary of applications identified from competing technologies
Technology
Applications
Internal heat engine
generator (ICE) [11, 12]

Stirling engine generator
[13]
Battery[14]

Fuel cell [15, 16]

Thermoelectric generator
[17, 18]

Thermionic generator [19]

Alkali metal thermal-toelectric converter
(AMTEC) [20]
Solar PV [21]

Lighting, electronics (e.g., TV, filming and laptop), garden,
forest and construction tools (e.g., hedge trimmer, drill,
cement mixer, crane and elevator, circular saw, welding),
outdoor events (e.g., music, shops), mains backup (home,
medical) and auxiliary power for vehicles (e.g., ships,
trucks)
Artificial heart power, underwater power unit, space power,
remote power sources, military ground power, solar thermal
generator and CHP
Entertainment (lighting, toys and games, photography), vehicle
(starting, lighting, ignition, electric/hybrid propulsion,
mining, recreational, personal mobility), personal
communications devices (portable computers), power tools
and backup power (telecommunications, industrial, utilityrelated)
1–10 W: camcorder, micro-satellite, palm-top computer, safety
lamps and flashlights
10–100 W: battery re-charger, hand-held power tool, mobile/
variable road sign, outdoor/camping supply, portable PC,
radio communication and surveillance camera
100–500 W: domestic gardening equipment, domestic power
supply backup, heavy duty battery re-charging, professional
power tools and telecommunication field equipment
1 kW–1 MW: distributed generation (optionally with CHP)
10–200 kW: road vehicle
1–10 kW: auxiliary power units (APUs) for vehicles
Space (satellite) and military (submarine)
Oil and gas (cathodic protection, supervisory control and data
acquisition, offshore), telecom use (relay station, military
communication and emergency services), self-powered
heating devices, power from vehicle exhaust, power from
waste heat
Space solar systems (30 to 70 kW), space nuclear reactor
(20 kW–MW), terrestrial applications had little attention
over the last two decades
Hybrid electric vehicle, portable power (military, battery
charger), micro CHP, remote power (lighting, residential),
utility power, recreational vehicle, air conditioning power,
self-powered furnaces and radioisotope space power
Utility power, recreational vehicles (e.g., boats), remote
housing, forest and parks, military, telecommunication, oil
and gas (cathodic protection), highway, railroad and
marine, agriculture, outdoor lights, refrigerators,
computers, lighting, monitoring and instrumentation,
remote weather stations, telemetry systems, navigational
aids and water pumping
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Table 8.2 Summary of efficiency assumptions for the applications assessment. The table shows
from left to right the combustion efficiency and the combustion CHP efficiency, as well as the
solar, radioisotope and waste heat electrical and CHP efficiency
Fuel-to-electricity conversion Heat-to-electricity conversion (solar,
(combustion)
waste heat, radioisotope)
(System cost reduction)
Demonstrated
Near-term
Medium-term
Long-term
(Excluded)

gsys (%)

gsys,CHP (%)

gTPV (%)

gTPV,CHP (%)

\5
5
10
15
20
[20

80
80
80
80
80
80

\6
6
13
19
25
[25

100
100
100
100
100
100

have not been considered. In the assessment, space and military applications, as
well as applications using nuclear sources are briefly discussed to give a comprehensive overview, but have been not discussed in depth, since this book focuses
on the commercial and industrial sectors. Only radioisotope generators for space
have been included, since this application seems particularly promising. The
methodology was to identify first a target power and a target efficiency range.
Afterwards the applications are compared by a rating system with four indicators.
The target power range of the applications has been expressed on a logarithmic
scale in steps of ten. The smallest electrical power currently under consideration
for TPV micro generators is in the mW range (see Sect. 6.5.3). A standard upper
power range limit of 10 kW has been assumed because competing technologies
above this power have high efficiencies (larger than 20%). Also, currently PV cells
for TPV systems are only available in limited quantities at high costs. In addition,
the maximum demonstrated power of a TPV system has been in the kW range. The
absolute upper power range limit has been extended up to 1 MW, if TPV conversion is found to have unique advantages over its competitors. This power range
definitions have lead to the exclusion of applications with an electrical power
above 1 MW (e.g., centralised power stations).
Efficiency is usually defined as the ratio of the useful output to the total input.
The useful output has been assumed either as electricity, or as heat and electricity
(CHP mode). Two input modes have been assumed, which were either the product
of calorific value and flow rate for a combustion system or a heat flux for all other
sources (waste heat, solar and radioisotope). This resulted in four efficiency groups
(Table 8.2).
The combustion system efficiencies of around gsys = 8% have been reported
[22, 23]. In this work a demonstrated value gsys = 5% has been assumed taking
some housekeeping power into account and making cautious assumptions.
Applications with lower efficiencies than 5% should allow simple system design at
reduced costs. Efficiency targets of 10% (near-term), 15% (medium-term) and
20% (long-term) have been assumed. The medium-term efficiency target has been
considered as a standard upper limit for the selected applications. The CHP
combustion efficiency has been generally assumed with gsys,CHP = 80% [24].
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For waste heat, radioisotope and solar applications, the efficiencies have been
derived from the combustion efficiencies by excluding the 20% flue gas loss
(combustion efficiencies divided by 80%). Furthermore, it has been assumed that
cavity losses and all heat output from the PV cell can contribute to the useful heat
output. This can be seen on the CHP efficiency with a value of 100% in Table 8.2
(see also Fig. 1.2). Applications with efficiency requirements higher than the longterm efficiency target (gsys [ 20%, gTPV [ 25%) have been excluded from the
assessment (e.g., series hybrid electric vehicles, CHP plants above 100 kW power
and centralised power stations).
Four indicator groups have been identified in this iterative assessment. For each
indicator group specific questions have been raised and a rating from 0 to 3 has
been introduced. Applications with a 0 rating have been excluded in the iterative
assessment. The considered ratings were 1 (negative), 2 (balanced) and 3
(positive).
The first indicator group questions the TPV technology constraints prohibiting
the use and the research and development effort for a specific application. Three
ratings have been defined: negative (1), balanced (2) and positive (3). Factors
contributing to a negative rating have been: no TPV system development, complex
overall design, operation under part load, operation in a hostile environment
(e.g., temperature, humidity or vibration) and high efficiency requirements
(15–20%). Positive factors have been: TPV system development of at least one
institution, operation partly demonstrated, efficiencies smaller than 5% sufficient
and simple overall design.
The second indicator group assesses the benefit of TPV compared to competing
technologies in a deployed (current technology) or emerging state (likely future
technology). The following rating has been used:
0. TPV has disadvantages over one or more other deployed technology.
1. The disadvantages and advantages of TPV and competing deployed technologies are balanced.
2. TPV has advantages over either competing deployed or emerging technologies.
3. TPV has advantages over competing deployed and emerging technologies.
The following factors have been regarded as important for this indicator:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise.
Reliability, maintenance, dormancy and lifetime.
Modularity and scalability.
Efficiency, power density (W/m3, W/kg).
Heat source consideration (e.g., fuel storage or flexibility).
Direct or alternating current power requirements.

The third indicator group market and cost has been rated negative (1), balanced
(2) or positive (3). The following aspects have been taken into account and each
individual positive, balanced or negative rating has been summed up to the overall
rating:
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• Three is a large potential market and a niche market. The niche market allows
for higher costs to launch TPV.
• There is interest from the TPV community (market push).
• There is a market requirement (market pull).
• Long operation hours allow cost-effective operation.
• TPV system costs could match the application.
• Public funding has been available or is seen feasible.
The human impact is the fourth indicator. Special attention has been paid to
potential primary energy savings (or global CO2 reductions), but also local human
impact factors have been considered. Local factors include low pollution (SOx and
NOx), low noise, security of supply improvements and user friendliness (e.g., low
maintenance). The following rating has been used:
0.
1.
2.
3.

TPV
TPV
TPV
TPV

operation
operation
operation
operation

makes the current human impact worse.
makes the current human impact neither worse nor better.
could improve either global or local human impact factors.
could improve both global and local human impact factors.

8.2 Nuclear Generator
8.2.1 Nuclear Heat Source
Two nuclear fission sources have been of interest for TPV conversion, namely
nuclear reactors [25, 26] and isotopes with half-life periods shorter than the naturally
occurring isotopes [24, 27–33]. One of the major attractions of nuclear sources is
their high gravimetric energy density (MJ/kg) [34–37]. This results in long refuelling periods and makes them attractive for remote area supply (e.g., naval and
space). Drawbacks are usually high costs and safety aspects, such as fuel processing
and transport, operation, decommissioning, waste disposal and weapon capability.
Radioisotope systems have been used as long-term source for space, remote area and
pacemaker power supply with a wide heat range from mW to kW. Potentially there
are over 1,300 radioisotopes [36]. For generators, most commonly Plutonium 238
and Strontium 90 are used. Plutonium 238 has a long half-life of 87 years. Hence, it
is preferred for space missions, although it is more costly. The cheaper Strontium 90
with a half-life of 28 years has been used by the former Soviet Union to power
remote generators along the coastline [38]. The first publications for TPV nuclear
space research date back to the 1980s. Radioisotope temperatures from 1,000 to
1,200C have been reported in TPV literature [24, 27–33], where the standard
Plutonium 238 source defines the upper temperature limit.
The minimum size of a nuclear reactor is limited by the critical mass of the
fissionable material used. The smallest reactors developed for space exploration
had a thermal power in the order of tens of kW heat [35]. At the upper end of the
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power range are civilian nuclear power stations with GWs of heat. In the reactors,
a coolant removes the fission heat. Coolant media include (heavy) water, gases
(e.g., helium or carbon dioxide), molten salts and molten metals (e.g., sodium or
lead). In a TPV system the coolant would circulate and transport heat from
the reactor to the radiator, where molten metal and gas coolants have been
proposed for TPV conversion [25, 26]. Gas cooled reactors, such as the currently
developmental Pellet Bed Reactors are predicted to achieve radiator temperatures
as high as 1,800 K [25].

8.2.2 Nuclear Applications
The major requirements for space applications are high reliabilities and the survivability in the space environment, as well as high power densities and high
conversion efficiencies. The latter two requirements result in lower launch costs.
The only long-duration heat sources are solar and nuclear sources [39], and this is
where TPV systems have been considered among other conversion technologies.
In unsuitable illumination conditions for PV cells (e.g., near sun and deep space)
nuclear sources are used. Nuclear reactors for space are considered in a heat range
from 10 kW to MWs [19, 35]. Competing conversion technologies include Stirling
engine [13], thermionic [19] and thermoelectric generators [35]. TPV space
nuclear reactor systems have been proposed but not examined in detail [3, 25].
The major TPV space research focuses on radioisotope systems [27–33].
Currently space radioisotope systems utilise thermoelectric converters and for
future missions AMTEC, Stirling engine and TPV generators have been considered [20, 40]. TPV radioisotope system efficiencies above 20% are currently
projected [24]. TPV systems have the disadvantage of a low heat sink (or PV cell)
temperature. This requires large fins to cool the cells in space, or alternatively,
operation of the cell at higher temperatures.
The indicator for technology constraints and the research and development
effort has been rated as negative (Rating 1). Negative aspects were the cell cooling
in space by radiation fins, operation in a hostile environment and high efficiency
requirements. In terms of competing technologies, it has been assumed that
radioisotope TPV generator in space would have advantages over competing
deployed (thermoelectric generators) and emerging technologies (Stirling,
AMTEC). TPV generators could be more efficient than currently used thermoelectric generators. Critical parameters are efficiency and power density (W/kg).
Both, TPV and Stirling systems could achieve similar efficiencies, but a TPV
system could have a higher power density. A detailed comparison can be found in
the literature [41]. Hence, TPV generators should have advantages over both,
deployed and emerging technologies (Rating 3). The market and cost indicator has
been rated positive (Rating 3). The system development aims for a high value
niche application with a market push and pull. Other aspects have also resulted in a
positive rating, namely the long operation hours, the acceptable system costs and
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availability of the funding. The replacement of radioisotope thermoelectric
generators in space would not result in a major change of the human impact.
Hence, the human impact has been rated as neither better nor worse (Rating 1).
Terrestrial centralised nuclear reactor power stations would require large-sized
TPV generators compared to the currently small-sized research generators. Smaller
nuclear generators can be found for naval (submarines and aircraft carriers) and
remote applications (e.g., repeater station and navigation aids). In the smaller
power range Stirling engine generators have been utilised for heat-to-electricity
conversion [13]. There are also a few niche-markets for terrestrial radioisotope
generators, where neither batteries nor combustion systems have sufficient
operation times. Examples include very remote power supply (e.g., Polar region)
and artificial heart power. These applications differ in their temperature level.
For high temperatures, TPV systems are suitable and they would compete with
Stirling engine and thermoelectric generators [13].

8.3 Solar Generator
8.3.1 Solar Heat Source
The nuclear fusion in the sun is a powerful and durable heat source. The sun radiates
approximately as a blackbody sphere with the radius rs = 696 9 106 m and the
temperature Ts = 5,800 K. The power emitted by the sun is approximately given by
4pr2s rT4s with a value of approximately 4 9 1026 W, where 4pr2s is the sun surface
area and rT4s the Stefan-Boltzmann law. The incident power on the earth is about
2 9 1017 W [42, 43]. This can be compared with the average world primary power
demand of around 1 9 1013 W. These values show that conversion of a small share
of solar radiation on the earth would be sufficient to meet the world’s energy needs.
The total solar radiation intensity outside the atmosphere of the earth can be
approximately calculated by the equation r2s /r2serT4s , where rse = 150 9 109 m is the
sun-earth distance and Ts = 5,800 K is the blackbody temperature. The total value
is 1,380 W/m2 and Fig. 8.2 shows the spectral dependence of the solar radiation.
The figure also compares the 5,800 K blackbody spectrum with the standardised
AM0 spectrum outside the Earth’s atmosphere. It can be seen that the 5,800 K
blackbody spectrum closely matches the AM0 spectrum. As solar radiation passes
through the atmosphere, it is attenuated by scattering and absorption. The air mass
(AM), is the path length through Earth’s atmosphere for the solar radiation.
Figure 8.2 also shows the terrestrial AM1.5 radiation spectrum [44, 45].
Compared to other heat sources (e.g., combustion and nuclear), the solar source
has advantages such as cost-free availability, no pollution and no weight gain
through the heat source. The major drawback of the sun as a heat source is the
unsteady availability and the low intensity. The incident solar radiation on a
surface varies in terms of its spectrum, angle and total intensity depending
on factors such as location (e.g., latitude), orientation (e.g., tilt), operation
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Fig. 8.2 AM0 and AM1.5
solar spectra and 5800 K
blackbody radiation at sunearth distance

environment (e.g., reflected indirect radiation), cloud cover and different cycles
(sun, annual, seasonal and daily). At optimum condition (no clouds and optimum
tilt angle) the intensity of the terrestrial solar radiation is about 0.1 W/cm2. The
low intensity of solar radiation requires solar concentration in order to achieve
suitable radiator temperatures for TPV ([1,000C).
The principle of solar concentration to increase the temperature has long been
known (e.g., Archimedes). More recently, solar concentrators have also been
extensively used for thermal and electrical systems [46]. In future, solar thermal
power plants are predicted to contribute considerably to the electricity supply.
A key advantage of these plants is the storage of thermal energy, because heat
storage is more economical compared to electrical storage. The same argument can
be brought forwards for TPV systems, which could also utilise a high-temperature
storage. In general, solar concentrators require locations with a high share of direct
sunlight, whereas, locations with a high share of diffuse radiation, are usually not
suitable. Concentrating solar systems in high direct insolation areas (e.g., Southern
Europe) could supply low insolation areas with diffuse radiation (e.g., Northern
Europe) via long distance electric power transmission (e.g., high-voltage direct
current lines) [47]. In this way, also low insolation areas could be supplied by solar
concentrating systems. Solar concentrators are devices that focus the solar radiation
from a large aperture area Aa onto a smaller receiver area Ar facing the sun.
Equation 8.1 defines the maximum concentration Aa/Ar, where the sun-earth distance is rse = 150 9 109 m, the sun radius is rs = 696 9 106 m, n is the refractive
index and hs is the opening half angle of the sun at the Earth’s surface. It can be seen
that dielectric materials can increase the concentration by a factor n2. This requires
a design with optically coupled absorber and dielectric concentrator [48, 49].
 
Aa
r2
n2
¼ se2 n2 ¼ 2 ¼ 46448  n2
ð8:1Þ
Ar max rs
sin hs
The blackbody temperature of the sun surface defines the upper limit of the
absorber temperature with a value of about 5,800 K [42]. Experiments demonstrated absorber temperatures as high as 3,000C [46]. The thermodynamic limit
of solar TPV conversion depending on the absorber temperature Ta is given by
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Eq. 8.2, where a maximum of 85% at an absorber temperature of 2,478 K occurs,
assuming Ts = 5,800 K and Tc = 300 K. It has to be pointed out that this efficiency can be slightly exceeded if the absorber is not a blackbody [42, 50]. It can
be also pointed out that the efficiency depends only weakly on Ta at this maximum.
Hence, high efficiencies with lower absorber temperatures are feasible.
"
 4 #

Ta
Tc
g¼ 1
ð8:2Þ
1
Ts
Ta
Solar concentrator types can be broadly classified into three categories:
non-tracking, single-axis tracking (line focus systems) and two-axis tracking
(point-focus systems). For TPV conversion, point-focus systems with a higher
concentration achieve suitably high absorber temperatures. TPV work has been
reported on dish concentrators [51–55] and a Fresnel point-focus concentrator
[56]. Absorber temperatures in STPV systems of 1,350C have been demonstrated
[52, 55]. Concentration levels in the range from 5,000 [57] to 25,000 [58] have
been reported. The restrictions in terms of the availability of the sun can be
overcome in a solar TPV system by using two strategies, which may also
be combined. In the first configuration, the high-temperature heat is stored
thermally and supplied at times when less or no solar radiation is available.
The second configuration is a hybrid systems that uses solar radiation and an
additional heat source (usually combustion) to supply heat for times with no or low
availability of solar radiation [53–55, 58–63].
Solar TPV systems have some advantages compared to those TPV systems with
other heat sources. Potentially solar systems could operate at very high radiator
temperatures close to the thermodynamic optimum at 2,478 K [64–66]. Also the
radiator can be completely surrounded by an inert gas or vacuum and this should
allow a simple system design (e.g., similar to a light bulb) without challenging
high-temperature seals [64–66].
Solar TPV systems may require some additional components. For example,
systems using a thermal storage would require a controlled shutter mechanism to
minimise heat losses from the storage (see Sect. 2.6).

8.3.2 Solar Applications
The first publications for solar TPV space research date back to the 1980s.
For space applications, in the majority of cases, solar power is preferred over
nuclear power [40]. Applications with intermittent solar radiation (e.g., low earth
orbit) usually utilise secondary batteries as electrical storages [40]. These batteries
have disadvantages in terms of energy density and lifetime. Attractions of solar
TPV for space include the potential of a high efficiency, a high power density and a
long lifetime. Solar TPV systems using a high-temperature thermal energy storage
have been proposed to replace PV cell/battery space systems [53]. A specific
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technological drawback is the requirement for a low PV cell operating temperature
resulting in cooling challenges in space. Other technologies considered include
Stirling engines and thermionic generators [19].
As discussed earlier, for terrestrial applications a suitable climate with a high
share of direct solar radiation is usually required. Potential advantages of solar
TPV include the high efficiency due to spectral control and the insensitivity to
changes in the radiation spectrum, compared to solar concentrator PV systems.
At the current research stage, practical solar TPV demonstrators face often difficulties in terms of high-temperature engineering. Solar concentrator systems based
on both photovoltaics and Stirling generators have demonstrated high efficiencies
[13, 67]. For example, a single multi-bandgap solar PV concentrator cell (GaInP/
GaAs/Ge) with an efficiency of about 41% at 240 suns has been reported [68].
Potentially solar TPV systems should also achieve high efficiencies. A solar TPV
system was reported that aimed for a solar-to-electric efficiency of 30% [23].
Similarly, in the European research project FULLSPECTRUM solar TPV system
efficiencies in a range from 25 to 35% were predicted [69]. At the current stage
demonstrated efficiencies are much lower. Also basic PV cell efficiency calculations indicate that a single-bandgap GaSb cell can currently not achieve heat-toelectric efficiencies higher than around 30% in a TPV system (Sect. 4.6.1). These
considerations show that currently solar PV concentrator systems using multibandgap cells outperform solar TPV systems using a single-bandgap cell. In the
long-term solar TPV systems with multi-bandgap cells may be competitive, but the
system integration of these cells is currently in an early research stage. Hence, it
can be argued that research should not focus on simple solar TPV systems but on
other concepts. Solar TPV hybrid or thermal storage systems have other specific
advantages compared to solar PV concentrator systems, which can make efficiency
considerations secondary (Fig. 8.3).
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One possibility is the design of a hybrid solar-combustion TPV system (Fig. 8.3
bottom) Such system has been designed using natural gas as a fuel with an
electrical output power of around 500 W [23]. This system could also operate in
CHP mode. Solar TPV systems using a thermal storage system have been assessed
for space applications and may be also applicable for terrestrial use. Thermal
storage-based systems could potentially supply heat and power continuously and
autonomously with long lifetimes (e.g., no refuelling required and no moving
parts). In the short-term such storage and hybrid systems could be used for
non-grid connected applications. The niche market would allow for higher costs to
launch TPV. Civilian applications may include remote manned (e.g., developing
countries) or unmanned power supplies (e.g., relay station, data acquisition,
weather stations and navigational aids). For an unsteady load such systems
may require an additional electrical storage capability (e.g., secondary battery).
In the long-term hybrid solar-combustion TPV systems may be utilised as gridconnected distributed CHP systems [70]. For the thermal storage or hybrid system
a long lifetime and a high reliability can be expected. The distributed generation
market would be generally very large. Depending on the application and the
detailed system design, solar TPV hybrid or thermal storage systems could operate
up to 24 h per day.
A prototype hybrid solar/natural gas TPV system has been built. Extrapolation
from measurement predicted a solar-to-electricity efficiency of 22% and a gas-toelectricity efficiency of about 16% [23]. The project identified a large potential
market in the area of grid-connected hybrid solar/natural gas TPV systems with
CHP utilisation (e.g., supermarkets, hospitals, hotels, athletic clubs, food processor, restaurants). The ultimate efficiency goals were solar-to-electricity efficiency
of 25% and gas-to-electricity efficiency of 20%. For remote (non-grid connected)
applications, lower efficiencies could be acceptable. For example thermoelectric
converters have been applied in niche market applications with low efficiencies
(smaller 5%). Hence, TPV systems with gas-to-electricity efficiencies larger 5%
can be regarded as competitive for some niche market applications.
In the small power range, hybrid or thermal storage systems could be of interest
for unmanned remote applications. In remote, non-grid connected, applications the
time interval of site visits and the power requirements are decisive parameters for
the selection of a suitable technology (see Fig. 8.4). Flat plate PV cell/battery
system or a combustion driven thermoelectric generator may also supply small
power applications. Such systems are thought to be less complex compared to a
TPV hybrid or thermal storage solar systems. Hence, a minimum power of 100 W
can be assumed to justify the more complex hybrid solar TPV approach. Large
power installations are likely to allow more maintenance and monitoring, thus
permitting the use of deployed diesel engine generators. A maximum competitive
power in the order of 10 kW can be assumed.
Compared to other TPV systems, solar TPV storage/combustion systems would
need to overcome some additional technology constraints compared to simple
TPV systems. They include the complex overall design, the operation in hostile
environments and the operation under part load for some applications, as well as
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Fig. 8.4 Plot of the identified technology options for remote power supply.The dotted boxes are
the areas of interest for TPV generators. The four TPV options considered are solar TPV systems
with thermal storage or an additional combustion source (1), combustion TPV systems (2),
combustion TPV systems combined with a battery and a renewable source such as a solar PV or a
wind system (3) and radioisotope TPV generators (4). Thermoelectric generators have been
abbreviated with TE, and fuel cells with FC. Applications with a low number of site visits are
considered as non-remote

some fundamental work on heat transfer if a thermal storage is included (see
Sect. 2.6). Overall, the technology constraints and the research and development
effort were rated as negative (Rating 1).
A solar TPV hybrid or thermal storage system is likely to have advantages over
both deployed and emerging competing technologies (Rating 3). Deployed technologies are solar PV/battery systems, diesel generators and thermoelectric generators. All of them have all their own disadvantages in terms of lifetime and costs
(solar PV/secondary battery), maintenance and noise (diesel generator) or efficiency (thermoelectric generator). Another potential system may be the combination of a PV cell, an electrolyser, a hydrogen storage system and a fuel cell. Such
system can be regarded as complex and costly. Fuel cell systems operating purely
from a fuel tank would have high fuel requirements (large tanks and frequent site
visits). Solar/combustion hybrid systems using Stirling engines have also been
investigated, but are considered here to suit the power range around or above
10 kW [71].
Market and cost issues can be regarded as positive (Rating 3). There has been at
least one funded TPV project [23]. In addition, this application has a potential
niche market (e.g., off-grid supply) and a large potential market (distributed
generation). Depending on the application and the detailed system design, solar
TPV hybrid or thermal storage systems could operate up to 24 h per day. Some
colder countries are less suitable, because of the high fraction of diffuse sunlight
and lower solar intensity. Nevertheless, for such countries the application offers a
large potential export market (e.g., countries with an unreliable or no grid). The
human impact can be regarded as positive in terms of global and local impact
factors (Rating 3).
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8.4 Combustion Generator
8.4.1 Combustion Heat Source
Currently, the major part of the world’s energy consumption originates from fossil
fuel combustion. Combustion as a heat source for TPV conversion has been
considered for a wide range of powers. Combustion systems that generate heat as
small as about 1 W have been researched [72]. For small power applications,
battery substitutes with a thermal power in the order of 100 W have been reported
[1, 73–76]. For large power applications, CHP plants based on TPV in the order of
100 kW to 1 MW heat were considered [65, 77].
In general, combustion heat sources achieve suitable radiator temperatures for
TPV operation (typically 1,000–1700C). Combustion chamber temperatures
depend on the type of fuel (e.g., calorific value, moisture content or aggregate
state), type of oxidiser (e.g., air or oxygen), the type of flue gas heat recovery and
several other factors (e.g., type of fuel-oxidiser mixing). For TPV, all major
methods of flue gas heat recovery have been considered. These include air preheating using recuperator [78, 79] and regenerator devices [80–82], as well as fuel
preheating [79] and flue gas recirculation using flame tubes [78, 83]. Lower calorific value fuels tend to generate radiator temperatures at the lower temperature
limit of TPV operation. For example for wood powder a radiator temperature of
1,400 K has been demonstrated [65]. The combustion temperature of these fuels
may be enhanced by the use of flue gas recirculation [84]. For common fuels
combustion temperatures up to 2,500 K are feasible [84]. However at high
temperatures, difficulties in terms of thermal engineering (e.g., heat exchanger,
thermal insulation) and pollution by thermal nitrogen oxide (NOx) must be taken
into account. In order to avoid excess NOx formation TPV designs usually define a
temperature limit. Depending on national regulations maximum temperatures in a
range from 1,200 to 1,500C are reported in the literature [65, 85–87]. Additional,
usually more complex, technologies to reduce NOx emission are available. They
include NOx filters, the replacement of air by oxygen, as well as non-premixed and
heat recirculating burners.
Hydrocarbon fuels have high gravimetric energy density values (e.g., compared
to secondary batteries) [88]. This makes them attractive for portable applications
(e.g., petrol in automobiles) and they can be considered as fairly safe (e.g., cigarette
lighter in the pocket) [89]. Hydrocarbon combustion has disadvantages in terms of
local and global pollution. Excess local pollution including oxides of nitrogen
(NOx) and oxides of sulphur (SOx) can cause acid rain. Globally the level of carbon
dioxide (CO2) has been found to increase due to the combustion of previously
stored (fossil) fuels and the increased atmospheric CO2 is causing climate change.
On the other hand biomass fuels can be regarded as CO2 neutral.
The most important fuel elements, in terms of heat generation, are carbon and
hydrogen (hydrocarbons), which react with oxygen (usually in air) to produce CO2
and water. For TPV, most commonly gaseous fuels, such as methane (or natural
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Table 8.3 Approximate volumetric and gravimetric energy density of some selected fuels.
Higher calorific values are given. The density of the solids does not include porosities (e.g.,
powder or granular fills will have lower densities). Primary and secondary batteries are also
shown for comparison
Fuel/battery
Type
Density
Gravimetric
Volumetric
(kg/m3)
energy density
energy density
(MJ/kg)
(MJ/m3)
Primary battery

Secondary
battery

Gaseous fuel

Liquid fuel

Solid fuel

Carbon zinc
Alkaline
Silver oxide
Lithium
Lead acid
NiCd
NiMH
Li ion
Hydrogen
Methane
Natural gases
Air (for
comparison)
Propane
Oils (e.g., diesel,
petrol)
Liquefied
Propane
Methanol
Coal (lignite—
anthracite)
Dry wood

2,000
3,000
4,500
2,500
2,500
3,000
3,000
2,000
0.09
0.7
0.7–0.9
1.3

400
1,200
1,800
2,000
250
300
600
1,000
13
40
33–43
–

0.2
0.4
0.4
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.5
142
56
41–54
–

1.9
790–970

95
33,000–42,000

50
42–47

510

25,500

50

790
1,100–1,800

18,200
28,000–67,000

23
26–37

400–900

8,000–18,000

*20

gas), propane or butane, have been used. Combustion of liquid fuels usually
requires a fuel feed system (e.g., pump) and atomiser, which can make system
design more complex compared to gas fuelled systems (gas system can operate
solely from a pressurised tank). For military applications, portable TPV systems
using logistic liquid hydrocarbon fuels (e.g., kerosene, diesel) have been designed
[79, 83, 90, 91]. Solid fuels are often associated with sophisticated combustion
techniques. Nevertheless, work at the Solar Energy Research Center (SERC) in
Sweden focused on cogeneration using wood powder [65]. This fuel diversity
demonstrates that, as long as the radiator achieves a suitable temperature, TPV
systems can operate with any fuel.
The chemical storage of energy in hydrocarbon fuels compared with battery
system is of interest for TPV systems using hydrocarbon combustion as a heat
source. Hydrocarbon fuels are advantageous in terms of availability, long-term
storage and transport characteristics. Liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon fuels share
high gravimetric energy densities (Table 8.3) with values more than 100 times
higher compared to secondary batteries [88]. Some gaseous fuels can be liquefied in
order to achieve similar volumetric energy densities to oils (Table. 8.3) [88, 92–94].
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These liquid fuels (diesel, kerosene, liquefied propane) with both high volumetric
and gravimetric energy density have been utilised for portable TPV applications
[83, 88, 91, 95, 96].
In the majority of cases TPV combustion systems have utilised hydrocarbon fuels,
although hydrogen has also been burned in converters with small powers [73].
Hydrocarbon fuels are widely available, can be easily stored, transported and
recharged. Additionally they have high gravimetric energy densities [88]. Competing
technologies for hydrocarbon-powered TPV generators are mostly batteries in the
smaller power range and ICE generators in the larger power range. Fuel cells are
emerging for these applications and can be considered as a major competitor.
Williams et al. [76] demonstrated the direct conversion of flame radiation with
a PV cell without using a radiator. The infrared radiation of hydrocarbon flames is
composed of major spectral emission bands at around 2.7 and 4.4 lm [97, 98] and
greybody radiation from carbon particles within the flame (soot) [76, 99]. The ratio
of radiative heat transfer to the total heat released by the combustion depends on
fuel type and burner design as well as other parameters. For natural gas this ratio
can reach values as high as 30% for modern industrial burners [99] and Gaydon
stated a ratio of 2–20% in an older book [100]. The flue gas can also contaminate
optical elements and this can lead to degradation of the system performance.
In particular dirty fuels (e.g., liquids) can cause contamination. It can be concluded
that the direct conversion of flame radiation is often unsuitable for TPV conversion
because of the small ratio of radiant heat to the total combustion heat, the
unsuitable radiation spectrum and contamination aspects. Therefore, means to
increase the radiation intensity and to tailor the spectrum are required [101].
Nevertheless, the direct conversion of flame radiation with PV cells is very
illustrative to show the principle of the TPV concept.
Radiant burners have been developed for both lighting and heating applications.
The historical development of spectrally selective radiant burners for lighting is of
interest, since the mechanisms applied to enhance visible radiation for lighting can
also be applied to enhance near-infrared radiation for TPV conversion. In 1826,
Thomas Drummond heated a monolithic block of calcium oxide (limelight) to
incandescent temperature by flame impingement using a hydrogen/oxygen flame,
where the calcia block could enhance visible radiation [101]. Subsequent work
focused on different radiator materials and geometries [101]. In the early 1890s, Carl
Auer (Baron von Welsbach) perfected both the material compositions and the
geometrical structure by using fibres of around 10 lm in diameter consisting of
99.3% of thoria (ThO2) and 0.7% of ceria (Ce2O3) by weight. This structure, known
as the Welsbach mantle, continues to be the most efficient converter of gas combustion heat to visible light and is still being used for example in camping lanterns
[101, 102]. The Welsbach mantle is optically thick in the visible spectral range and
optically thin in the infrared range (1–8 lm) [102]. For most spectral regions the
combustion flame is also optically thin, except some spectral bands mainly at around
2.7 and 4.3 lm, so that the Welsbach mantle emits most radiation in the visible range
where the mantle is optically thick. The physically small fibre diameters can achieve
temperatures close to that of the flame and the combustion products, because their
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small physical size allows high heat transfer rates. The thin fibres are tolerant to
thermal stress and can be heated up quickly [101]. However scaled up Welsbach
mantles have proved to be fragile [103].
Radiant burners for heating can be broadly classified into direct and indirect
radiant burners. Indirect-fired burners spatially and optically separate the
combustion and heating zone, whereas direct-fired burners do not separate these two
zones. Alternatively, combustion processes can be classified by the premixing mode
of oxidiser and fuel. Premixed burners mix oxidiser and fuel prior to the combustion,
whereas non-premixed burners simultaneously mix and burn oxidiser and fuel.
Direct radiant burners may operate on flame impingement or utilise porous
structures in the combustion zone. For TPV, physically small porous structures
that are of interest are those that can be designed to achieve high temperatures and
convert fuel efficiently into radiation.
The physically small porous structures have the advantage that they are in close
contact to the flame [104]. High heat transfer rates between combustion gas and
these structures are achieved. For this reason, these porous structures reach a high
temperature. On the other hand, indirect radiant burners experience necessarily
larger temperature gradients from the combustion gas to the radiator. For direct
radiant burners, materials considered are typically oxide type ceramics. TPV radiant
burners have been designed so as to use a modified Welsbach mantle, which consists
of ytterbium and erbium oxides. Generally suitably high-temperature operation
(more than 1,700 K) and highly selective spectral emission was achieved [103].
However, the modified Welsbach mantle also suffered from scaling and fragility
difficulties. Hence alternative structures have been examined including composite
fibres and foams. These structures can overcome the scaling and fragility issues of
the Welsbach mantle but at the expense of spectral selectivity. Direct radiant burners
using metals (e.g., wires) have been used in TPV systems. Metals are generally
limited to lower temperatures due to oxidation in the flame atmosphere compared to
ceramic oxides. One disadvantage of all direct radiant burners is that PV cell surfaces would be contaminated from combustion products. Hence, usually additional
means are required to protect the cells. This is usually achieved using transparent
shields (e.g., fused silica). No TPV work on the long-term contamination of these
shields by the combustion products could be found in the literature, although
impurities in these products could affect the shield transparency. Another drawback
of direct radiant burners is that at least some unsuitable flame radiation is inherently
in the emitted spectrum (at 2.7 and 4.3 lm). Typical PV cells cannot convert this
radiation. Furthermore, an optically thin radiator used in direct radiant burners can
usually not be used for other heat sources than combustion. At the moment, it seems
that there is no commercially available direct radiant burner with a suitable
performance for TPV conversion (high efficiency and selective spectrum).
Indirect radiant burners spatially enclose the combustion zone and have been
used in TPV systems. These burners utilising gaseous hydrocarbon fuels are
commercially available for space and industrial heating applications and are of
metal or ceramic type. Ceramic burners are usually of interest for TPV because of
their higher operation temperature. These burners typically have a tubular form in
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various shapes including U, W, P, double P, A or single tube [105]. Single tube
burner types include straight-through, single ended recuperative or single ended
recirculating recuperative [99, 106]. For TPV the latter one made of silicon carbide
(SiC) has typically been utilised. These burners were either commercially acquired
[78] or custom-designed [83]. Additional coatings have been applied in order to
achieve a spectrally selective emission. The various selective radiator options are
discussed in Chap. 2 [104].
Another major engineering aspect is the recovery of flue gas heat to preheat the
combustion air. The two conventionally accepted methods of recovering the flue
gas heat are recuperation and regeneration. Regeneration, or regenerative firing, is
based on cyclical firing of paired combustion systems with thermal energy storage
For TPV conversion, regenerators are less suitable because they operate unsteadily
and they are usually utilised for larger sized systems. Potentially, a single (steady)
burner with a rotary regenerative heat exchanger could be used.
The major recuperator types are cross, parallel and counter flow. For TPV
conversion typically counter flow recuperators are used and several designs have
been investigated. The counter flow recuperator has different temperature zones.
The recuperator in the high-temperature zone is necessarily made of ceramics such
as silicon carbide and cordierite. In the low-temperature zone, simpler construction
materials, such as stainless steel can be used. Using efficient recuperators about
80% of the chemical energy can be converted to radiant energy (see also energy
balance in Fig. 8.2) [24]. Simulated and experimental efficiencies of an optimised
counter flow heat exchangers exceeded 90% [86, 107]. Some TPV applications
focus on heating rather than a high electrical efficiency. Here, the recuperator
requirements are moderate or such system may not require a recuperator at all
[108]. Also other arrangements are feasible. For example Qiu et al. proposed a
cascaded radiant burner with two temperature zones using silicon cells at the hightemperature zone and GaSb cells at the low-temperature zone [109].
Complete TPV systems require not only the burner and PV cell converter but also
several auxiliary parts. They include components for air and fuel conditioning (e.g.,
pumps, blowers, atomisers), as well as burner ignition and control. Portable systems
require a fuel tank and components to remove the heat from the PV cell to the
ambient (e.g., pumps, air heat exchanger). For example CHP systems may include a
thermal storage tank for hot water. These examples show that there is a larger
developmental step from a lab demonstrator to an autonomous operating system.
The following five subsections focus on different combustion applications in the
areas of portable power, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), remote power,
transportation and combined heat and power (CHP).

8.4.2 Combustion Application: Portable Power
TPV research and development of portable power generators included a multi-fuel
(diesel, kerosene) generator with an electrical power of 500 W [79, 83, 91, 110],
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a propane generator with 100–150 W [111], a portable generator with 5–20 W
[112], a battery substitute with 20–25 W [1, 113] and a battery charger combined
with a torch with about 1–3 W electrical power [88]. More recently the power range
was extended to even lower electrical powers (see Sect. 6.5.3). Such small power
systems have not been considered in this assessment because of their early research
stage. Hence, the power range of interest has been defined from 1 W to 1 kW
including the referred TPV concepts. Batteries are predominant in the lower power
range and can be regarded superior below 1 W. Portable heat engine generators
have advantages in the higher power range and can be regarded superior above
1 kW. Yamaguchi and co-workers also identified an upper limit of 1 kW [8, 9].
In the US, there has been military interest for portable power generators from
the early phases of TPV research up to the time of writing [114–117]. The relevant
advantages of TPV for military applications are quiet operation, high power
densities, no moving parts, fuel flexibility, capability of CHP operation, tolerance
to low temperature, simple start-up, excellent dormancy and direct current output
[3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, 20, 117, 118]. Challenges were seen in the low demonstrated
efficiency, the thermal signature due to the high-temperature operation, sensitivity
to temperature changes (temperature control required), poor system experience,
radiator ruggedness and up-scaling [117].
Yamaguchi et al. concluded that civilian portable generators are one of the most
promising TPV applications [8, 9]. Portable generators with an intermediate power
from 10 to 100 W (within the examined range from 1 W to 1 kW) and with a long
operation time can be regarded as particularly promising because of low competition from other technologies. Example applications are battery chargers, lighting
equipment, portable electronics (e.g., laptop, TV and filming), power tools
(e.g., garden, agriculture, forest and construction), camping, temporary outdoor
events (e.g., shops and music) and mobile road signs [5, 15, 16].
High conversion efficiencies are desirable in order to achieve long refuelling
intervals. Portable hydrocarbon-powered TPV systems with efficiencies (fuel-toelectricity) of a few percent can be superior to current primary and secondary
batteries in terms of the overall energy density due to the high energy densities of
hydrocarbon fuels (MJ/kg, MJ/m3) [88]. A minimum efficiency target of 5% has
been assumed here, accounting for some weight of the TPV converter in addition
to the fuel and assuming that improved energy densities compared to batteries are
of interest.
The indicator for technology constraints and the research and development
effort has been rated as balanced. Several institutions have, at least partly,
demonstrated TPV operation for this application [79, 83, 91, 110]. However, a
general-purpose generator would need to operate under various operation conditions (part load, hostile environment). Efficient part load operation could be
possible using a TPV system in on/off mode and an additional secondary battery,
but research on this issue is limited.
Major competitors are secondary batteries in the small power range and ICE
generators in the large power range. ICE generators have disadvantages in terms of
high maintenance, starting in the cold and noise. Major disadvantages of secondary
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batteries are low lifetime, poor dormancy, slow recharging and limited capacity
(or low volumetric and gravimetric energy densities). Fuel cells (emerging) have
the advantage of a high efficiency and a good part load performance. On the other
hand, TPV generators are predicted to be superior in terms of power density,
lifetime and fuel flexibility, compared to fuel cells [8, 9]. It has been concluded
that portable TPV generators have some advantages over deployed (secondary
battery, ICE generator) and emerging technologies (fuel cell).
There are niche markets in portable power that have special requirements for
low maintenance, low noise, low weight and long operation time. The entire
battery market and heat engine generator market is potentially a large long-term
market. In the TPV community there has been interest in military and civilian
portable power generators (positive market push). There is also generally a market
requirement (positive market pull), since currently secondary batteries often limit
the system operation time (e.g., laptop). Funding for civilian portable generators
may be regarded as unlikely, but overall market issues have been rated positive.
The local human impact has been rated positive. Batteries can be regarded as bulky
and heavy and difficult to refuel. Compared to heat engine generators, TPV
generators should be less noisy and the continuous combustion is generally
cleaner. Major CO2 saving can be not expected for this market and this resulted in
a negative global human impact. Hence, overall the human impact has been rated
balanced.

8.4.3 Combustion Application: Uninterruptible Power Supplies
Uninterruptible power supplies (UPSs), also known as backup power or emergency
power supplies, are used in sectors such as computer, communication (e.g., telephone network), domestic, military, security (e.g., banks and elevator), industry
(e.g., power failure critical processes), medicine, emergency and lighting
(e.g., airport) [6, 7, 11, 12, 14–16]. An industrial study shows that there is a wide
power range for UPSs from below 1 kW (e.g., single computers) to above 100 kW
(e.g., industrial production). UPSs for large computer suites can be even in the
order of MWs [119]. TPV technology is particularly suitable for the lower power
range up to 10 kW. Above this power, other technologies compete strongly with
TPV. In the low power range UPSs are likely to operate within buildings and
utilise batteries. Indoor operation of a hydrocarbon based TPV UPS would require
usually flue gas extraction, which is assumed to be not justifiable below an
electricity output of 100 W. It is assumed that the power is usually supplied from
the grid and the TPV UPS covers occasional faults. After a power fault the TPV
UPS could be refuelled. This operation mode is unlikely to require high TPV
system efficiencies and a target range from 5 to 15% has been assumed. Costs and
reliability are likely to be more important aspects.
The indicator for the technology constraints and the research and development
effort has been rated as negative due to the complex overall design. A TPV UPS
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system design would include an inverter (not required for DC systems), switches, a
means to monitor the grid and a buffer battery. Also no UPS system development
could be identified in the TPV community.
Competition arises from batteries in the small power range and ICE generators
in the large power range, where disadvantages have been discussed previously for
portable generators (see Sect. 8.4.2). For UPSs, often secondary batteries immediately provide power for several minutes and bring a standby diesel generator on
the load for long-term backup [120]. Flywheels or capacitors in conjunction with
heat engine generators may also be utilised as short-term electrical storage options
[119]. UPSs using fuel cells are emerging. Fuel cell lifetime is not critical because
of the low operation time (only during power fault). Hence, a TPV UPS system is
regarded here to have advantages over deployed technologies, but limited
advantages over fuel cells in this application.
In general the UPS market is large and growing. There are potentially niche
markets for reliable, low noise and fuel flexible solid-state TPV UPSs. Some
power failure critical applications make use of a redundant UPS, which may also
be a market for TPV. Yet no market push from the TPV community could be
identified. As a result the market and cost indicator has been rated as balanced.
Regarding the local human impact a positive rating has been given, since local
pollution and security of supply could improve. Also a TPV system could be more
user-friendly (e.g., no regular checks as for heat engine generators or batteries)
and operate quietly. A minor global human impact can be expected due to the
short-term use.

8.4.4 Combustion Application: Remote Power
For future fuel powered space missions, it has been pointed out that advances in
hydrogen storage need to be made to meet the requirements. TPV systems have
been proposed as an alternative to fuel cells for space applications [121]. However,
most TPV space research focuses on radioisotope rather than combustion systems
(see Sect. 8.2.2).
For terrestrial remote power applications, the power density of the generator is
usually uncritical, because operation is typically stationary. In the smaller power
range the load has been assumed to be typically constant (e.g., telecommunication
repeater), whereas in the large power range the load has been assumed to vary
(e.g., non-grid connected households). The fuel for a remote TPV combustion
system may be available on-site (e.g., gas and oil exploration) or supplied through
regular site visits. Similar to thermoelectric on-site generators [17], it can be
assumed that TPV generators operate reliably with a long lifetime. Remote
generators typically have to operate under hostile environment conditions
(e.g., temperature, humidity).
Figure 8.4 in Sec. 8.3.2 summarises potential options for remote power supply.
Currently, primary batteries can supply low power and long operation applications
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(e.g., battery powered radio temperature sensor) and secondary batteries are
suitable for higher power and shorter operation applications (e.g., electric
wheelchair or model-making). In less accessible applications requiring both high
power and long operation, secondary batteries are typically recharged using a
renewable source (e.g., solar PV and wind). Less remote applications allow
refuelling of heat engine generators. These generators typically utilise a combustion process as a heat source (e.g., thermoelectric, heat engine, Stirling and
TPV), except for fuel cells with a direct conversion. Thermoelectric generators can
be advantageous in application with the following factors in their favour: fuel is
on-site (e.g., gas and oil exploration), limited availability of renewable sources,
high reliability requirement or long lifetime need. TPV generators promise higher
efficiencies than thermoelectric generators in this niche market. Hence, the
replacement of these thermoelectric generators is considered here as one potential
remote TPV application and named unmanned remote power (Fig. 8.4, No. 2).
Very remote applications (e.g., in polar regions, deep sea or space) may have
limited renewable sources and no fuel on-site. Also battery lifetime may be too
short and regular refuelling may be unfeasible. In such applications radioisotope
sources may be utilised together with a thermoelectric or TPV generator (Fig. 8.4,
No. 4, see Sect. 8.2.2).
Another remote system option with long autonomous operation is a solar TPV
system with thermal energy storage (Fig. 8.4, No. 1). Such system is not limited by
battery lifetime and the (stored) heat can be converted into electricity by direct
heat-to-electricity devices (e.g., TPV) or external heat engine generators (e.g.,
Stirling). Stirling engines are assumed to be suitable around and above the 10 kW
power range. For smaller systems it can be assumed that these generators show
disadvantages in terms of the complexity compared to TPV. Also the Stirling
engine efficiency decreases for the smaller power range (see Sect. 7.2.2). Heat
engine generators are readily available for less remote applications (Fig. 8.4,
bottom right), where regular maintenance is not critical. In the intermediate power
range centred around 1 kW two TPV system configurations have been identified.
The first configuration is solar TPV conversion (Fig. 8.4, No. 1), which is
discussed in more detail in the Sect. 8.3.2.
The third configuration (Fig. 8.4, No. 3) consists of a renewable generator
(e.g., solar PV and wind) combined with a secondary battery and a combustion
driven generator (e.g., TE and TPV). This configuration has the advantage, that
both the renewable output power and the battery capacity can be scaled down
considerably, when compared to the renewable/secondary battery configuration
only. In this case, the combustion generator acts as a backup power supply if the
renewable source is not available. It follows a detailed discussion of the two
identified options, namely unmanned remote power (No. 2) and remote renewableTPV hybrid system (No. 3).
Applications of unmanned remote power include the areas of water supply
(e.g., monitoring and pumping), oil/gas exploration and distribution (e.g., cathodic
protection, valve operation and data acquisition), stationary telecommunication
(e.g., repeater), environmental monitoring (e.g., weather, air quality and scientific
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measuring) and navigational aids (e.g., aircraft, shipping, road and rail signalling)
[4–6, 15, 16, 18]. These applications have typically a constant load. The reliability
requirements depend on the specific application. A large share of these applications can be supplied by a hybrid system consisting of a renewable generator and
secondary batteries. There are, however, applications supplied by combustion
thermoelectric generators and these would be also the niche applications of interest
for TPV.
The power range has been identified from approximately 1 W to 1 kW using
competing technology literature [13, 16, 17]. The thermoelectric generator is the
major direct competitor for this small niche market. Hence the minimum efficiency
has been assumed with the same value of 3% as current combustion-powered
thermoelectric generator (Sect. 7.4.1). Systems with such low efficiency may be
used where the fuel is cheaply available on-site, such as for oil/gas exploration and
distribution. The near-term target of 10% has been selected as an upper efficiency
limit. This value would be about a 3 times improvement over the efficiency of
current thermoelectric generators and this may also open new markets.
The indicator for the technology constraints and the research and development
effort has been assessed as negative. The low efficiency requirements have been
regarded positive. However, negative aspects have been identified as dominating.
No TPV systems development for this application could be identified and the
operation in hostile environments also contributed negatively. Overall the competition and benefit has been rated positive compared to deployed and emerging
competitors. TPV systems have demonstrated higher efficiency than thermoelectric
systems (deployed). Fuel cells have demonstrated higher efficiencies than TPV,
but other TPV advantages are believed to outweigh fuel cells. They include fuel
flexibility and storage, as well as the potentially higher lifetime of TPV. Market
and cost issues have been rated balanced. The TPV community identified the
unmanned remote power as a niche market [6], but no work towards a system
development could be identified. Another constraint is likely to be the lack of
funding of this application. Potential advantages are long operating hours and the
allowance for premium capital costs in this market. Portable generators and uninterruptible power supplies may be seen as a similar and potentially large market.
No major improvements in terms of the human impact can be expected by using
TPV instead of a thermoelectric generator in this application. Hence, the human
impact of unmanned remote generators has been rated as neither better nor worse.
Another interesting configuration is a remote renewable-TPV hybrid system
(Fig. 8.4 No. 3)A major drawback of renewable sources (e.g., solar PV, wind and
hydro) is the fluctuation in output power (e.g., daily and seasonally). Hence, using
a combined renewable and secondary battery system for non-grid connected
supply requires large sizing of both secondary batteries and renewable sources to
meet variation in supply and demand at all times. A possible solution to this is the
use of an additional combustion-powered generator. It has been simulated that the
size of the PV system can be reduced to a third of that required for an exclusively
PV-based system, if only 10% of the annual demand is met by the combustion
generator, assuming a constant load and Central Europe climate. It has been
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pointed out that this redundancy arrangement can also improve the overall
reliability [2].
For the combustion TPV generator, a target power range from 100 W to 10 kW
has been assumed. The renewable generator would usually be larger than the TPV
generator. Below this power range the complexity of this renewable hybrid system
can be regarded as a hindrance in terms of the number of components, optimisation
of the size of each component and the energy management. Above 10 kW power
major competition arises from heat engine generators (e.g., ICE and Stirling). The
hybrid remote power applications may be similar as those for the unmanned
remote generator discussed previously. In addition to these unmanned applications, larger power applications could include remote housing (e.g., developing
world) or larger telecommunications installations. Varying load demand could be
met by a secondary battery. It is also feasible that the combustion TPV system
would operate with on-site fuel (e.g., biomass). For fuel cell systems biomass
operation is not possible in a simple way.
For the hybrid remote power system an efficiency range with a higher upper
limit of 5 to 15% has been adopted, compared to the previously discussed
unmanned remote application. It is believed that the higher power range makes the
number of site visits for refuelling and fuel costs more important issues.
The complexity of this approach has led to a negative rating of the indicator for
technology constraints and the research and development effort. Although TPV
has been suggested for this application [2], no system development could be
identified. The competition has been rated as advantageous and is generally
regarded as similar to the previously discussed application on unmanned remote
power. Market and cost issues have been rated as balanced and are also regarded
similar to the previous application, where differences should be a shorter operation
time (negative) and a larger market (positive). Currently, supplementary
combustion generators are likely to be ICE based. Hence a TPV system could
improve local human impact factors (e.g., reduced pollution due to continuous
combustion, lower noise and lower maintenance). Potentially primary energy
savings are feasible in the developing world using this configuration. Hence, the
highest rating for the human impact has been given.

8.4.5 Combustion Application: Transport Sector
At the time of writing, the transport sector accounts for roughly one quarter of the
total primary energy consumption in typical industrial countries. One major route
to reduce energy consumption in this sector is the improvement of the poor energy
efficiency. For example an automobile engine converts typically not more than
30% (Otto engine) to 40% (Diesel engine) from the fuel energy into useful work
(maximum brake thermal efficiency) [122]. These values are for optimum load
conditions and decrease further for normal operating conditions. Battery and
hybrid electric automobiles are considered a major technology option in order to
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improve this propulsion efficiency. TPV generators in the power range from 6 to
10 kW have been examined for series hybrid automobiles in the US [123, 124] and
within a project funded by the EU (CÇ£The REVCÇø) [125]. Potentially, a TPV
generator could have advantages in terms of noise, fuel flexibility, power density,
reliability and maintenance, when compared to internal combustion generators and
fuel cells. The major challenge for TPV generators in hybrid vehicles is the high
efficiency requirement. For example in the EU project the fuel-to-electric efficiency target has been set to 35% [125]. This value can be considered as a longterm target for TPV conversion and would require some technological progress.
Harvesting and conversion of exhaust gas energy into electricity could also
improve propulsion efficiency, since electricity is typically generated from the
shaft power of the propulsion engine. Thermoelectric generators are considered as
a major option to convert the energy from the heat engine exhaust gas into
electricity [18, 126]. A TPV system has been designed to convert exhaust gas from
a gas turbine into electricity. Here, problems have been reported to meet the
desired radiator temperature of around 1,300C [127]. Automobile flue gas
temperatures vary up to a maximum of around 1,000C [126]. It can be concluded
that exhaust gas power harvesting may be of interest in future, if advances in TPV
conversion towards lower radiator temperature systems are made (e.g., micron-gap
systems or efficient filter concepts). For this assessment exhaust gas power
harvesting has been excluded because temperatures are typically too low.
The two applications considered in detail are small power propulsions and
auxiliary power units. In general, the component and system requirements in the
transport sector are challenging. There is a need for reliable operation in hostile
environments (e.g., temperature, humidity and vibrations), as well as requirements
for low weight and low maintenance.
Small vehicles in the road, air and water sector can have special requirements in
terms of low noise, high reliability or low complexity. A TPV generator could
meet these needs and is considered competitive in the smaller power range.
Examples include the following [3, 5, 14, 128, 129]:
• Land (e.g., electric wheelchair, electric bike/trike, power assisted bicycle,
luggage/pallet trolley, electric cart, recreational vehicle, sweeper, scooter, golf
cart, forklift, lawnmower, snowmobile, all terrain vehicle, airport vehicle, station car, robot and remotely piloted vehicle).
• Air (e.g., small aeroplane and unmanned aeroplane).
• Water (e.g., small ship, jet-ski and unmanned submarine).
Currently either secondary batteries together with an electric motor or ICEs
typically power these vehicles. Heat engines tend to be used in the larger power
range and batteries in the smaller power range. In the intermediate power range,
assumed here from 100 W to 10 kW, both concepts have their weaknesses.
The battery concept tends to have disadvantages in terms of energy density
(weight, operation range), recharging (or refuelling), low temperature operation
and lifetime. On the other hand, the heat engine concept has drawbacks in terms of
noise, maintenance, local pollution and starting reliability. Hence it is assumed that
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combustion TPV generators together with electric motors for propulsion could
have advantages compared to both existing concepts. Optionally a secondary
battery may be applied to supply peak propulsion demand and to store recovered
brake energy. In general high TPV conversion efficiencies are required, since high
efficiencies reduce fuel to be transported and this results in a long operation time.
The electric propulsion motor and possibly a battery will add additional weight.
Hence, the efficiency target range has been set to the highest range of this
assessment (15–20%).
The technology constraints and the research and development effort of this
application are generally challenging. No TPV system development could be
identified specifically designed for small propulsion power and there are high
efficiency requirements. Other negative aspects are complex overall design
requirement (energy management, battery and power electronics) and the operation in changing environmental conditions. As already discussed TPV should
have specific advantages over deployed competing technologies (batteries and
heat engines). Fuel cells are identified as the major emerging competitor. It has
been assumed that TPV advantages (fuel storage and flexibility and high power
density) outweigh the high efficiency of fuel cells. The largely diverse market
should have niche applications allowing for higher costs and large potential
markets at lower costs. Negative market aspects are seen to prevail and they
include minor TPV community interest, the short operation time and the
unlikelihood of funding. Hence a negative rating has been given. The local
human impact has been seen as positive. Currently reciprocating heat engines
are noisy and polluting (TPV uses continuous combustion) and batteries can be
regarded as not user-friendly (recharging, limited operation range, safety). On
the other hand, large energy saving can be regarded as unfeasible in this niche
market application.
In the transport sector there is a large variety of auxiliary (non-propulsion)
power consumers for comfort, safety and control functions. Here auxiliary power
units (APUs) are of interest. The electricity is utilised for applications such as
ignition, lights, starters, navigation devices, electric windlasses, alarm system
control, fans, heated windows, TV, Radio and by-wire technologies (e.g., fly-bywire, break-by-wire and steer-by-wire) [3, 6, 12, 14, 116]. The electricity required
for these applications may be generated coupled or decoupled from the propulsion
engine.
Typically coupled systems use a generator and the shaft power of the propulsion heat engine. This can be regarded as a simple configuration with a generator
as the major component. Other coupled systems may utilise the exhaust gas heat of
the propulsion engine, which is preferable in terms of the overall efficiency but not
commonly used for the small power range (e.g., automobile). Exhaust gas
conversion with steam turbines in large ships or thermoelectric generators
are rare examples of such configuration. It is self-evident that coupled systems
generate only power as long as the propulsion engine is operating. Hence propulsion engine idling for electricity generation can be common (e.g., trucks), but this
is undesirable in terms of the fuel consumption and noise. Electrical storage
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systems can only partly overcome idling. The secondary battery concept in the
transport sector has disadvantages in terms of the energy density, self-discharge,
low temperature performance and constant ‘‘key-off’’ load supply. For example in
the automobile, ‘‘key-off’’ loads (e.g., keyless entry, theft alarm and clock) are
sufficient to drain the battery in a state-of-the-art car when left parked for long
periods (e.g., at an airport for several weeks) [130]. For some applications the
security of electricity supply can be another concern. Systems coupled to a
propulsion heat engine are susceptible to a propulsion engine failure. For all these
reasons electricity generation decoupled (auxiliary) from the propulsion is of
interest.
There are several technology options for auxiliary power units (APUs), such as
reciprocating engine generators, fuel cells or direct heat-to-electricity devices.
Transport applications with a large power requirement may apply for example gas
turbines as APUs (e.g., aeroplane, ship). As already mentioned in the previous
paragraph, smaller power applications typically rely on a propulsion engine coupled generation (e.g., automobile, trucks). This smaller power range, assumed here
up to a power of 10 kWel, has been identified as a potential market for TPV. TPV
APUs could be also of interest down to very small powers in the order of watts to
supply ‘‘key-off’’ loads in automotive applications [130]. This ‘‘key-off’’ power is
small compared to the propulsion power and the operation time may be limited
(e.g., to an airport visit), so that the importance of the efficiency can be regarded as
secondary. Hence, a typical thermoelectric generator efficiency of 3% has been
assumed as a lower limit.
The technology constraints and the research and development effort have been
assessed as balanced. The MIT together with a car consortium considered TPV
APUs [131]. Another positive aspect is seen here in the low efficiency
requirements (fuel on-site) for the small powers. The major challenge is seen in
the harsh operation environment (e.g., automobile with a wide temperature and
humidity range, as well as vibrations). Fuel cells are identified as one major
emerging competitor. It can be assumed that TPV advantages, and in particular
the flexible operation on any propulsion fuel, outweigh the high efficiency of fuel
cells. In the small power range there is some competition from deployed niche
market thermoelectric generators, but these systems have a low efficiency.
Hence, TPV should have advantages over deployed and emerging technologies.
Market and cost issues have been rated balanced. In general there is a market
requirement for reliable APUs. The automotive market is a large potential
market [130] and niche markets are also feasible (e.g., TPV generator working in
CHP mode for truck idling). On the other hand, public funding is regarded as
less likely. In general hybrid vehicles are more likely to be funded due to their
energy saving potential. The local human impact has been rated as positive,
because local pollution, noise, security of supply and user friendliness can be
expected to improve. The global human impact was rated negative, since no
major primary energy saving can be expected.
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8.4.6 Combustion Application: Combined Heat and Power
Combined heat and power (CHP), also known as cogeneration or total energy, is
the simultaneous generation of heat and electricity [132, 133]. Mechanical and
cooling power is not considered here further, although it may be also defined as
CHP. CHP is an attractive energy saving option because of its high overall efficiency (typically 80–90%) defined as the ratio of useful heat and electricity output
to the fuel energy input. This efficiency value can be compared with the low
efficiency of centralised fossil fuel power stations that release huge amounts of
waste heat to the environment. Cost effective operation of CHP systems typically
requires a runtime of several thousand hours per year and decisive economic
factors are the capital cost of the CHP system, as well as the fuel and electricity
prices [134].
The generated heat varies from low-grade (e.g., hot air or water for space
heating) to high-grade (e.g., steam for industrial applications). TPV systems are
currently limited to low-grade heat generation, because the heat originates from
the PV cell cooling. TPV systems operating with cell temperatures up to about
90C have been reported [135], but a typical cell temperature may be currently
around 60C in CHP mode. Generally, remaining flue gas heat leaving the TPV
system using an additional heat exchanger could upgrade this heat [8, 9]. Hence,
overall efficiencies higher than the assumed 80% of this assessment and higher
heat supply temperatures than 60C are regarded as feasible in future.
CHP systems tend to be built on-site and matched to the heat load, because
transportation of heat over long distances is usually difficult. Short-term timevarying heat demand can be bridged by thermal energy storage systems. Below
100C water is a simple and effective thermal energy storage media. Water can
also act as the heat carrier media (no heat exchanger required), is widely available
and has one of the highest sensible heat contents of any liquid around ambient
temperatures [136]. In CHP systems the PV cells are usually cooled by water and
the sensible heat of the water can be stored in tanks as in some conventional
central heating systems. Long-term variation of the demand does usually not allow
matching of supply and demand in all cases. This situation can lead to a larger
sized and shorter operating CHP system. A known example is the space heating
demand with seasonal variations using an oversized system in the summer. The
electricity output tends to be less critical compared to the heat output, since
electricity can be consumed on-site and surplus electricity can be exported to the
grid. Electrical output powers of traditional CHP plants typically range from
100 kW to 100 MW using primary movers such as steam turbines, gas turbines
or reciprocating engines combined with a generator [132]. Recently, several
emerging technologies allow smaller-sized systems with electrical output powers
as small as around 1 kW. The smallest systems have been named micro CHP
[134, 137, 138].
Table 8.4 summarises the reported CHP TPV research in literature. The table
lists the research and development status, the PV cell material, the thermal
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Table 8.4 CHP TPV developments by different institutions
Application
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and electrical output power, the efficiency and the literature sources. Efficiency and
power values marked with # have been calculated in this work.
In the presented assessment three application groups were identified. These are
self-powered heating devices (discussed in Sect. 8.5.2) and two CHP applications
with different power levels: micro CHP (small power), district heating and
industrial CHP (large power).
Micro CHP systems aim to replace conventional boilers in a dwelling and
provide both electricity and heating to a single-family house. To make CHP
suitable as a boiler replacement the size of traditional CHP systems needs to be
reduced. There are requirements in terms of high reliability, low local pollution,
low noise and low costs [134, 145]. Both US and European studies have identified
an efficiency target from fuel-to-electricity in the range from 10 to 25% and an
overall efficiency target of 80% or higher [134, 145]. The 10% electrical efficiency
has been adopted as a minimum target in this assessment. Generally, no deployed
technology can fulfil all these requirements. At the moment, there are several
technologies under active investigation for micro CHP systems each with their
own drawbacks and strengths. At the time of writing, these small sized CHP
systems are still in a development and demonstration phase [146].
Reciprocating internal combustion engine (ICE) systems have been traditionally the CHP systems with the smallest output power among the traditional CHP
technologies. Adapted reciprocating engine generators are under development to
improve noise, local pollution and maintenance. Some systems with 5 kWel output
power are commercially available in Europe and smaller systems seem to emerge.
Typical thermal efficiencies of small sized ICEs are 60% and electrical efficiencies
are around 25% based on the lower calorific value of the fuel [146]. Small Stirling
engine systems have become commercially available or are being developed.
Stirling engines can have the advantage of a cleaner and more fuel flexible
combustion compared to reciprocating ICEs. The electrical efficiency drops from
large units (*30%, 50 kW) to small micro CHP units (*10%, 1 kW). Rankine
systems with an electrical power of 1 KW to a few KW are also emerging from
research and development laboratories [145]. Traditionally steam turbines have
been mainly used for large-scale centralised power generation. For micro CHP, the
working fluid water/steam is replaced by an organic fluid (Organic Rankine Cycle
ORC). Generally the advantages are similar to Stirling systems (both are external
heat engines). Rankine systems for micro CHP are considered to be in a less
developed stage compared to Stirling systems and small systems show similar
electrical efficiencies (*10%). At the moment, there are two major fuel cell types
considered for micro CHP. These are SPFC and SOFC (see Sect. 7.3.2) [145].
Both types operate in field trials. The major advantage of fuel cells compared to
other micro CHP technologies is the high electrical efficiency (30–40%). The
major drawbacks have been identified to be capital cost, overall efficiency (e.g., for
SPFC) and lifetime [146, 147]. AMTEC micro CHP systems have also been
proposed [20]. Thermoelectric systems have also been considered for systems with
a low electrical efficiency (self-powered operation) [70]. Future advances in
thermoelectric system efficiency may also allow micro CHP operation.
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For micro CHP-HTPV systems a target power range from 1 to 10 kW has been
identified from the reviewed competing systems. A typical TPV system may aim
for a power output of around 1 kW with stronger competition from other
technologies in the power range close to 10 kW [9].
No major technology constraints could be identified. There have been developments towards prototypes by more than one institution and system performances
could be partly demonstrated. The inverter and grid connection issues have been
assessed for solar PV systems previously and have also been demonstrated for
TPV operation [148].
There are no fully deployed competing technologies for micro CHP, but several
emerging technologies as discussed previously. At the moment these are mainly
ICE, Stirling, ORC, SPFC and SOFC systems [146]. The long-term strength of TPV
is thought to be the solid-state operation. This should allow building micro CHP
systems with the same maintenance requirements and reliability performance as
existing boilers. The long-term energy efficiency of buildings is likely to improve,
so that smaller-sized systems would be required. However, heat engine efficiencies
tend to decrease for smaller sizes and scaling to various sizes could be also simpler
for a TPV system. Fuel cells are also solid-state devices, have demonstrated high
efficiencies and can be flexibly scaled. Nevertheless, even if all current fuel cell
problems for micro CHP could be overcome (e.g., lifetime, economics), there could
be still a long-term market for oil and biomass based micro CHP-TPV systems,
since the fuel flexibility is another challenge of fuel cells. This discussion points out
that there are specific TPV benefits over emerging competitors. On the other hand,
there are a number of emerging technologies and they are close to the market. This
is considered to outweigh specific TPV advantages. Hence, overall TPV has been
not rated advantageous over its emerging competitors.
There is a huge mass market for micro CHP. For example, Great Britain and
Germany have a huge gas boiler market that would be potentially suitable for
micro CHP [138]. Important market aspects include a high total dwelling stock
with central heating, a extensive natural gas distribution network, high annual
boiler sales, liberalised gas and electricity market, suitable heating loads and
suitable regulation to facilitate the connection of embedded generation [134].
There are also niche markets for non-grid connected systems and self-powered
boilers allowing for higher capital costs. Funding is generally feasible, since the
promise of primary energy saving has stimulated political interest (e.g., in the EU).
TPV cost estimations indicate that TPV could compete with fuel cells and heat
engines [85]. Hence, market and cost issues have been rated as positive.
The human impact has been identified as very positive (rating 3). Micro CHP
has the potential of considerable primary energy savings, if large numbers of
central heating boilers could be replaced [134]. The slight increase in local energy
consumption (or local pollution) of a micro CHP system compared to current
conventional boilers is not seen as a major disadvantage. In long-term micro CHP
systems promise cost savings with a slight increase of fuel costs but major savings
in electricity costs for the user. Micro CHP is also a potential technology for
grid-independent backup power in case of a power failure.
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In addition to micro CHP (1–10 kW) there has also been interest in larger sized
TPV systems. TPV systems with thermal powers of over 100 kW and even up
to 1,000 kW for apartment, district and industrial heating have been proposed
[77, 93, 140]. This results in an electrical power range from about 10 to 100 kW
assuming the same efficiency range as for micro CHP (10–15%). Scaling-up of the
TPV output power has not been demonstrated yet. However, TPV systems can
operate modular as proposed by Fraas et al. [77], so that technology constraints
similar to those for micro CHP can be expected. Competition arises from both
deployed and emerging technologies. Deployed reciprocating ICE CHP systems
are commercially available. Maintenance and noise of these engines have been
regarded as acceptable for the large CHP range compared to micro CHP systems
(e.g., installation in a separate room may be common). Small gas turbines, known
as micro-turbines, are an emerging technology. The Stirling engine with an output
power of tens of kWs is another emerging technology [149]. It is concluded that
there is strong competition from both deployed and emerging technologies and no
clear overall benefit could be identified using TPV (Rating 1).
Promising niche markets are applications with a steady heat demand over the
course of a year. Examples are swimming pools, leisure centres or industrial heat
processes [150]. There has been some cooperative research of the industry and a
TPV company (ABB with JX-Crystals). The feasibility of primary energy saving
should allow funding. In terms of capital system costs per output power, it needs to
be considered that ICE systems become increasingly cheaper for larger output
powers. TPV systems are likely to be mainly determined by PV cell costs. Hence,
TPV system costs per output power can be expected relatively constant for
increased output powers. One positive aspect is that industrial and distributed
heating CHP systems could have longer operation hours to improve economics
compared to micro CHP systems. Overall the market and cost indicator has been
rated balanced. It has been assumed that there are generally suitable market
conditions, but some cost constraints. Similar considerations have been made for
the human impact as for micro CHP.

8.5 Waste Heat Recovery Generator
8.5.1 Waste Heat Source
Waste heat applications are defined in this work as those where the major purpose
is heat rather than electricity generation. In such applications TPV systems can
converts a small share of the waste heat into electricity. Applications using waste
heat sources have the advantage of the availability of free or low cost heat. In some
cases this heat is accessible without interruption, such as for industrial hightemperature processes operating throughout day and night. Finally the efficiency is
often not a decisive factor in these applications where heat is generated in any
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case. Two applications are identified. These are self-powered heating (Sect. 8.5.2)
and industrial waste heat recovery (Sect. 8.5.3).

8.5.2 Waste Heat Application: Self-Powered Heating
Self-powered heating is of interest where operation during power faults is critical
or no public electricity grid is available. The end-use of the hydrocarbon based
combustion heat includes applications such as for space heating, hot water and
drying. Examples are self-powered central heating units, district heating units,
space heaters with fans, portable heaters, tent heaters, independent vehicle heaters
or self-powered furnaces [3, 4, 18, 20, 139]. For example modern central heating
units cannot generate heat, if the public electricity grid fails. Hence, a self-powered
operation independent of the public electricity grid is of interest. TPV work in the
electrical power range from 10 W to 10 kW has been reported. Applications
included a combined camping heater and generator [151], an off-grid stove [139],
self-powered central heating units [85, 141] and heating units for apartment
building [77, 140, 152]. Similarly, critical industrial heating processes may have
additional backup power systems in order to ensure the operation during power
faults. Also here, self-powered operation of industrial processes using a TPV heat
recovery system would be advantageous.
Typically the heating devices have a much larger thermal power compared to
the electrical power requirements. The end-use of the electricity is typically for
control and heat distribution. Usually heat is distributed by forced convection
(e.g., pumps, fans). The smallest thermal power has been assumed to be around
1 kW and this value corresponds roughly to the thermal power of a hairdryer.
District heating units with thermal powers up to 1 MW also could have a need for
grid-independent operation and have been assumed as an upper power range limit.
From different sources [85, 139, 141] it becomes clear that these devices typically
have an electricity requirement in the order of 1% of their total heat consumption.
Consequently an electrical power range from 10 W to 10 kW has been calculated
from the thermal range.
Lower electrical powers than 10 W are also feasible. Work by Goldstein and
DeShazer [153–155] and the author [156] demonstrated that radiation could be
extracted from a process by thermally stable dielectric solid radiation guides (see
Sect. 6.3.4). In this arrangement one side of the dielectric solid light guide is in the
high-temperature heat source environment, where radiation is coupled into
the guide, and the other end can have a low temperature and illuminates the PV
cell. Using total internal reflection allows radiation guidance. For example,
thermoelectric generators typically utilise conduction to transfer heat to the thermoelectric modules. Thermal conduction can be associated with temperature
gradients. Hence, thermoelectric modules need to be placed close to the heat
source in order to achieve high hot side temperatures. On the other hand, an optical
guide can transfer radiation with little losses over long distances. It can be assumed
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that the radiation guide is simpler than other TPV systems using a cavity with
challenging high-temperature mirror design. The light guide arrangement could be
inserted into any high-temperature process with a suitable temperature. It seems
likely that such arrangement could be also used to convert small amounts of
(waste) heat into electricity. Feasible applications include self-powered heating
devices (e.g., powering of displays or thermostats), self-powered sensors and fire
energy converters for camping. Goldstein also proposed the conversion of jet
engine heat into electricity using dielectric solid light guides [154].
The variety of potential applications and technological options results in a wide
power range, which has been assumed from mW to 10 kW. Similarly, efficiency
requirements in a wide range can be expected. A marginal efficiency would be
sufficient to power a small sensor (e.g., 10 mW electrical from 10 W thermal). On
the other hand, a self-power high-temperature process may have high efficiency
requirements. For example a high-temperature process with a power of 1 MWth
could require 1% of its thermal input as electricity (10 kWel). Assuming a TPV
efficiency gTPV = 13% results in 67 kWth low-grade heat. Such low-grade heat
may or may not be utilised. Such generator would extract 77 kWth or about 8% of
the total thermal power as heat. The example shows that, unless there is a need
of low-grade heat, the efficiency of the TPV generator for self-powered operation
of high-temperature processes should be high. Nevertheless the extraction of 8% of
the total heat input seems feasible and the maximum efficiency target was set to
the near-term value of 13%. If low grade heat can be utilised, such as for space
heating, the TPV efficiency requirements can be much lower. For example, a
self-powered central heating unit with 20 kWth could deliver 10 kWth to the TPV
system. The TPV system could convert 2% of this heat into 200 Wel or 1% of the
total heat input. The 9.8 kWth low-grade heat from the PV cells may either be used
directly or upgraded by the remaining 10 kWth.
The technology constraints and the research and development effort have been
rated as positive. Positive factors were the (partly) low efficiency requirements
(partly) simple overall design (e.g., sensor powered by light guides) and beta tests
of the Midnight Sun oven [139]. Competing deployed technologies are not
available in this niche market. There is some experience with self-powered heating
systems using thermoelectric generators [157]. Thermoelectric generators are
limited in terms of efficiency. It is currently challenging to design a thermoelectric
generator with more than 3% efficiency [17]. Hence, TPV conversion is seen
superior over its competitors in this configuration. The market and cost indicator
has been rated as positive. Self-powered heating devices are used in niche markets,
where higher system capital costs could be justified. In long-term this application
could grow into the large micro CHP and industrial waste heat recovery market.
The US Gas Research Institute identified self-powered devices as the major future
market for TPV [4] and there is general interest in the TPV community for this
application (e.g., Midnight Sun system). Hence, market and cost issues have been
rated as positive. TPV could improve security of electricity supply during power
faults. This resulted in a positive local human impact rating. The total energy
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consumption is largely unaffected for the small share of electricity generated
(negative global human impact factor).

8.5.3 Waste Heat Application: Industrial High-Temperature
Processes
In the large power range, the recovery of industrial high-temperature waste heat
by a TPV system has been proposed by Coutts [158]. One major attraction of
industrial waste heat recovery is that the heat is freely and often steadily available
and that the electricity generated can be typically used at the industrial site.
The low-grade heat generated by the TPV system may also be utilised for space
heating if a demand can be identified. The potential industries for high-temperature
waste heat recovery include the iron and steel, non-ferrous, bricks, refractories,
cement, ceramics and glass sectors. In particular the glass industry has been
suggested [140, 152]. An US company (JX-Crystals) received funding from the US
Department of Energy and the company partly developed TPV generator tubes
each with an output power of 5 kWel [77, 140, 152]. These tubes could be inserted
in high-temperature processes in order to generate electricity and low-grade heat in
the form of hot water. Two applications have been proposed, which are hightemperature waste heat recovery in the manufacturing industry and CHP supply for
apartment buildings [77, 152]. Yamaguchi et al. [8, 9] assessed the potential of
waste heat recovery in Japan. They found that waste heat recovery from flue gas
for large industrial processes is already utilised for large furnaces using steam
turbines based systems and hence they concentrated on small furnaces where they
found temperatures to be too low for TPV operation. However, it was pointed out,
that it is possible to upgrade small-scale flue gas heat using premium heat
produced by an additional combustion process. Heat recovery from other locations
than the flue gas was not considered in their work [8, 9]. The potential of TPV for
heat recovery in the high-temperature industry in the UK was assessed by the
author [159]. It was found that an overall assessment of TPV in those industries is
complex mainly because of the large process diversity and because an individual
assessment for each process in terms of TPV use is required. Hence, one example
process for each of the three principal locations for heat losses has been assessed in
detail. The principal locations and specific processes were product heat recovery
on a continuous curved caster, flue gas heat recovery on a regenerative glass tank
furnace and wall heat recovery on a 3-phase alternating current electric arc
furnace.
Nearly all of the high-temperature processes coincide with a general type of
process (Fig. 8.5). The energy entering the process chamber derives from electrical
heating, combustion, a hot feedstock, or any combination of the previous sources.
Within the process chamber the temperature exceeds 1,000C. The combustion
and feedstock/product may sometimes show interactions. Examples are the
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Fig. 8.5 Schematic of a
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formation of CO2 from glass forming reactions and the use of coke in a blast
furnace as feedstock and fuel. The feedstock can be charged in different modes
including batch, tap and charge or continuous type. The feedstock can consist of
raw materials, recycled products or a mixture of both. Typically the specific
energy consumption (SEC) of processes using recycled products is lower if
compared with raw material processes. The important parameters to specify an
industrial high-temperature process are the process temperature and pressure, fuel
requirements, insulation losses and thermal efficiency, as well as the flow of mass
and energy in the process [160]. The energy flow can be visualised in a Sankey
diagram. Hence, this diagram can be used to identify major heat losses for possible
heat recovery locations.
For the general type of high-temperature process considered (Fig. 8.5), there
are three principal locations for heat recovery, namely product (1), flue gas (2) and
wall heat recovery (3). Existing heat recovery methods most commonly utilise the
flue gas location (e.g., glass furnace regenerators, pig iron blast furnaces) followed
by the product and by-product (e.g., cement clinker cooler, blast furnace slag
recovery [161]).
TPV systems could also utilise the sensible and latent heat of products and
by-products. Other recovery technologies already utilise the calorific value of
by-products. Examples are coke oven, blast furnace and basic oxygen furnace gases
in the steel industry [162]. Insulation heat losses are rarely recovered and a rare
example is the recovery of radiation losses from a shell of a cement rotary kiln [162].
Once potential sources of waste heat are identified, the end-use of the recovered
energy needs to be considered. The use of the recovered energy in the same
process (e.g., combustion air pre-heating, feedstock preheating) has several
advantages, such as minimising the process SEC, avoiding long distance transport
of heat and usually temporal matching of energy supply and demand [163].
However, the use of waste heat within the process is not always feasible and
therefore this heat is available for external use (e.g., space heating, electricity
generation). External use of energy may be classified by the type of energy conversion: heat-to-heat (e.g., steam or hot water production), heat-to-chemical
energy (e.g., forming methane from blast furnace slag) or heat-to-electricity.
Heat-to-heat conversion, mostly associated with heat exchangers has simplicity,
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but is limited to applications where heat recovery and demand coincide since heat
can only be transported to a limited extent. Additionally, heat exchangers may
have problems with leaks, low efficiencies and fouling from flue gas, especially for
temperatures higher than 1,000C [163, 164]. Heat recovery technologies that
generate electricity offer more flexibility since electricity can be transmitted with
lower losses than for heat and electricity can be converted to other energy forms at
high conversion efficiencies.
For thermoelectric systems it has been pointed out that a low efficiency is not a
serious drawback in the conversion of free waste heat and that the capital cost per
watt is the decisive economic factor [164]. These considerations can also be
brought forward for TPV and thus the lower efficiency target range has been
assumed with the demonstrated efficiency (6% for non-combustion systems).
The use of 200 tubes each with 5 kW has been suggested in a glass furnace
[152]. This would result in an electricity output power of 1 MW. This value has
been assumed as an upper power range limit for this assessment. Small hightemperature furnaces could also have a requirement for self-powered operation,
which would result in a minimum electrical power of 1 kW assuming 1% of a
100 kW thermal furnace.
A partly demonstrated TPV system indicates that there should be no major
technology constraints [77]. Also a TPV heat recovery system does not require the
design of an efficient combustion unit. This should result in a simpler system
design. The integration of a TPV system in an industrial process requires some
further consideration (e.g., adaptation to process temperature levels and temporal
variations). Hence, a balanced rating has been given for the technology constraints
and research and development effort.
Competing technologies are external heat engines and direct heat-to-electricity
converters. External heat engine based systems operate with different thermodynamic cycles, such as the Rankine or Stirling cycle. These cycles can use different
working fluids and may be of open or closed type. This results in a variety of
potential recovery systems using external heat engines [165, 166]. For high-temperature waste heat sources of interest here (above 1,000C), the inlet temperature
at the heat engine is usually lower than 1,000C. There may be different reasons
for this including high-temperature engineering difficulties and deliberate cooling
for the conversion (e.g., because the heat engine operates at a lower inlet temperature). Also, typically the heat needs to be piped to the heat engine, which
inevitably leads to some collection and piping heat losses with heat degradation.
One deployed competing combination of technologies generates electricity from
heat in the flue gas. This combination consists of a heat exchanger, a high-pressure
steam boiler, a condensing steam turbine and a generator [163, 165]. However, the
complexity of this approach associated with high capital and maintenance costs
limits applications to large industrial plants using only the flue gas heat. On the
other hand, TPV systems could be scaled in a wide power range. Also, TPV
systems could not only recover flue gas heat, but such system could also convert
heat of hot products leaving the process and heat lost through walls. Emerging
competing technologies include heat engine concepts based on the organic
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Rankine [166], the Stirling [167] and the air-bottoming cycle [165]. Heat engines
are usually limited to the conversion of flue gas heat. Product and wall heat losses
are typically not converted into electricity using external heat engines.
Direct heat-to-electricity conversion devices have advantages in terms of low
maintenance, high reliability, good scalability and low complexity compared to
heat engines. In addition, they could be used directly at any heat source (flue gas,
wall, product) so that collection and piping losses could be avoided. The major
direct heat-to-electricity conversion devices currently of research interest are
thermoelectric generators [164, 168]. However, these generators can commonly
convert only low-grade heat with hot side temperatures of around 400 K or lower
temperatures [164, 168, 169]. High-temperature thermoelectric generators are
feasible but there are still engineering challenges to be overcome (Sect. 7.4.1).
For high-temperature thermoelectric generators, sufficient and reliable electrical
contacts and mechanical properties are difficult to achieve [169]. Hence, thermoelectrics could recover low-temperature heat (\400 K) and TPV the hightemperature heat ([1,300 K). Advances in both technologies may allow the entire
temperature range to be covered using direct energy conversion devices. Hence, it
can be argued that thermoelectric and TPV generators are not competing with each
other, but they should be seen as complementary.
For example, classified by type of use, high-temperature processes accounted for
about one quarter of the industrial energy consumption in the UK in 1999.
High-temperature processes can be further classified by sector. Most of these
sectors have energy-intensive processes operating at temperatures above 1,300 K
and which are suitable for TPV operation [160]. This shows that there is a large
market for industrial waste heat recovery. Niche markets could be self-powered
furnaces and backup power supplies in the industry. Funding has been available in
the US [152] and very long operation hours should keep payback periods low. From
these considerations a positive market and cost rating has been given. The local and
global human impact has been rated as positive. Primary energy savings are feasible
and no additional pollution due to TPV operation should occur. Electricity generation by TPV would be expected to require low maintenance. On-site use of
electricity is another environmental advantage.

8.6 Summary
The assessment has been an iterative process, which considered the availability of
different heat sources, the capabilities of TPV and competing conversion technologies, as well as the application requirements. The applications have been
classified by heat source and CHP mode. Table 8.5 gives the final result of the
assessment. Figure of merit ranges for both efficiency and electrical power output
of each application have been identified. The four indicator groups have been rated
from 1 to 3. The applications with the highest potential were identified by summing these indicators for each application (Table 8.5). It is in the nature of such
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Table 8.5 Potential TPV application classified by heat source and CHP mode. For each application figures of merit for the electrical efficiency and power
range have been identified. The four indicators are summed up to the final result
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assessments that the assumptions have a decisive impact on the results. In general,
it can be pointed out that TPV systems could be potentially utilised in all of the
twelve identified application fields. The human impact considers the following
factors: primary energy savings, low NOx, low noise, improvement of the security
of supply and user friendliness.
Hydrocarbon fuels are widely available, can be easily stored, transported or
refuelled, and have high energy density. Combining fuel properties and TPV
technology capabilities results in several potential applications. Competing technologies for these applications are mostly batteries in the smaller power range and
internal combustion generators in the larger power range. Here, fuel cells are seen
as the major future competitor. Portable power applications have been identified as
most promising in this group. Military interest and another TPV assessment for
Japan also indicate the potential. APUs operating independently of the vehicle
propulsion have had less attention in the TPV community, but are regarded here as
an application field with a high potential. In particular, applications with low noise,
high reliability or low complexity requirements should hold promise.
In CHP systems both heat and the electricity output are utilised. Micro CHP
systems aim to replace conventional boilers in a dwelling and have been identified
as one of the most suitable TPV application of this assessment. In Western Europe
and the US there is some major interest in micro CHP. Generally TPV technology
capabilities match the micro CHP requirements, namely high reliability, low
maintenance and low noise. Currently, there are several other emerging technologies with similar capabilities operating in field trials and this competition can be
regarded as one major challenge for TPV developments. Industrial and distributed
CHP systems could have longer operation hours to improve economics and have
also been identified as a promising.
At the current stage, solar concentrator PV systems outperforms solar TPV
systems in terms of efficiency. It is concluded here that even if solar TPV systems
could not demonstrate their potentially high efficiency, such systems would have
still some unique advantages. Solar TPV systems can use a thermal storage or
additional hydrocarbon combustion to bridge solar fluctuations and ensure a
flexible and reliable supply of electricity. CHP operation and biomass utilisation of
such systems is also feasible. In particular smaller autonomous operating systems
without an electrical grid could be of interest.
Space power for near sun and deep space missions is a niche market for
radioisotope generators. TPV generators could meet the requirements of this high
value niche market with unique advantages in terms of lifetime, power density and
efficiency compared to other technologies (e.g., TE, Stirling and AMTEC).
Self-powered heating can be considered as an ideal near-term market. Particularly suitable applications are those with a requirement of low-grade heat such as
for space heating. This results in low efficiency requirements that have been
demonstrated. In long-term, this niche market could grow in larger primary energy
saving markets such as industrial waste heat recovery and micro CHP.
TPV high-temperature industrial waste heat recovery has been also identified as a
very suitable application. Potential advantages are primary energy savings, high
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operation time, low competition from other technologies and moderate efficiency
requirements due to the free or low cost of the thermal input. Also, many hightemperature processes are susceptible to power failures, where TPV could act as a
backup power source. This high value backup market could be used to launch the
TPV heat recovery systems.
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Absorptivity, 92
Air mass (AM), spectrum, 155
AKS dopants, 28
Alkali metal thermal-to-electric converter
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Angle factor. See View factor
Antenna-rectifier solar collection, 72
Antireflection (AR) coating
heat shield, 42
PV cell, 64
radiator, 18, 27
Aperture
frequency selective surface (FSS) filter, 42
solar concentrator, 156
TPV solar cavity, 110
Auxiliary power unit (APU). See Transport
sector application

B
Back surface reflector (BSR), 37, 64
Backup power. See Uninterruptible power
supply (UPS)
Bandgap voltage, 58
Battery, 2, 73, 119, 132, 142, 150
Beta alumina solid electrolyte (BASE). See
AMTEC
Buried layer reflector, 64

C
Carnot efficiency , 1, 142
Cascaded
PV cell. See Tandem PV cell
radiant burner, 165
TPV with another converter, 120, 149

Cavity, 9, 85, 101
collimator, 101, 112
concentrator, 112
design, 110
efficiency, 9
fullspectrum solar converter, 47
heat transfer, 97
non-uniform radiation, 54
view factor, 58
with dielectric material, 96, 118
Cermets (ceramic-metals), 22
Closed space concept. See Near-field TPV
Combined heat and power (CHP)
AMTEC, 137
district and industrial heating, 179
fuel cell, 134
micro CHP, 177
solar concentrator PV, 140
Stirling generator, 131
TPV system, 151, 158, 175
with water filter, 47
Combustion. See Welsbach mantel
fuel, 161
heat source, 161
infrared radiation of flame, 163
nitrogen oxide formation, 161
radiant burner, 163
Competing technologies, 129
Conduction, 86
Configuration factor. See View factor
Convection, 87
Cooling
filter, 36
front surface filter (FSF), 46, 64
heat shield, 42
PV cell, 10, 72
seal, 112
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C (cont.)
space generator, 71, 139
thermoelectric module, 136
TPV system shut-down

D
Dark saturation current density, 55
Dielectric
insulator concept, 96, 119
photon concentration, 96, 118
solar concentrator, 156
Diffusion PV cell technology, 62
Diode PV cell model
Direct heat-to-electricity conversion device
competing technologies , 130, 135
thermal energy storage, 169
waste heat recovery, 188
Dish concentrator, 157
Drude theory, 44
d-transition metal, 22

E
Efficiency
alkali metal thermal-to-electric converter
(AMTEC), 137
application assessment
automobile engine, 171
back surface reflector, 64
cavity, 9
collection efficiency, 57
combined heat and power, 175
fuel cell, 134
heat engine generator, 130
heat source, 9
hot PV cell
house keeping power, 11
light bulb, 19
measurement of PV cells, 72
PV cell, 9, 46, 53, 61, 73, 109
quantum efficiency. See collection
efficiency
recuperator, 165
self-powered heating, 181
solar PV , 103, 158
solar TPV, 156, 158
spectral control, 104, 109
thermionic generator, 139
thermoelectric generator, 136
TPV system, 8, 11, 35, 142, 151
ultimate efficiency, 53, 102, 121
Emergency power. See Uninterruptible power
supply (UPS)

Index
Emissivity
definition, 92
radiator, 17, 58
Emitter. See Radiator
Energy balance TPV system
Energy density
battery, 119, 134
hydrocarbon fuel, 161
hydrogen, 133
nuclear heat source, 153
Epitaxial growth, 62
Evanescent waves concept. See Near-field
TPV

F
Fill factor, 60
Filter, 5, 10, 35
all-dielectric filters, 45
band pass filter, 35
edge filter, 35
frequency selective surface (FFS) filter, 42
front surface filter (FSF), 64
glass shield, 41
incident angle, 91
infrared reflective, 37
inverse concept, 47
location in the cavity, 110
metal dielectric filter, 45
other filter concepts, 46
rugate, 47
spectral splitters, 47
tandem filter, 44
transparent conducting oxide (TCO) filter,
43
wavelength range, 36
Free carrier heating, 54, 70
Fresnel point-focus concentrator, 157
Fresnels equations, 94, 101
f-transition metal, 22
Fuel cell, 134
applications, 150
cascaded with TPV
Fused silica. See Quartz glass

G
Gallium antimonide PV cell, 67
costs, 142
history, 39
Germanium PV cell, 66, 74
bandgap, 64
dark saturation current density, 57
history, 39

Index
vertical junction, 71
Glass, 33. See Quartz glass
aluminosilicate, 39
borosilicate, 39
high-temperature industrial sector
soda lime, 39
Glass-to-metal seal, 112
Graphite
radiator, 121
seal, 112

H
Heat engine generator, 129
Heat exchanger
burner, 161, 165
combined heat and power (CHP), 175
external heat engine, 129
industrial waste heat recovery, 185
PV cell cooling, 73
thermoelectric generator, 136
Heat pipe, 30, 73
Heat recovery. See Waste heat recovery
Heat shield, 37
cavity design, 101
combined radiative and conductive heat
transfer, 96
contamination, 30
radiative heat transfer, 93
Heat source, 3, 85, 129, 141
combustion, 161
difference internal and external heat
engine, 130
hybrid solar combustion
radioisotope, 110
waste heat, 179
Heat transfer, 85
cavity, 9
combined radiative and
conductive, 96
modelling, 86, 88, 93, 96
steady-state, 85
transient, 85
Heat-transfer coefficient, 88
Hertz-Langmuir equation, 18
Hot carrier heating, 54, 69, 102
Human impact, 153
Hybrid TPV system, 148, 169
with combustion and
solar source, 158
with solar PV and battery, 149
Hydrocarbon fuel
infrared radiation of flame
Hydrogen storage
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I
III-V PV cell materials
bandgap,, 64
dark saturation current density, 57
epitaxial growth, 62
history, 39
tandem cells, 70
In-band radiation, 36, 64
definition
Indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) PV cell, 68
history, 39
Indium gallium arsenide antimonide (InGaAsSb) PV cell, 69
Industrial heat recovery. See Waste heat
recovery
Internal combustion engine (ICE), 130, 150,
172, 177

J
Joule Thomson effect, 73

L
Lamberts cosine-law, 91, 101
Lambert-Beer law, 88, 94
Lambertian radiation, 36
Laser
blackbody pumped, 120
grooved buried contact silicon cells, 65
Indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) power
converter, 68
yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG), 38
Lattice matched PV cell, 64, 68
Lattice mismatched PV cell, 68
Light bulb design, 19, 30
AKS dopants, 28
efficiency
filter, 35
Light emitting diode (LED), 96, 117
Light pipe. See Radiation guidance by total
internal reflection
Liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), 64

M
Maximum power point, PV cell, 55, 60
Maximum power tracker, 75
Metal insulation semiconductor (MIS) PV cell,
65
Metal organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOCVD), 63
Microelectromechanical system (MEMS)
TPV, 119
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M (cont.)
history, 7
Micron-gap concept. See Near-field TPV
Mirror. See Reflective thermal insulation
Modelling
dark saturation current density, 55
filter, 35, 45
glass shield, 41
heat transfer, 85
ultimate efficiency, 102
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), 63
Monolithic interconnected module (MIM), 10,
46, 48, 69
MTPV. See near-field TPV and Microelectromechanical system TPV
Multiple-junction PV cell. See Tandem PV
cell

N
Nano-gap concept. See Near-field TPV
Near-field TPV (NF-TPV), 118
heat transfer, 96
history, 39
Net radiation method, 93
Nuclear
fission reactor, 147
fusion. See Solar heat source
fusion reactor, 147
heat source, 147, 152
radioisotope generator, 151, 155

O
Open circuits voltage, 58
Optical thickness
combined conductive and radiative heat
transfer, 97
radiative heat transfer, 89
radiator, 24
Out-of-band radiation, 5, 9, 39, 109
definition, 103
emissivity of radiator, 25

P
Peltier effect, 135
Phase change material (PCM), 29
Photon tunnelling concept. See Near-field TPV
Photonic bangap crystal radiator, 29
Photovoltaic cell, 53
See III-V material, silicon and germanium
PV cells
Plancks function, 89, 91

Index
Plancks radiation law, 3, 5, 92, 103, 104
Portable power
AMTEC, 138
internal combustion engine (ICE) generator, 130
solid polymer fuel cell, 133
TPV application, 165
Power density
application assessment, 149
competing technologies, 131
concentrator at the PV cell, 113
filter type, 37
PV cell, 60
TPV cavity arrangements, 110
TPV, upper limit, 106, 109
Power plant, 2
centralised, 151
nuclear, 131
solar thermal, 156
Power range
competing technologies, 131
TPV system, 2, 151

Q
Quantum well cell (QWC), 71
Quartz glass, 10, 37, 39
absorption coefficient, 41
cavity design, 112, 113, 115
devitrification, 41
dielectric insulator concept, 113
increased shield thickness, 42
multiple shields, 42
optical concentration, 114
radiation guidance, 114
radiative heat transfer, 85
with gold mirror, 117

R
Radiant burner, 28, 30, 163
Radiation, 88. See Heat transfer
cavity, 100
guidance by total internal reflection, 114,
180
Radiation shape factor. See View factor
Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), 95
Radiator, 17
evaporation, 18
Ray tracing, 85
Reflective thermal insulation, 86, 111, 114,
117
Reflectivity, 92
back surface reflector, 64

Index
diffuse, 92
filter, 35
radiator substrate, 30
specular, 92
Refractive index, 88, 94, 96
all-dielectric filters, 44
antireflection (AR) coating, 64
dielectric photon concentration, 118
dielectric solar concentrator, 140
PV cell radiative limit, 53
Rugate filter, 47
Refractory metal, 26
Remote power supply
combustion TPV, 159
competing technologies, 129
renewable TPV hybrid system, 149
solar TPV, 140
Richardson-Dushman equation, 139
Rosseland approximation, 97

S
Sankey diagram
industrial process, 180
TPV system, 8
Sapphire
infrared optical material, 38
radiator substrate, 27
Seebeck effect, 128
Self-powered heating
competing technologies, 129
TPV application, 176, 180, 187
TPV cavity design, 180
Shape factor, 86
Silicon
all-dielectric filter, 44
as phase change material, 29
radiator material, 29
transparent conducting oxide (TCO), 43
Silicon carbide, 21
as high temperature semiconductor, 112
heating tube, 112
optical and thermal properties, 42
radiator, 20, 30, 72
recuperator, 169
thermal stability, 26
Silicon PV cell, 65
bandgap, 64
dark saturation current density, 57
history, 39
vertical junction, 71
Silicon-Germanium PV cell, 66
Silver PV cell. See Vertical junction PV cell
Snells law, 94
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Solar concentrator types, 157
Solar heat source, 155
Solar photovoltaics, 3, 31
applications, 150
Solar spectrum. See Air mass (AM) spectrum
Solar TPV
application, 157, 186
cavity design, 112
comparison with solar PV
efficiency modelling, 70, 73
history, 39
hybrid combustion system, 158
remote applications, 169
with thermal energy storage, 158
Space application
alkaline fuel cell
AMTEC, 138
combustion TPV, 160
PV cells, 181
radioisotope TPV, 154
solar TPV, 157
thermionic generator
thermoelectric generator, 135
TPV history, 39
Spectral control, 5, 37, 62, 70, 102
all-dielectric filters, 45
back surface reflector (BSR), 64
figures of merit, 109
frequency selective surface (FSS) filter, 43
front surface filter (FSF), 64
glass shield, 42
metal dielectric filter, 45
monolithic interconnected module (MIM),
69
other filter concepts, 47
tandem filter, 46
transparent conducting oxide (TCO) filter,
43
ultimate efficiency, 102
Spectral range. See Wavelength range
Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 90
Stefan-Boltzmann law, 4, 92, 95, 103, 155
Stirling engine generator, 132
applications, 150
Surface gratings for radiators, 28

T
Tandem PV cell, 70
Thermal energy storage, 2, 29, 158, 165
Thermal insulation, 114
cavity, 85
losses, 119, 140, 185
microporous, 115
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T (cont.)
multifoil insulation (MFI), 116
Thermal resistance, 86
Thermal voltage, 58, 61
Thermionic
applications, 150
Thermionic generator, 139
Thermodynamic cycle
Brayton, 140
Diesel, 140
organic Rankine (ORC), 177
Otto, 140
Rankine, 140
Stirling, 141
Thermodynamic limit
dark saturation current density, 55
solar TPV, 157
Thermoelectric generator, 135
applications, 150
Thermophotonics (TPX), 117
Thin film PV cell, 71
Thomson effect, 135
Total blackbody intensity, 90, 96
Transport sector application, 172
auxiliary power unit (APU), 138, 150, 173,
187
exhaust gas recovery, 172
small vehicle propulsions, 172, 187
Tungsten emitter, thermionic generator, 138
Tungsten radiator, 27, 72
inert atmosphere, 37, 112
light bulb, 30
microstructure, 28

U
Uninterruptible power supply (UPS)
combustion TPV, 92, 187
competing technologies, 150

Index
V
Vacuum
cavity design, 112
dielectric constant, 44
heat transfer, 87
light bulb design, 19
radiator operation, 18
thermal insulation, 114
Vapour pressure
crystalline optical materials, 37
radiator, 18
silicon carbide, 21
tungsten, 27
Vehicle propulsion. See Transport sector
application
Vertical junction PV cell, 71
View factor, 93
Voltage factor, 58

W
Waste heat recovery, 188
inverse cylindrical TPV configuration, 112
thermoelectric generator, 136
TPV application, 3, 6, 179, 183, 188
TPV efficiency, 8
Wavelength range, 36
Wavenumber, 88
Welsbach mantle, 9, 10, 25, 30, 163
Wiens displacement law, 38, 90

Y
Yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG), 113

